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Abstrat

Two of the three essays are investigating the question about the role of skills in the

labor market, while the third hapter looks at the labor market onsequenes of identity

hanges. The �rst hapter shows how a foreign takeover a�ets the return to spei�

skills, I found that the return on independent problem solving skills inreases, while the

returns on other skills are unhanged. The seond hapter (joint with Balázs Reizer) study

the gender di�erenes in skill ontent of jobs, it shows that having family signi�antly

inreases the gap of skill use between men and women, we argue that time alloation by the

family members is the potential mehanism driving the results. The third hapter (joint

with Attila Gáspár) uses historial data to study the labor market impat of hanging a

foreign sounding surname to a Hungarian sounding one.

Chapter 1: Foreign Aquisition and the Return to Skills

I study the e�et of foreign takeovers on the return to spei� skills. Using administrative

data on Hungarian workers and �rms augmented with oupation level skill requirement

measures, I �nd a positive and signi�ant inrease in the return to independent problem

solving skills after a foreign aquisition, while the e�et is smaller and less robust in the

ase of interpersonal skills, and I �nd no e�et on the return to routine task intensity.

These results are not driven by a subgroup of workers (suh as managers) or by any

speial �rm types (suh as manufaturing �rms), the pattern is general. I also show

that the hange in the valuation of independent problem solving skills an explain the

inrease in the white-ollar wage premium. I argue that these �ndings are in line with

the hypothesis that foreign investors deentralize the �rm struture after the takeover.
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Chapter 2: Gender Di�erenes in the Skill Content of Jobs

o-author: Balázs Reizer

More than half of the gender wage gap an be attributed to di�erenes in wages within

oupations. Using the PIAAC survey, we show that women perform less skill-intensive

tasks than men even within the same oupation. The gap in skill intensity annot be

explained by di�erential �rm harateristis or di�erenes in ognitive skills. Instead,

we show that having a hild signi�antly dereases the skill use of women and slightly

inreases the skill use of men. We argue that having a hild a�ets skill use through

time alloation by the parents as the hild penalty disappears one we ontrol for working

hours and hours spent on housework. Finally, we do not �nd evidene for workplae

disrimination against women.

Chapter 3: The salary premium of adopting a Hungarian surname

in multi-ethni Austria-Hungary

o-author: Attila Gáspár

By using three unique historial data sets, we study the labor market impat of hanging a

foreign sounding surname to a Hungarian sounding one in the early 20th entury Hungary.

We use pooled OLS and a name frequeny based instrumental variable to estimate the

impat of family name hange on worker salary. We �nd that name hangers earned

5 perent to 10 perent more than other workers in our two samples of ontemporary

workers. The results are mostly driven by the publi setor. We interpret this as a

signaling mehanism through whih workers ould send a ostly signal (the name hange)

to show politial loyalty and the willingness to assimilate.
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Chapter I

Foreign Aquisition and the Return to

Skills

1 Introdution

There is vast empirial evidene in the literature doumenting that foreign �rms outper-

form domesti ompanies in several dimensions: foreign �rms are larger, more produtive

and pay higher wages

1

. Foreign investors may bring bene�ts to the host ountry by having

aess to superior tehnologies and managerial praties that an spread to the domesti

�rms. Domesti workers an also bene�t from the presene of multinational ompanies

by aquiring valuable knowledge about the new tehnologies or reeiving more training

2

.

Although there is a onsensus in the literature about the positive foreign-domesti

wage gap

3

, there are only a few studies that analyze the heterogeneity of the wage e�et

of foreign ownership and the onlusions are unlear. A study of Sjöholm and Lipsey

[2006℄ on Indonesian manufaturing workers provides evidene that the wage e�et is

larger for white-ollar workers, and Earle et al. [2018℄ show that those having higher

skills - as measured by eduation for Hungarian workers - experiene a larger gain at

foreign aquisition. In the ase of the UK, Girma and Görg [2007℄ found the opposite:

the wage of unskilled workers inreases twie as muh as that of skilled workers. I show

evidene for a skill-biased e�et of a foreign takeover, the wage of white-ollar workers

inreases by 8% after the takeover, while the wage of blue-ollar workers is unhanged.

Although de�ning skilled workers by white-ollar or based on eduation is widely used in

the literature, it obsures some important mehanisms beause skilled workers measured

by these de�nitions have very diverse skills [Ingram and Neumann, 2006℄.

1

see Lipsey [2004℄ for an overview

2

see Huttunen [2007℄ for a summary about the reasons for the existing foreign-domesti wage gap.

3

with a substantial variation in the magnitude. The e�et is onsidered to be larger in developing

ountries, while being small in developed ountries (see Arnal and Hijzen, 2008 for an overview).

1
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In this paper, I detet spei� skills that are appreiated and that are devaluated after

a foreign aquisition. To do so, I lean on detailed job desriptions and reate three skill

requirement indexes: (i) independent problem solving skills (IPS); (ii) interpersonal skills;

(iii) routine task-intensity (RTI). While the �rst two measures are based on Hungarian

data provided by the former Labour O�e, RTI is based on US data and it is a widely

used index to measure how easily the job an be substituted by omputers. My fous on

the skill set is motivated by a large literature that uses skill requirement measures and

job desriptions to understand reent hanges in the labor market

4

.

Using a linked employer-employee dataset from Hungary, I �nd evidene that indepen-

dent problem solving skill is rewarded more after a foreign takeover. The �nding is robust

to the inlusion of worker and �rm �xed e�ets (along with setor-year �xed e�ets) and

the inlusion of a wide range of ontrol variables on worker and �rm level as well. The

inreased return to this skill seems to be a general e�et, as it is there for females and

males, and also for low eduated workers

5

. The measured inrease in the return does not

vary muh by the size of the �rm, although it is somewhat larger for smaller �rms. Al-

though the majority of the literature investigating the e�et of foreign takeovers fouses

only on manufaturing �rms, Balazsi et al. [2018℄ show that the wage advantages and

spillover e�et are relevant also in the servie setor, at least in the ase of Hungary. I

also show evidene that the inrease in the return is relevant in the servie setor and it is

omparable in size with the e�et in the manufaturing setor. The estimated results are

not driven by newomers (workers arriving to the �rm after the takeover) either. I also

ontrol for mathematis skill requirement of the oupation to rule out the possibility of

measuring solely a pattern that better skills are appreiated more after a takeover. I also

estimate the e�et separately for those who do not reah a managerial position, but the

inrease in the return is relevant for this subgroup as well.

I demonstrate that the e�et of aquisition is skill-biased, favoring white-ollar workers:

the wage of white-ollar workers inreases by 8% after a foreign takeover, while the wage

4

see David and Dorn [2013℄ for an analysis about the US labor market and Goos et al. [2014℄ for a

study about European ountries

5

eduation is proxied by the eduation requirement of the highest oupational status ahieved in

2003-2011

2
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of blue-ollar workers is una�eted. This gap dereased to 2,3% and beame insigni�ant

after ontrolling for independent problem solving skill index.

The results on the other two skill measures are less robust. Although there is an

inrease in the return to interpersonal skills after a foreign takeover, this e�et disappears

as soon as independent problem solving skills is inluded in the regression. By using event

study approah, I did not �nd any hange in the return to routine task-intensity after a

foreign takeover ompared to the return at always domesti �rms.

While the e�et of foreign ownership on wages is widely studied in the literature, less

attention is paid on the e�et on the omposition. The results about the skill mix are less

lear. Huttunen [2007℄ shows either no e�et or a small derease in the share of highly

eduated workers after a foreign aquisition in the ase of Finnland. Almeida [2007℄ did

not �nd evidene for the hange in the omposition of workfore after a foreign takeover

for Portugal �rms, while, Earle et al. [2018℄ found an inrease in the share of university

graduated workers in the ase of Hungary. I found a small positive e�et on the share of

high IPS skill workers. The share of high interpersonal skill workers and those whose jobs

are onsidered to be more routine are basially unhanged after the foreign takeover.

In the �nal part of the paper, I investigate the potential mehanism whih an lead to

my empirial results. Although I do not have diret evidene, I argue that independent

problem solving skill summarizes the skills that are appreiated in a deentralized �rm,

thus the �nding that there is an inreasing return to these skills is in line with the

hypothesis that foreign investors hange the organization of the �rm in a way that it

beomes more deentralized. The �nding that the worker/manager ratio inreases after a

foreign take-over further supports that hypothesis.

Finally I rule out some alternative hypotheses. As reent tehnologial hanges om-

plement non-routine, information demanding tasks my results ould simply just mimi the

spread of omputers instead of re�eting an organizational hange. On the one hand, new

tehnologies omplement non-routine tasks, on the other hand, they are able to substi-

tute routine tasks that follow logial rules as they are programmable (Autor et al., 2003;

David and Dorn, 2013). This senario is ruled out by using RTI that is a widely used
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measure to examine how easily the job an be substituted by omputers (Goos et al.,

2014). While the return to IPS skill inreases after a foreign takeover even after ontrol-

ling for RTI; there is no signi�ant e�et of foreign aquisition on the return to RTI. This

suggests that tehnologial hange (related to omputerization, automatization) has only

a seondary role if any. I also show that my results are not driven by a pattern that,

better skills in general are appreiated more after a takeover, and they are not driven by

managers either just beause managerial positions demand a higher level of IPS skills. I

also rule out the possibility that my results are driven by the mehanism that �rms tend

to grow after a foreign take-over and the evaluation of skills hanges due to this pattern.

The paper also ontributes to the literature about measuring the return to spei�

workplae tasks and skills. It is a widely studied phenomenon that there is a dereasing

return to routine tasks (Aemoglu and Autor, 2011; Autor et al., 2003; David and Dorn,

2013; Goos et al., 2014). There is less evidene on soial skills and the results are rather

unlear. While Deming [2017℄ reports an inreasing return on soial skills by using survey

data, Abraham and Spletzer [2009℄ show that jobs that require a higher level of interper-

sonal skills pay lower wages. I ontribute to this literature in two ways. First, I also fous

on soial skills by measuring interpersonal skills. Seond, I provide evidene on how the

valuation of skills an be shifted by hanges in the life of the �rms.

My study also relates to the literature on the e�et of foreign ownership on �rm

organization. Bloom et al. [2012℄ argue that multinational ompanies implement their

management style abroad. Bastos et al. [2018℄ found evidene of hanges in the inter-

nal organization of �rms after a foreign aquisition. Their results are in line with the

hypothesis of knowledge-based hierarhies in whih management praties have been im-

proved and the evidene from an auxiliary survey suggests that as a bakground internal

ommuniation osts are redued. Guadalupe et al. [2012℄ show that �rms after a foreign

takeover purhase new mahines and adopt new methods of organization simultaneously.

I add to this literature by showing that skills that are demanded at a deentralized �rm

are appreiated more after a foreign takeover and by arguing that this is in line with

deentralization after a foreign takeover.
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2 Data and desriptive statisti

2.1 Data soures

2.1.1 Panel of administrative data

I use a large, longitudinal dataset linking administrative data from the National Health

Insurane Fund Administration, the Central Administration of National Pension Insur-

ane, the National Labour O�e and the Eduational Authority, provided the Databank

of the Centre for Eonomi and Regional Studies of the Hungarian Aademy of Sienes.

The data set overs a randomly hosen 50% sample of the Hungarian population aged

5-74 in 2003 and the individuals are followed from January 2003 to Deember 2011 on

a monthly basis. I have information on the highest paying job of a given person in a

given month, days of work and amounts earned. I know the oupation and the type of

employment relationship of the individual along with her or his gender, age and proxies of

health status. I also know whether the individual reeives transfers, but not eduational

attainment, only the the highest oupational status ahieved in 2003-2011. A ategori-

al variables based on this an be used as a proxy for eduation.

6

The data set provides

information on the oupations of the workers by 4 digit oupation odes (FEOR 93).

These odes are used in the dataset between 2003 and 2010, but there is a hange in the

use of the oupation oding system for the last year (2011). To keep the oding system

onsistent, I drop the last year of the sample.

The individual level data is augmented with �rm level information provided by the

National Tax and Customs Administration. The most important information at the �rm

level is the ownership status of the �rm, but �nanial data and information on size and

industry are also available. Firm information is given at the yearly level.

Although the worker level information is available on a monthly basis, due to the size

of the data set (and beause �rm information is only available on a yearly basis) I keep

6

the same measure as used by Balazsi et al. [2018℄. Three ategories are de�ned: low, medium and

high level of eduation.
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only information from Marh.

7

.

The sample is restrited to workers employed with labor ontrat at least one in a

foreign or domesti private �rm, where the �rm has more than 10 employees at least one

during the observed period and the worker has at least three observations with non-missing

data on wage, the main independent variables (skill requirement indexes, ownership) and

the main ontrol variables (age, disability, are, tenure and industry).

89

Observations

with missing variables were exluded from the sample. The restrited sample ontains

5,356,887 person-year observations orresponding to 940,872 workers working at 156,906

�rms.

A �rm is onsidered to be foreign if foreign ownership share is above 50%. 34.4% of the

worker-year observations in my sample are majority foreign-owned. I split foreign �rms

into two groups. I de�ne �rms to be always foreign if they entered my data as foreign �rms,

and aquired �rms are those whih were domestially owned at the beginning and beame

foreign �rms later on.

10

Sine I only have information on the year of the aquisition (no

exat date is reported), I use lagged ownership status to de�ne post-aquisition years.

3.5% of the worker-year observations orrespond to aquired �rms, and 1.4 % of the

worker-year observations orrespond to post-aquisition years. Table 1 shows the number

of aquisitions per year. The number of ases varies between 91 and 212 per year.

I use daily wages (monthly wage divided by days in work) normalized for the national

average daily wage in the given month.

11

7

Although the hoie of the month seems to be arbitrary, I hose Marh as the �rst representative

month in any given year. On the other hand, �rm level information is on a yearly level, therefore I do

not see the exat date of the aquisition. It is very likely that the aquisition of any given year took

plae later during the year, so I take the year of the aquisition as a pre-aquisition year (I use lagged

ownership statuses to de�ne post-aquisition years).

8

I inlude all of the employers of suh a worker (thus �rms never exeeding the 10 employees threshold

might be inluded as well.)

9

See more about the restrition rules and their neessity in Balazsi et al. [2018℄

10

I use the entire data set to de�ne a �rm to be aquired, thus if the �rm was aquired in 2011 it is

onsidered to be an aquired �rm.

11

I use the same de�nition as Balazsi et al. [2018℄
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Table 1: Number of aquisitions per year

Year Number of Aquisitions

2004 165

2005 107

2006 142

2007 205

2008 212

2009 164

2010* 91

2011* 100

*As my sample ends in 2010, but the ownership is known until 2011, for �rms aquired in 2010 or in 2011

I do not have pos-aquisition years.

2.1.2 Oupation desription

I augment my linked employer-employee data with detailed job desriptions from external

data soures. I use the o�ial desriptions of the Hungarian Oupation Coding System

(FEOR) augmented with detailed and standardized desriptions by the former National

Labor O�e of Hungary.

12

The aim of these desriptions was partly to give up-to-date

information about the oupation (suh as desriptions of the tasks, health risk, average

salary et.). More importantly for my analysis, it also aimed to help job seekers to �nd

the best math. To ahieve their aim they developed measures that help job seekers to

ompare skill requirements and working environments for eah job. I use these indies

to measure the skill requirement of the job. The job desriptions and the indies are

available at 4 digit oupation ode level. The former National Labor O�e report the skill

requirement measures by FEOR08 oupation odes, and my data set ontains FEOR93

oupation odes. To overome this issue, I use the o�ial orrespondene table of the

two oding systems.

2.2 Skill requirement indies

The Labor O�e provides �fteen skill requirement measures (see the list of the measures

in Table A-1), all are ategorial variables measured on a sale 0 (not important) to 3

(highly important) for a partiular oupation.

12

the desriptions are available at http://eletpalya.munka.hu/
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In some ases, the Labor O�e does not report job requirement information at the 4

digits level. I impute these missing observations in two ways. The detailed job desriptions

and skill requirement measures are always missing if the FEOR ode ends with a �9�. These

odes orrespond to the �other� or �n.e..� ategories (suh as 1339 Department managers

in prodution and servies n.e..). In these ases, I use the average of the skill requirement

measures being in the same 3 digit level oupation group.

For oupations the ode of whih do not end in 9 I imputed the skill requirements

based on the skill requirements of oupations that were reported by the o�e to require

similar skill sets.

13

In the ases when no oupation with the same skill requirement (at

the same 1 digit level) was reported, I drop the oupation ategory from my sample.

At the end of this proedure, I have the skill requirement measures for almost 350

distint oupation groups.

Due to multiollinearity issues, all variables annot be used in the analysis. I reated

two summary indies. I hose the skill requirement indies in my analysis to have eonom-

ially meaningful summary indies and also based on the orrelation between the indies

(see the list of the measures in Table A-1). My �rst skill measure is the independent

problem solving (IPS), whih summarizes: problem solving, taking responsibility, ability

to adapt to new environments and tasks, the ability to fous on work, the ability to work

independently. Co-working skill, ommuniation skill, and empathy are summarized in

my interpersonal skill measure.

The summary indexes are the weighted average of the relevant skill requirement

measures where the weights were alulated by Thomson' method, whih de�nes the

weights as the produt of the fator loading matrix and the inverse ovariane matrix

[Estabrook and Neale, 2013℄.

14

To gain eonomially meaningful variables I alulate the

fator loading matrix by keeping only the relevant variables in the analysis and allowed

to have a single fator, e.g. I alulate fator loading matrix only by using o-working

13

For example in the ase of the oupation titled �Eletrial engineers� (FEOR08 2122) the o�e does

not report the skill measures, but it states that the oupation titled �Teleommuniations engineers�

(FEOR08 2123) requires the same skill sets.

14

all of the weights are positive
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skills, ommuniation skills, and empathy.

15

I also use routine task-intensity (RTI) reommended by Goos et al. [2014℄ to measure

how easily the job an be substituted by omputer to apture the e�et of tehnology and

omputerization on the workfore. This measure is based on US data and it is widely

used in the literature

16

.

In addition to these, I further use mathematis skill requirement to apture whether

the job is onsidered to be more skill-intensive. This shows whether the job involves

working with numbers and operations.

The indies are standardized to have zero mean and standard deviation of one in the

sample.

The orrelation oe�ients between the skill measures an be found in Table 2. All of

them are statistially signi�ant, suggesting that there is a link between the set of skills

that are required to ful�ll a given oupation. Aording to the estimated orrelations

jobs that require a high level of IPS skill from a worker also require good interpersonal

skills, and at the same time, they are onsidered to be less routine. Although the indies

are linked, they are oneptually di�erent. For example �Civil engineers� (FEOR 2124)

requires a high level of IPS skills, but a low level of interpersonal skills. On ontrary

�Oupations in making up onsignment of goods� (FEOR 5114) require a low level of IPS

skills but a high level of interpersonal skills. �Film, stage and related assistant diretors�

(FEOR 3722) are a good example to show the di�erene between routines and independent

problem solving skill set as well: it requires a low level of IPS skills but it is onsidered to

be a non-routine job as well, aording to the RTI measure. �Aounting lerks� (FEOR

3606), �Planning lerks� (FEOR 3611) and �Investment lerks� (FEOR 3611) require a

high level of IPS skill set but they onsist of routine tasks. There are also non-routine jobs

that are at the bottom of IPS and interpersonal skill distrubtion, for example �Food and

beverage industry tehniians� (FEOR 3113). Also, there are jobs that are onsidered to

involve routine tasks and do not require neither independent problem solving skills nor

15

The main results are robust to alulating the weights by the inverse ovariane matrix suggested by

Anderson [2008℄, or by using the unweighted average of the variables.

16

this measure was used by David and Dorn, 2013 in ase of the US and by Goos et al., 2014 in ase

of European ountries.
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Table 2: Correlations between skill measures

IPS Interpersonal RTI

Interpersonal 0.64***

RTI -0.30*** -0.22***

interpersonal skills, for example, �Library and arhive stok lerks, other �ling lerks�

(FEOR 4123).

The top 10 and bottom 10 IPS and interpersonal skill oupations are listed in Table

A-2. As among the top 10 IPS skill oupations there are only managers (�rst panel of

Table A-2), later I show evidenes that my results are robust to the exlusion of managers.

There is a larger variation in the bottom 10 IPS skill oupations, not surprisingly elemen-

tary oupations are over-represented here. Interpersonal skills are important for teahers,

dotors, psyhologist, while they are less important for agriulture related oupations.

2.3 Desriptive Statistis

Table 3 and Table 4 provides desriptives on �rm and worker harateristis by ownership.

Foreign �rms are larger and they also export more often than domesti �rms. Foreign

�rms are more prevalent in the manufaturing industry. There are also di�erenes in

workfore omposition (see Table 4). Foreign �rms have a younger workfore and a larger

share of female workers, but the share of workers with disability allowane is lower. The

eduational omposition is similar in the two types of �rms, although the share of medium

eduated workers is somewhat larger at foreign �rms. The average IPS skill is higher, while

the average interpersonal skill is lower at foreign �rms.

3 Methodology

I estimate the following model:
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Table 3: Firm harateristis by ownership

Variables Domesti �rm Foreign Firm

size 23 90

(236) (343)

exporting �rms (%) 16.3 58.2

Industry (%)

Agriulture 4.2 3.1

Manufakturing 18.2 29.1

Constrution 11.5 2.9

Trade and repair 28.4 33

Finane, insurane 1.3 2

Utilities 0.7 0.9

Business servies 35.7 28.6

Domesti �rm: �rms that are under domesti ownership in the given year (e.g. always domesti �rm,

pre-aquisition period, and years after foreign investment withdrawal). Foreign �rm: �rms that are under

foreign ownership in the given year.

Table 4: Individual harateristis by ownership

Variable Domesti �rm Foreign Firm

Age 39.4 37.3

(10.6) (10.2)

Male (%) 61.1 52.7

Workers reeives are of hild allowane (%) 0.8 0.8

Workers reeiving disability allowane (%) 1.4 0.5

Tenure in urrent job (month) 25.2 28.3

(22.4) (23.5)

Eduation (%)

Low eduated worker 16.1 16.1

Medium eduated worker 67.9 69.2

High eduated worker 16 14.7

Average IPS skill -0.03 0.06

(1.02) (0.97)

Average interpersonal skill 0.03 -0.06

(1.00) (0.98)

Average RTI -0.05 0.10

(1.04) (0.92)

Observations 3 513 824 1 843 063

Domesti �rm: �rms that are under domesti ownership in the given year (e.g. always domesti �rm,

pre-aquisition period, and years after foreign investment withdrawal). Foreign �rm: �rms that are under

foreign ownership in the given year. The skill measures are standardized to have zero mean and standard

deviation of one in the sample.
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lnwijot = δ1AlwaysForj + δ2Acquiredj + δ3PostAcqjt + αSkillMeasureo+

γ1AlwaysForj∗SkillMeasureo+γ2Acquierdj∗SkillMeasureo+γ3PostAcqjt−1∗SkillMeasureo

+ µMatho + [ρPi] + βXit + γVjt + [vi + fj] + sjt + εijt (1)

The dependent variable is the logarithm of the daily wage of person i having an

oupation o at �rm j in year t. I inlude a set of dummies ontrolling for the ownership

status of the �rm: AlwaysForj is a dummy that equals 1 if the �rm was foreign owned

at the start of the study period. Acquiredj is a dummy that equals 1 for �rms that

were domesti owned at the start of the study period but beame foreign owned later on

in the sampling period; PostAcqjt is a dummy showing the years after the aquisition

took plae. SkillMeasureo is the skill requirement index of a given oupation where

the worker is urrently employed (namely IPS, Interpersonal skills and RTI). I inlude a

dummy showing whether the job requires working with numbers and operations to aount

for the general skill requirement level of the job (Matho). Pi are time invariant worker

harateristis (suh as gender, eduation).

17 Xit are time varying worker harateristis,

suh as age and its square, tenure, whether the worker reeives are allowane, whether

the worker reeives disability payment. Vjt are the time varying �rm level ontrols; sjt are

setor-year interations, vi and fj are person and �rm �xed e�ets.

As the aim of the analysis is to measure the hange in the return to di�erent skills,

I interat the skill measures with the ownership dummies. The fous of the study is

the γ3 parameter that aptures the average e�et of foreign aquisition on the return to

skills in all post-aquisition years. As PostAcq hanges from 0 to 1 within the �rm, this

interation term varies within the �rm and within the worker spell: it turns from zero

to the value of skill requirement index of the oupation the worker is employed. In the

ase when worker and �rm �xed e�ets are inluded, this parameter is identi�ed from (i)

workers who stayed with the �rm after the aquisition and did not hange oupation;

17

eduation is proxied by a ategorial variable based on the highest oupational status ahieved in

2003-2011 (same measure used by Balazsi et al., 2018), as the eduational attainment is not observed
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(ii) workers who stayed with the �rm after the aquisition and hanged oupation; (iii)

workers who arrived to the �rm after the aquisition. 80% of the workers who stayed

with the �rm around the aquisition did not hange oupation within the worker-�rm

spell, while a substantial part of workers arrived after the takeover (see Table A-3 for the

number of setor, �rm and oupation swithes).

First, I estimate the model by simple OLS ( vi and fj are exluded). As a seond

step, I introdue fj �rm �xed e�ets and exlude all time-invariant �rm level ontrols

(suh as the dummy variable for always foreigners and for aquired �rms). Then I inlude

person and �rm �xed e�ets to the model ( vi and fj ) and exlude time invariant worker

and �rm level ontrols. Worker �xed e�ets eliminate the potential endogeneity onern

that workers with higher unobserved ability selet to more skill-intensive oupations and

they also reeive higher wages regardless of the skill requirement. The standard errors are

lustered on the �rm level.

As a seond approah, I perform an event study style analysis. I inlude leads and

lags of the aquisition interated with the skill indies. The reason for this is to examine

how the e�et of foreign aquisition evolves over time.

lnwijot = δ3PostAcqjt−1 +
∑

(βtSkillMeasureo ∗ Y eart)+

γ2BalAcquierdj∗SkillMeasureo+
[

∑

γ3,−sAcquisition−s +
∑

γ3,+sAcquisition+s

]

∗SkillMeasureo+

γ2UnBalAcquiredj ∗ SkillMeasureo + δ2UnBalPostAcqjt−1 ∗ SkillMeasureo+

µMatho + βXit + vi + fj + sjt + εijt (2)

The dependent variable is the logarithm of the daily wage of person i having an

oupation o at �rm j in year t.

I de�ne two types of aquired �rms: balaned and unbalaned. An aquired �rm is

onsidered to be balaned if the �rm was observed in my data set from two years prior to

two years after the aquisition (altogether for �ve years). By de�nition, a �rm an only
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be balaned if it was aquired between 2005 and 2008 and have �ve onseutive years.

18

Firms aquired in 2004, or between 2009 and 2011 are onsidered to be unbalaned.

19

Balaned aquired �rms orrespond to 50 perent of my aquired worker-year observation

(see Table A-3 last two rows).

I interat my skill measure with the dummies indiating whether the aquired �rm

is onsidered to be balaned or unbalaned. For balaned �rms, I inlude leads and lags

of the aquisition interated with the skill measures. I leave out the interation term

with the year of the aquisition γ3,0. Now I have more than one γ3 parameters. The

γ3,−s parameters show whether there are observable pre-trends. If there are not, these

oe�ients should be zero. The γ3,+s parameters show the e�et of an aquisition on the

return to skills in post-aquisition years. I expet these parameters to be di�erent from

zero, if foreign aquisition has an impat on the returns to skill.

I do not exlude the unbalaned �rms from the sample due to the worker �xed e�ets

estimates. However, I interat the dummy indiating that the aquired �rm is unbalaned

with the skill measure.

All else remain the same as previously. I inlude worker and �rm �xed e�et in the

model together with setor-year interations. I further ontrol for time varying worker

harateristis: age and its square, tenure, whether the worker reeives are allowane,

whether the worker reeives disability payment.

4 Results

Table 5 shows the estimated results of equation 1. The �rst olumn is the OLS regression,

I add �rm �xed e�ets in the seond olumn and worker and �rm �xed e�ets in the

third olumn. In general, IPS skills are rewarded at all types of �rms. One standard

deviation inrease in IPS skills inreases the wage by 2.66 perent at a domesti �rm

(see Table 5 �rst olumn), the e�et is even larger at always foreign �rms. The return

18

�rms that were aquired within this time window but do not have �ve onseutive years are mainly

small �rms whose �rm id disappear from the data set.

19

even though my sample ends in 2010, the entire data set ontains information up to 2011, thus I

know if a �rm was aquired in 2011 although I do not have post-aquisition observation for it.
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Table 5: Return to Independent problem solving (IPS) skill

OLS Firm FE 2WayFE

IPS 0.113*** 0.0727*** 0.0266***

(0.00477) (0.00294) (0.00157)

IPS * Always for. 0.176*** 0.126*** 0.0457***

(0.00904) (0.00541) (0.00382)

IPS * Aquired 0.0354** 0.0390*** 0.00240

(0.0170) (0.0117) (0.00531)

IPS * PostAq. 0.0469*** 0.0367*** 0.0403***

(0.0139) (0.00873) (0.00736)

Rsquare 0.381 0.248 0.866

Worker FE yes

Firm FE yes yes

Setor*year yes yes yes

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. No. Observ.: 5,356,887,

Number of indiv.: 940,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its square,gender, eduation,

whether the worker reeive are allowane, whether the worker reieve disability payment, tenure and

whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, ownership dummies (always foreigner,

aquired and post aquiaition period). Time-invariant �rm level ontrols (dummy variable for always

foreigner and the dummy variable for aquired �rms) are exluded as �rm FE is added to the regression.

Time-invariant worker level ontrols (gender and eduation) are exluded from two-way �xed model.

to IPS skill is omparable in size with the return to analytial skills in the literature,

Abraham and Spletzer [2009℄ shows that 1 standard deviation inrease in analytial skills

inreases the wage by almost 3 perent for all �rms (they do not di�erentiate by �rm

harateristis).

As soon as worker �xed e�ets are added to the regression, aquired and domesti

�rms do not di�er before the aquisition (see Table 5 olumn 3, the interation term of

IPS skill and the Aquired dummy is insigni�ant), but there is a signi�ant inrease in

the return after the aquisition took plae, the return almost reahes the level at always

foreign �rms. Worker �xed e�ets ontrol for the mehanism that better ability workers

selet to skill-intensive oupations and reeive higher wages at the same time.

Figure 1 shows the estimated return to IPS skills (by using the two-way �xed e�et

model) at an aquired �rm around the foreign takeover ompared to the return to skill

at the year of the aquisition. The horizontal axis shows the event time relative to the

event of the aquisition, the red vertial line represents the takeover. The graph shows

that there is no pre-trend in the return to IPS skill before the aquisition takes plae,
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Figure 1: Return to IPS skill around the aquisition

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level. 90% on�dene intervals are presented. Number of obser-

vations: 5,356,887, Number of individuals: 940,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its

square, whether the worker reeive are allowane, whether the worker reieve disability payment, tenure

and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, IPS skill index interated with

year dummies, IPS skill index interated with always foreigner dummy and with aquired dummy. Firm

and worker �xed e�ets are inluded.

while there is a signi�ant inrease after the aquisition. The point estimate on the

γ2BalAcquierdj ∗ SkillMeasureo is very small and insigni�ant (see Table A-4), this

means that there is no di�erene between aquired and domesti �rm in the year of the

aquisition.

As a next step, I keep in my sample only the balaned aquired �rms and re-estimate

equation 2 on this restrited sample. In this analysis I exlude the interation term of the

year dummies with skill measure from the regression, thus I do not ontrol for a general

trend in the return to IPS skill. Figure A-1 shows the results. The results are robust

to these hanges. There is no pre-trend in the return to IPS skill before the aquisition,

while there is a signi�ant jump after the take-over. The estimated oe�ients are larger

and the on�dene intervals are smaller than previously, but this an be due to the fat

that in the previous analysis I ontrol for a general trend in the return to IPS skill.

The positive e�et of a foreign aquisition on the return to IPS skill means that the

wages of those having more IPS skill intensive oupations inrease more than of those

having less IPS skill intensive oupations. To demonstrate this, I keep in my sample only

16
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Figure 2: Wage premium of high IPS skilled workers around the aquisition

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level. 95% on�dene intervals are presented. Number of observa-

tions 96651 Controls: age and its square, whether the worker reeive are allowane, whether the worker

reieve disability payment, tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill require-

ment, dummy variable indiating that the oupation require above the median level of IPS skill and

setor-year interations. Firm and worker �xed e�ets are inluded.

balaned aquired �rms

20

and de�ne an oupation to be IPS skill intensive oupation

if the IPS skill requirement of the oupation is above the median. I run a regression

where the dependent variable is the logarithm of the daily wage (same as previously) and

I estimate the evolution of the wage premia of having an IPS skill-intensive job. The

ontrol variables are the same as previously, I inlude �rm and worker �xed e�ets in the

regression and the standard errors are lustered on the �rm level. Figure 2 shows the

wage di�erene between those having IPS skill-intensive oupations and those having

low IPS skill requirements around the aquisition (see the results in Table A-5). In line

with the previous �ndings, we see that the di�erene between low IPS skilled workers and

high IPS skilled workers inreases after the foreign takeover.

Heterogenity of the hange in return to IPS skill: I also investigate whether the

estimated inrease in the return to the IPS skill is relevant only for some speial groups

or it is a general e�et. I fous on gender, eduation, �rm size and industry.

20

same de�nition is used as previously: �rmst that are in my sample from two years before to two years

after the aquisition
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Table A-6 Panel A shows the gender gap in the inrease in the return to IPS skill.

In this regression, I interat the ownership status and the interation terms of ownership

status and IPS skill index with a dummy indiating if the worker is male in equation 1.

Both female and male workers with a high level of IPS skills gain from a foreign takeover.

Table A-6 Panel B demonstrates the inrease in the return to IPS skill by eduational

ategories. As eduation is not diretly observed in the data set, I use a ategorial

variable that is based on the highest oupational status ahieved in 2003-2011 as a

proxy. I introdue a dummy indiating whether the worker has a low level of eduation

and interat this dummy with the ownership status of the �rm and with the interation

term of ownership status and IPS skill index in equation 1. The estimated results are not

driven by subgroup of workers based on eduation either (see Table A-6 Panel B).

Heterogeneity an appear at the �rm level as well, therefore as a seond step, I estimate

the e�et of foreign aquisition on the return to skill by �rm types.

I do not �nd high heterogeneity aross �rm size ategories either. Table A-6 Panel C

shows that the inrease in the return to IPS skill after a foreign takeover is very similar

at small and large �rms.

21

Most of the papers in the literature fousing on foreign �rms restrit their sample to

manufaturing �rms solely (Sjöholm and Lipsey, 2006Conyon et al., 2002, Guadalupe et al.,

2012), but as Balazsi et al. [2018℄ argued in ase of Hungary almost three-fourth of the

umulative FDI in�ows have arrived to setors outside the manufaturing and they �nd

omparable wage e�et of aquisition in the manufaturing and the servie setors as well.

Beause of this �nding, I did not restrit my sample based on industry a�liation in the

main spei�ation, but in this setion, I investigate whether there are any setoral di�er-

enes. Aording to Table A-6 Panel D, the estimated inrease in return in manufaturing

is somewhat larger, but it is relevant and signi�ant in the ase of the servie setor as

well.

Newomer versus Stayers: I investigate the question whether my results are driven

by those workers who newly arrived at the �rm or the inreased return an be observed

21

small �rms are �rms under 20 employees, while large �rms are �rms above 20 employees.
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at those who stayed with the �rm around the aquisition as well. I de�ne newomers

as those who arrived at the �rm after the foreign takeover. I augmente equation 1 by

the interation term of post-aquisition dummy and the skill measure with the newomer

dummy: γ32PostAcqjt ∗ SkillMeasureo ∗Newcomerit, and by ontrolling for the pattern

that in general newomers an have a di�erent salary impat than other workers (intera-

tion term of PostAcqjt ∗Newcomerit ), all else remain the same. Now the γ3 parameters

in equation 1 aptures the average e�et of foreign aquisition on the return to skills in

all post-aquisition years for stayers. Table A-3 shows the number of those who never

hanged oupation and those who hanged their oupation separately by stayers and

newomers.

Table A-7 Panel A shows the results. First olumn orresponds to OLS estimate,

while �rm �xed e�et is added in the seond olumn and worker and �rm �xed e�ets

are inluded in the third olumn. The results suggest that the estimated inrease in the

return to IPS skill is not driven by workers who arrive to the �rm after the takeover (see

Table A-7 Panel A �rst row).

4.1 The role of other skills after the takeover

Now I investigate the role of other skill sets play after a foreign takeover. First I re-

estimate equation 1 and 2 separately by skill requirement indies, namely interpersonal

skill, and RTI, seond, I inlude the three skill measure together in the same regression.

As a �rst step, I have estimated equation 1 separately for interpersonal skill and RTI

(see Table A-8 for interpersonal skill and Table A-9 for RTI). Both have a parameter

with the expeted sign: jobs that require better interpersonal skills and a higher level of

non-routines pay higher wages at all types of �rms. Foreign �rms reward interpersonal

skill more than domesti, but they also punish routine tasks more. The hange in the

return to both of the skills is signi�ant: positive for interpersonal skills and negative for

RTI.

22

22

I also estimated the parameters separately for newomers and stayers. Table A-7 Panel B and Panel

C show the results respetively.The results are not driven by workers who newly arrived to the �rm (see

Table A-7 �rst row of Panel B and Panel C respetively)
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Figure 3: Return to Interpersonal skill around the aquistion

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level. 90% on�dene intervals are presented. Number of observa-

tions: 5,356,887, Number of individuals: 940,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its square,

whether the worker reeive are allowane, whether the worker reieve disability payment, tenure and

whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, interpersonal skill index interated

with year dummies, interpersonal skill index interated with always foreigner dummy and with aquired

dummy. Firm and worker �xed e�ets are inluded.

Figure 4: Return to RTI around the aquisition

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, 90% on�dene intervals are presented. Number of obser-

vations: 5,356,887, Number of individuals: 940,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its

square, whether the worker reeive are allowane, whether the worker reieve disability payment, tenure

and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement. RTI skill index interated with

year dummies, RTI skill index interated with always foreigner dummy and with aquired dummy. Firm

and worker �xed e�ets are inluded.
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Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the estimated return to interpersonal skill and RTI around

the aquisition (by using two-way �xed e�et model) ompared to the return to skill at the

year of the aquisition (see Table A-4 olumn 2 and 3 for the estimates). The horizontal

axis is the event time relative to the aquisition on both of the graphs, the red vertial

line orresponds to the event of the aquisition. Aording to Figure 3, there is no pre-

trend in the return to interpersonal skill before the aquisition takes plae, while there

is an inrease after the aquisition. The point estimate for the post-aquisition period is

signi�ant only in (t+2) and the magnitude is smaller than in the ase of IPS skill. In

the ase of the RTI index, the derease in the return starts already before the aquisition

take plae but the di�erene is insigni�ant for all period (see Figure 4). The Figure 4

suggests that in the ase of RTI there is no e�et of hange in the ownership status of the

�rm on the return to RTI.

The results are robust to restriting the sample to the balaned aquired �rm, see

Figure A-2 for interpersonal skills, and Figure A-3 for RTI. There is no pre-trend in the

return to interpersonal skills before the aquisition takes plae, while there is a signi�ant

inrease thereafter. The estimated oe�ients are larger in magnitude ompared to Figure

3 and all post-aquisition oe�ients are signi�ant, but in the �rst senario I ontrol for a

general trend in the return to interpersonal skill, thus those oe�ients an be interpreted

as an e�et on the top of the trend. In the ase of the RTI, Figure A-3 suggests a small

dereasing (marginally signi�ant) e�et, but both the results on Figure A-3 and also

the fat that after ontrolling for the general trend in the return to RTI this small e�et

disappears, suggesting that this e�et is not a result of a hange in the ownership status

of the �rm.

As a seond step, I inlude the three skill measures together: IPS skill, interpersonal

skills, and RTI. The results an be found in Table 6. I interated all skill measures with

the same ownership dummies as previously (see equation 1), but only the interation term

with the PostAcq dummy is reported in Table 6. The estimated inrease in the return

to IPS skill after a takeover is basially una�eted by the inlusion of the other two skill

measures. The oe�ient on IPS skill remains signi�ant, if anything than the magnitude

21
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Table 6: Change in the return to skills after a foreign takeover - all three indies in one

regression

OLS �rm FE 2WayFE

IPS *PostAq. 0.0639*** 0.0381*** 0.0470***

(0.0187) (0.0111) (0.00956)

Interpersonal * PostAq. -0.0376** -0.00400 -0.00980

(0.0187) (0.00786) (0.00685)

RTI*PostAq. -0.0272* -0.00259 -0.000343

(0.0160) (0.00679) (0.00453)

Rsquare 0.383 0.253 0.866

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Worker FE yes

Firm FE yes yes

Setor * Year yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number ofobserva-

tions: 5,356,887, Number of individuals: 940,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its

square,gender, eduation, whether the person reieved disability allowane and whether the person re-

ieved are allowane, tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement,

ownership dummies (always foreigner, aquired and post aquiaition period), skill measures and their

interation with the ownership dummies. Time-invariant �rm level ontrols (dummy variable for always

foreigner and the dummy variable for aquired �rms) are exluded as �rm FE is added to the regression.

Time-invariant worker level ontrols (gender and eduation) are exluded from two-way �xed model.

Figure 5: Return to skills around the aquistion - all three skill indies in one regression

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level. 90% on�dene intervals are presented. Number of observa-

tions: 5,356,887, Number of individuals: 940,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its square,

whether the worker reeive are allowane, whether the worker reieve disability payment, tenure and

whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, skill measures and their interation

with year dummies and with the ownership dummies. Firm and worker �xed e�ets are inluded.
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inreased slightly ompared to Table 5. Contrarily, the oe�ient on interpersonal skill

and RTI beame insigni�ant and for both of the skills the magnitude beame almost

zero.

Figure 5 supports these results (see Table A-10 for the estimates), it shows the esti-

mated parameters of equation 2 by using two-way �xed e�et model. The horizontal axis

shows the event time relative to the aquisition, the vertial brown line indiates the event

of the aquisition. The results for the return to IPS skills are robust to the inlusion of the

other two skill measures: the return does not di�er signi�antly for the pre-aquisition

period from the return at the time of the event, while there is a large and signi�ant

jump after the event of the takeover. The return to interpersonal skill is insigni�ant

before the aquisition, after the aquisition the point estimates turn to negative, but the

hange in the return is signi�ant only in (t+1). The hange in the sign an be due to

the orrelation between interpersonal skill and IPS. The return to RTI is insigni�ant in

all periods. To hek the robustness of the results, I re-run the event study regression on

the balaned aquired �rm subsample, see Figure A-4. The results are very similar to the

total-sample results.

These results suggest that a foreign takeover primarily hanges the return to IPS skills

and the e�et on the other skills are only seondary.

23

4.2 Divestment: Foreign-domesti takeover

Although the question about the e�et of foreign-domesti takeovers is relevant, the liter-

ature is basially silent about it. While Earle et al. [2018℄ found a negative wage e�et of

divestment, Sjöholm and Lipsey [2006℄ did not �nd a lear pattern: the sign of the point

estimate hanged between the spei�ations, but in eah ase, they were very small. My

data set does not allow me to dig very deeply into this question due to the shortness of

the time window, but my results suggest that the return does not hange signi�antly

after a withdrawal.

I distinguish two types of foreign �rms in the data: �rms that entered the data set

23

The results are robust to alulating the weights by the inverse ovariane matrix suggested by

Anderson [2008℄, or by using the unweighted average of the variables, see Table A-11.

23
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Table 7: Foreign investment withdrawal and the return to IPS skills

OLS Firm FE 2Way FE

IPS 0.113*** 0.0727*** 0.0266***

(0.00475) (0.00293) (0.00155)

IPS * always for. 0.180*** 0.127*** 0.0460***

(0.00918) (0.00541) (0.00376)

IPS * aquired 0.0355** 0.0390*** 0.00248

(0.0170) (0.0117) (0.00531)

IPS * PostAq. 0.0536*** 0.0381*** 0.0407***

(0.0139) (0.00884) (0.00738)

IPS * divest. -0.0860*** -0.0178 -0.00546

(0.0177) (0.0206) (0.00778)

Rsquare 0.381 0.248 0.866

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Worker FE yes

Firm FE yes yes

Setor * Year yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observa-

tions: 5,356,887, Number of individuals: 940,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its

square,gender, eduation, whether the person reieved disability allowane, whether the person reieved

are allowane, tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, ownership

dummies (always foreigner, aquired and post aquiaition period, divestment period). Time-invariant �rm

level ontrols (dummy variable for always foreigner and the dummy variable for aquired �rms) are ex-

luded as �rm FE is added to the regression. Time-invariant worker level ontrols (gender and eduation)

are exluded from two-way �xed model.

under foreign ownership

24

and aquired �rms (entered my data as a domesti �rm but

were aquired during my sample). Domesti takeover an happen at any of these �rms,

thus I pool them together when de�ning divestment. The previous equation 1 is now

augmented with an ownership dummy that equals 1 if the �rm was previously under

foreign ownership but now it is under domesti ownership. I also interat it with skill

measures.

Table 7 shows the estimated results, the ontrol variables are the same as previously:

the �rst olumn orresponds to the OLS estimates, I add �rm �xed e�ets in the seond

olumn and �rm and worker �xed e�ets in the third olumn. The magnitude and sig-

ni�ane of the rise of return to IPS skills are basially unhanged. The withdrawal of

foreign investment does not derease the gain that happened after the foreign takeover.

24

Firms entering as foreign �rm two the dataset an be of two types: green�elds or aquired �rms. If

the aquisition took plae before 2003, I an not di�erentiate between these two types

24
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4.3 Change in the Wage Premium of White-ollar Workers

In this part, I investigate whether this hange in the return to skills an explain the

skill-biased wage e�et of a foreign takeover.

First, I estimate the e�et of an aquisition on the blue-ollar white-ollar wage gap,

I re-estimate equation (1) by exluding the skill measures, and by inluding a dummy

showing whether the urrent oupation of the worker is onsidered to be a white-ollar

job and by interating this dummy with the ownership dummies. As a seond step, I

inlude the IPS skill index (and the interation terms of the skills measures and the

ownership dummies) in the regression.

Table 8 shows the estimated results. In olumn 1-3 skill indies are exluded, while

in olumn 4-6 I ontrol for the hange in the return to IPS skill. A foreign aquisition

inreases the wage of white-ollar workers by 8%, while the wage of blue-ollar workers is

una�eted. The wage gain of white-ollar workers after a foreign aquisition dereases to

2-3% (and beame insigni�ant) after ontrolling for IPS skill.

4.4 Composition

In this setion, I turn my fous on the omposition of the workfore and I move from

worker level to �rm level data. I exlude from my analysis �rms that never exeed the 20

employees threshold.

25

I alulate di�erent measures of skill omposition: (1) I alulate

the yearly average IPS skill level at �rm; (2) share of workers having jobs that require

more than average level of IPS skills; (3) whose job has skill requirement measure that is

in the top 50%; (4) whose job has a skill requirement measure that is in the top 25%.

Yjt = βPostAcqjt + γDivestmentjt + sjt + fj + εjt (3)

where Yjt is the measure of skill omposition for �rm j in year t; PostAcqjt is a dummy

25

at very small �rms a single hange in the workfore (hiring, �ring or oupation hange for inumbent

worker) an lead to an extreme jump in the average.

25
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Table 8: Wage premium of white-ollar workers

OLS Firm FE 2way FE OLS Firm FE 2way FE

PostAq 0.167*** -0.00136 0.00310 0.182*** 0.00530 0.0106

(0.0504) (0.0143) (0.0155) (0.0473) (0.0114) (0.0139)

PostAq * white-ollar 0.0557 0.0745*** 0.0796*** -0.0375 0.0293 0.0232

(0.0354) (0.0257) (0.0159) (0.0521) (0.0323) (0.0202)

IPS 0.118*** 0.0667*** 0.0198***

(0.00404) (0.00178) (0.00117)

IPS * AlwaysFor 0.0799*** 0.0442*** 0.0259***

(0.0123) (0.00721) (0.00345)

IPS * Aquired -0.0522 -0.0158 -0.00595

(0.0335) (0.0116) (0.00618)

IPS * PostAq 0.0523** 0.0259** 0.0341***

(0.0230) (0.0125) (0.0113)

Rsquare 0.372 0.260 0.866 0.396 0.272 0.866

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Worker FE yes yes

Firm FE yes yes yes yes

Setor * Year yes yes yes yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observations:

5,356,887, Number of individuals: 940,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its

square,gender, eduation, whether the person reieved disability allowane, whether the person reieved

are allowane, tenure and whether the observation is ensored, ownership dummies (always foreigner,

aquired and post aquiaition period). Time-invariant �rm level ontrols (dummy variable for always

foreigner and the dummy variable for aquired �rms) are exluded as �rm FE is added to the regression.

Time-invariant worker level ontrols (gender and eduation) are exluded from two-way �xed model.
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Table 9: Composition e�et - hange in the share of high IPS skilled workers

Average Above the Mean Top 50% Top 25%

Panel A - IPS

PostAq. 0.0159 0.0135* 0.0126* 0.00240

(0.0159) (0.00788) (0.00756) (0.00852)

Rsquare 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001

N 156,898 156,898 156,898 156,898

Panel A - Interpersonal skill

PostAq. 0.000655 -0.000305 -0.00132 0.00710

(0.0152) (0.00746) (0.00699) (0.00764)

Rsquare 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001

N 156,898 156,898 156,898 156,898

Panel B - RTI

PostAq. -0.00521 -0.00104 0.00221 -0.00211

(0.0189) (0.00795) (0.00778) (0.00628)

Rsquare 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002

N 156,898 156,898 156,898 156,898

�rm FE yes yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observations:

156,898, Number of �rms: 27,447. Controls: setor-year interation and �rm �xed e�ets.

showing that the takeover took plae at least one year ago; Divestmentjt equals to 1 in

the after-withdrawal period (e.g. the �rm was one under foreign ontrol but now it is a

domesti �rm); sjt are the setor-year interations; fj are the �rm �xed e�ets. Standard

errors are lustered at the �rm level.

Table 9 shows the e�et of a foreign takeover on the worker omposition: Panel A

orresponds to IPS skill, Panel B shows the results for interpersonal skill and Panel C

represents the results for RTI. Eah olumn shows the result for a spei� measure: (1)

average level of the given skill; (2) share of workers above the average; (3) share of workers

in the top 50%; (4) share of workers in the top 25%.

Aording to all measures the share of workers having higher IPS skills inreases after

the foreign takeover, but the e�ets are very small and the results are signi�ant only for

the (2) and (3) measures. The share of workers with high interpersonal skills or with jobs

that involve more routine tasks does not hange after a foreign takeover. In Table A-12, I

inlude �rm size as time-varying �rm level ontrol beause foreign �rms tend to grow and

as a onsequene hire more lower-skilled workers, this mehanism would derease my skill

omposition measures for reasons that I am not interested in. The estimated parameters
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are larger, and the estimates for the average level of IPS skill beame signi�ant, while

the e�ets remain insigni�ant for the other two skill measures.

Figure A-5 shows the estimated e�et of a foreign takeover on the workfore ompo-

sition around the aquisition: the �gures on the top show the share of workers with IPS

skill above the mean, while the �gures on the bottom show the share of workers with IPS

skill in the top 50%. The �gures on the right show the estimates in the ase of the full

sample, while on the right �gures, I restrited my sample to the aquired �rms (�rms

that swith from domesti to foreign �rm in my sample). Instead of inluding a simple

post-aquisition dummy, I inlude leads and lags around the aquisition to explore the

dynami of the hange in the workfore omposition. All of the �gures suggest a small,

insigni�ant and positive e�et.

5 Disussion of the results

In this setion, I investigate the possible mehanisms whih an explain my empirial

results. I argue that my results are in line with the hypothesis that deentralization takes

plae at the �rm after the aquisition. I also rule out some alternative hypothesis.

5.1 Suess of foreign �rms

To see how foreign take-over a�ets the suess of the �rm, I use the same �rm level data

as in setion 4.4. I re-run the regression 3 on the logarithm of sale, size and sales revenue

per worker, while I also use the net pro�t before taxation.

2627

I inlude a dummy showing

that the take-over took plae at least one year ago, I also ontrol for the after-withdrawal

period, setor-year interations, and �rm �xed e�ets. Standard errors are lustered at

the �rm level.

Table 10 shows the results. Firms inrease after a foreign take-over in terms of sales

and size as well, while I do not �nd evidene for produtivity improvement (measured by

26

The information on size was estimated from the worker level data, thus they re�et the �rm size in

Marh for eah year.

27

as net pro�t an take negative value, I do not take the logarithm
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Table 10: Foreign aquisition and the performae of the �rm

log(sales) log(size) log(sales per worker) net pro�t before worker/manager

taxation (1000HUF) ratio

PostAq 0.118*** 0.133*** -0.00689 53,055 1.298**

(0.0372) (0.0334) (0.0275) (56,420) (0.600)

N 152,165 156,898 151,892 156,618 76,293

Rsqaure 0.043 0.031 0.046 0.002 0.004

Firm FE yes yes yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 Controls: setor-year

interation. Number of �rms: 1st olumn: 26,400; 2nd olumn: 27,447, 3rd olumn: 26,359; 4th olumn:

27,436, 5th olumn: 16,177

sales revenue per worker), and for an inrease in the net pro�t. This ould be the result

of the short time window that I have in the sample, the transformation of a ompany an

be very ostly at the beginning, while the bene�ts an only be realized later. Figure A-6

shows the results in the ase of the event-study approah, where I inlude leads and lags

around the aquisition instead of a single post-aquisition dummy. The �gures on the

left show the results in the ase of the full sample, while the �gures on the right show

the results on the sample of the aquired �rms only. The results on�rm the �nding that

�rms inrease after the aquisition, although there is a slight upward trend in the �rm

size even before the take-over.

Several reasons an be behind the suess of foreign �rms. Foreign investors may have

the know-how of new managerial praties, they might be aware of new and more e�ient

organizational struture, they an also have aess to superior tehnologies [Girma and Görg,

2007℄. It also ould be that neither of these is happening, foreign �rms simply herry pik

the best �rms on the market that would be suessful even without the presene of for-

eign investors. Earle et al. [2018℄ show in the ase of Hungary that the wage e�et of

aquisition is larger for more developed sending ountries. This �nding supports the hy-

pothesis that investors from more developed ountries bring more advaned tehnologies

and organizational apital to Hungary.
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5.2 Possible explanations

Deentralization of the �rm and foreign ownership In the last several deades a

hange in the organization struture was doumented in the literature. Reent analysis

shows that the organizational hange and tehnologial hange have their own hannels in

e�eting the labor demand of skilled workers at the �rm (Bresnahan et al., 2002, Greenan,

2003, Piva et al., 2005, Campaner et al., 2018, Lindner et al., 2018). Although the new

organizational praties are very diverse, there are some ommon features: (i) deen-

tralization of authority, (ii) deision-making being transferred downstream, (iii) greater

responsibility at the lower level.

28

Suh delegation requires information proessing and

problem solving skills [Campaner et al., 2018℄ together with inreased responsibility and

larger adaptability to new tasks and environments (Piva et al., 2005). Skilled workers

are also onsidered being more autonomous whih is a valuable skill in a deentralized

�rm (Caroli and Van Reenen, 2001). These are the skill sets that are summarized in my

independent problem solving skill index.

Although I do not have diret evidene, I argue that my �nding that the return to IPS

skills inreases after a foreign take-over an be interpreted as a sign of deentralization

after a takeover, as the IPS skill index in the analysis summarizes the skill sets that are

neessary for a deentralized �rm. There is no signi�ant di�erene between aquired and

always domesti �rm in the return to IPS skill before the aquisition but there is a large

signi�ant and permanent jump after the aquisition (see Figure 1).

My argument is supported by the �nding that worker/manager ratio inreases after

a foreign take-over. I re-run the regression 3 with worker/manager ratio as dependent

variable

29

, I only ontrol for setor-year interations and �rm �xed e�ets. The sample

is the same as in setion 4.4.

30

Standard errors are lustered at the �rm level. The last

28

see more about the harateristis of the new organization struture in Caroli and Van Reenen, 2001;

Piva et al., 2005; Campaner et al., 2018

29

Managers are de�ned as �General managers of business organisations and budgetary institutions�

(FEOR 131); Department managers of business organisations and budgetary institutions (FEOR 132-

133); Managers of funtional units in business organisations and budgetary institutions (FEOR 134);

General managers of small business undertakings (diretors, hairpersons, managing diretors, managers)

(FEOR 141-142). All others are de�ned as non-manager.

30

the lower number of observation is a result of the onstrution of data set, as 50% of the Hungarian

population is observed, there is high hane that I do not see the manager of the �rm, thus the ratio is
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olumn of Table 10 shows the results. The ratio of worker/managers inreases after a

foreign takeover whih is in line with the deentralization hypothesis. This �nding is

supported by the event study approah (see Figure A-7).

Deentralization an happen at a foreign �rm for several reasons. Bloom and Van Reenen

[2010℄ argues that even though implementing new management praties an lead to pro-

dutivity improvements, �rms might not implement them due to lak of knowledge or

awareness about the new praties. Foreign �rms might have the advantage by having the

experiene with better managerial praties in their home ountries (Caroli and Van Reenen,

2001, Campaner et al., 2018), this ould derease the ost of implementing the new pra-

ties. In an extreme senario, domesti �rms might not even know about the new orga-

nizational form. But it is not only the novelty that might matter: having greater market

aess arising from the takeover ould inrease the bene�t of the investment.

It also ould be that deentralization does not improve the performane of the �rm,

and foreign �rms appreiate independent problem solving skills only due to the fat that

it is more di�ult for them to supervise its Hungarian subsidiary due to the distane. If

this would be the ase then under the assumption that there is no frition in downward

wage adjustment, we would expet a derease in the return to IPS skill after a foreign

investment withdrawal. In Table 7, I show that reverse ownership hange does not derease

the return.

Di�usion of omputers: I argue that my results do not only mimi the di�usion of

omputers that evolve together with organizational hange. The reent di�usion of teh-

nologies are biased toward skilled workers.

31

The spread of new tehnologies, espeially

omputer tehnology leads to a hange in labor demand. Computers are able to substitute

humans for tasks that follow logial rules that are programmable (David and Dorn, 2013;

Autor et al., 2003). Routine tasks-intensity, used in my analysis, is widely used in the

literature to measure how easily the job is substituted by omputers (Goos et al., 2014).

If my results would raise simply from the fat that omputers omplement skill-intensive

missing

31

see David and Dorn [2013℄; Autor et al. [2003℄; Koren and Csillag [2011℄; Goos et al. [2014℄;

Peng et al. [2018℄
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jobs and substitute routine tasks, a derease in the reward for routine tasks would be

expeted. To test this hypothesis I inlude in my regression the RTI index. I did not �nd

any evidene for a hange in the return to RTI after a takeover (see Figure 4 and Figure

5).

Although the di�usion of reent tehnologies dereases the ost of ommuniation,

suh ost redution an also be speeded up by takeover as shown by Bastos et al. [2018℄.

However, I did not �nd robust evidene for this. Although the return on interpersonal

skill inreases after a foreign takeover (see Figure 3), the raise disappears after ontrolling

for IPS skill (Table 5).

Mathematis skill: One ould argue that the measured inrease in the return of the

observed skills are solely the e�et of a pattern that better skills are appreiated more after

a takeover. In the previous setions, I ontrol for whether the job requires working with

numbers and operations, but in this setion to rule out the senario, that I only apture

a hypothetial pattern that better skills are appreiated more after a foreign aquisition,

I interat this dummy with the ownership dummies. I re-estimate the equation 1 by

inluding the new interation terms:

ω1AlwaysForj ∗Matho + ω2Acquierdj ∗Matho + ω3PostAcqjt−1 ∗Matho.

Table A-13 shows the estimated results. Panel A is the original result (see Table 5)

and Panel B shows the new results by inluding the new interation terms.

My main result - a signi�ant inrease in the return to IPS skill after a foreign takeover

- is robust to the inlusion of the new variables. In the ase of the �rm �xed e�et results

(seond olumn) and two-way �xed e�et results (third olumn) the oe�ient of my

interest - the oe�ient of the interation term of the Post-Aquisition dummy and IPS

skill - remains signi�ant and the magnitude is una�eted. On the other hand, there is

no hange in the return to working with numbers and operations after a foreign takeover

ontrolling for the hange in the return to IPS skill.

The same exerises for interpersonal skill and RTI an be found in Table A-14. Here

Panel A is the repetition of the original results (A-8 and A-9) and Panel B shows the

new estimates by inluding the new interation terms. Columns 1-3 represent the results
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for interpersonal skill, while olumns 4-6 are the results for RTI. Although the sign and

signi�ane of the hange in the return to interpersonal skill after a takeover remain the

same, the magnitude drops ompared to the original results. The signi�ant hange in the

return to RTI disappears. The return on mathemati skill in the post-aquisition period

is positive and signi�ant.

Oupational struture: Another possible threat to my identi�ation strategy ould

be that I simply apture the mehanism that manager position demand a higher level of

IPS skills and managers gain more from foreign takeover for reasons that are not related

to IPS skills. However, I show in setion 2.2.1. that the inreased return to IPS skill is

relevant among low eduated workers. In this setion, I further investigate this problem.

I restrit my sample to those workers who never beame managers in my sample and

re-estimate the equation 1 on this restrited sample. Table A-15 shows the results. I

estimate the regression separately for the three skill measures, Panel A to Panel C show

these results, while the olumns orrespond to the estimated model: OLS, �rm FE and

two-way �xed e�et.

The point estimates for the hange in return to IPS skill and to interpersonal skill after

a takeover remain unhanged and signi�ant for non-managers, while the point estimate

beame almost zero for RTI in the never-manager subsample (see Table A-15 olumn 3).

Time-varying �rm level ontrols Firms are growing after a foreign take-over (see

Table 10) and the value of di�erent skills an hange due to this rise. As �rms beame

larger, the ost of monitoring an inrease (derease), thus the value of IPS an inrease

(derease). Similarly the ost of ommuniation an be higher (lower) at larger �rms,

thus the value of interpersonal skills an be di�erent by size of the �rm and also the

introdution of tehnologies an be more bene�ial in larger �rms, thus the return to RTI

an be lower at larger �rms. To test whether my results are only driven by the fat that

�rms are growing after a foreign take-over, I augment my equation 1 with time-varying

�rm level ontrols: size, revenue, export, and a dummy showing whether the �rm has

a positive investment in the given year. Table A-16 shows the results. Panels A to C
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show the results for IPS, interpersonal skills and RTI respetively, while Panel D shows

the results in the ase when all three skill measures are inluded in one regression. The

results are robust to the inlusion of time-varying �rm level ontrols. All point estimates

(and their on�dene intervals) are omparable with the original estimates (see Table 5,

Table A-8, Table A-9 and Table 6 for the original results respetively).

Based on this analysis I argue that my results are not driven by the mehanism that

�rms start to grow after a foreign take-over and the evaluation of skills hanges due to

the growth of the �rm.

6 Conlusion

A large body of empirial literature exists about measuring the foreign-domesti wage

gap and the wage e�et of foreign aquisition. In this paper, I showed how the return to

spei� skills hanges after a foreign takeover.

By using detailed job desription together with a panel of administrative data, I do-

ument that independent problem solving skills are appreiated more after an aquisition.

This result is not driven by some subgroup of workers (e.g. high skilled workers) or by

a subgroup of �rms (e.g. manufaturing �rms), but re�ets a general pattern. I also

showed that the hange in the reward of the skill is permanent, the e�et does not vanish

after a foreign investment withdrawal. The inrease in the return to IPS skill explains the

inrease in the premium of white-ollar worker that raised after a foreign takeover: the

estimated 8% white-ollar wage premium inrease disappears as I ontrol for the hange

in the return to IPS skill.

I further analyzed the question by examining how the return to interpersonal skill

and routine task intensity hanges. Interpersonal skill is rewarded more after a foreign

takeover but the e�et disappears as soon as I ontrol for independent problem solving

skill. I did not �nd a robust hange in the return to routine task intensity after a takeover.

Together these �ndings suggest that foreign �rms appreiate independent problem solving

skills in the �rst hand, and other skills play only a seondary role if any.

The omposition of the workfore after a foreign takeover hanges very little, I found
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a small, positive e�et on the share of IPS skill-intensive workers, while I did not �nd any

e�et on the share of interpersonal skill-intensive workers, and on the share of workers

with routine task-intensive jobs.

I argue that my �ndings are in line with the hypothesis that foreign investors deen-

tralize the �rm. I further argue that my results do not simply re�et the di�usion of new

tehnologies that omplement high skilled workers and substitute routine tasks, as I did

not �nd any robust evidene for a derease in the return to routine task intensity that is

a widely used measure to examine how omputerization a�ets the labor market.
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Chapter II

Gender Di�erenes in the Skill Content

of Jobs

with Balázs Reizer

1 Introdution

The gender gap in labor market outomes has been dereasing fast sine World War II

[Olivetti and Petrongolo, 2016℄. This positive trend is the result of the dereasing gender

segregation aross oupations and workplaes. More spei�ally, the relative position of

women in eduation has inreased and, as a onsequene, women are now less likely to

be segregated into oupations with low wages and low skill requirements [Reskin, 1993,

Blau and Kahn, 2000℄. Even so, the pay gap has remained onsiderably large between

women and men having very similar labor market harateristis: Cobb-Clark and Tan

[2011℄ show that the urrent gender wage di�erenes are muh larger within oupations

than between oupations.

A small but growing strand of reent literature tries to unover why women earn less

than men in the same oupation. The possible explanations are di�erenes in bargaining

power [Card et al., 2016℄, lower overtime hours done by women [Goldin, 2014℄, or di�er-

enes in atual skill use. Blak and Spitz-Oener [2010℄ use German survey data to show

that women tend to arry out less skill-intensive tasks and onsequently earn less than

men even within the same �o�ial� oupational ategory. The authors also argue that

half of the gender wage onvergene an be attributed to the onvergene in exeuted

tasks. Similarly, the onvergene in skill use within oupations has halved the part-time

wage penalty of women [Elsayed et al., 2017℄. The large within-oupation di�erene in

skill use is surprising as oupations are haraterized by a detailed list of tasks and duties

as to what individuals should do at their workplae [ISCO, 2008℄.
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This paper is the �rst to investigate diretly the possible mehanisms whih lead to

lower ognitive skill use by women at the workplae. Our most important result is that

neither job harateristis nor di�erenes in ognitive test sores an explain the within-

oupation gender gap in ognitive skill use. Likewise, a wide set of job harateristis

o�er no explanation. However, we �nd that having hildren inreases the skill use of men

and dereases the skill use of women. Besides, the gender gap in housework and work-

ing hours an explain the hild penalty in skill use and a large share of the within- and

between-oupation gender gaps as well. We argue that unequal division of housework

is an important onfounder of the results. Finally, we show that di�erenes in prefer-

enes annot explain the gender gap in skill use at work and we do not �nd evidene for

workplae disrimination in task alloation either.

As a �rst step, we doument that the tasks performed by women are signi�antly

less skill-intensive on average than those performed by men with the same abilities and

in the same oupation. We use the 1st wave of the Programme for the International

Assessment of Adult Competenies (PIAAC) survey

32

. This data set is unique in the sense

that it ontains test sores measuring the ability to use ognitive skills as well as detailed

information about the atual ativities workers do at the workplae (e.g. how often they

use a text editor, read diretions or instrutions, �ll in forms et.). The survey summarizes

these ativities into standardized indies measuring ognitive and non-ognitive skill use

at work. The raw gender gap is around 0.3 standard deviation in numeray, literay

skill use and in using information and ommuniation tehnology skills (ICT skills). The

omposition e�et, inluding shooling, 3-digit oupational ategories and a wide set of

job harateristis an explain only half of the unonditional gender gap in skill use at

work. Furthermore, the gender gap in skill use is apparent at every eduational level and

in every observed ountry. These di�erenes are signi�ant in eonomi terms as they

orrespond approximately to 4 years of shooling. The novelty of our researh is that we

ontrol for the ognitive test sores of individuals to show that the gender di�erenes in

32

The PIAAC represents 24 ountries but we only use 12 ountries, where we an math time use data.

The results are virtually the same if we use the whole sample.
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skill use annot be explained by di�erenes in the ability to use these skills.

33

In the seond part of the paper, we show that having hildren inreases skill use among

men and dereases skill use by women. As a onsequene, the gender gap in skill use is

muh smaller among workers without hildren. We math the time use survey of the

International Soial Survey Program to the PIAAC data based on demographi hara-

teristis to investigate how the hours spent on market work and housework

34

ontribute

to the skill use e�et of hildren. We show that women who are responsible for a dispro-

portionately large share of housework do less skill-intensive tasks at the workplae as well.

In partiular, the time spent on housework and market work an explain the majority of

skill use di�erenes among workers with and without hildren.

In the �nal part of the paper we disuss the possible mehanisms whih may lead to

lower skill use at the workplae. First, we investigate the negative relationship between

housework and skill use at the workplae. We argue that workers have a apaity on-

straint in making e�ort and they have to divide it between housework and using ognitive

skills at the workplae. Beause of speialization or bargaining within the household,

women are responsible for a larger share of the housework (espeially in households with

hildren) and that is why they end up using their ognitive skills less at the workplae. To

support this argument, we show that oupled men spend half an hour more on housework

weekly than single men (7.5 vs. 6.9 hours) while oupled women spent 6.7 hours more on

housework than single women (16.9 vs 10.2 hours). The di�erene in housework hours is

driven by women having both a partner and hildren. Furthermore, the gender gap in skill

use is half as large among single workers than the gender gap found in the whole sample.

We also show that being married inreases the skill use of men and dereases the skill

use of women, while the partner penalty dereases after ontrolling for time alloation.

However, unequal division of housework annot explain why single women with hildren

do more housework than single men with hildren.

Seond, we investigate the role of individual preferenes. If women were to use skills

33

Jimeno et al. [2016℄ show that skill use at the workplae inreases ognitive test sores. That is why

the ognitive test sores over-ontrol for the gender gap in skill use at work.

34

Note: We observe the atual working hours in the PIAAC survey and we only math housework

hours.
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less at the workplae only beause they have di�erent preferenes toward skill use, we

would expet the gender gap in skill use to disappear one we ontrol for individual pref-

erenes. We use atual skill use in leisure time as a proxy for the unobserved preferenes.

The underlying assumption is that skill use in leisure time is the revealed preferenes for

using skills. We �nd that individual di�erenes in skill use in leisure time an explain less

than twenty perent of the gender gap in skill use at work. Furthermore, skill use at the

workplae and the hours spent on housework are negatively related even if we ontrol for

individual preferenes.

Third, we annot �nd evidene that women are disriminated beause employers un-

derestimate their ognitive skills. In their orresponding analysis, Altonji and Pierret

[2001℄ show that the initial deisions of employers are based on easily observable har-

ateristis (e.g. gender), but as time goes on, employers learn the true skills of their

workers. As a onsequene, high ability workers with long experiene tend to ful�ll more

skill-intensive tasks and are less disriminated against based on gender than employees

with shorter experiene. Contrary to the predition of the model, we do not �nd that

the gender gap in skill use dereases with tenure. The last mehanism we investigate is

whether employers assume that women at a ertain age are more likely to leave the�rm

for maternity leave, and that is why they assign less skill-intensive tasks to these women

[Yip and Wong, 2014℄. However, we �nd that age-spei� birthrates have only a minor

e�et on skill use at work.

Beyond the literature ited above, our paper also relates to the measurement of

workplae tasks. The largest strand of literature uses o�ial task desriptions of o-

upations to measure the ativities performed at the workplae. These papers dou-

mented dereasing returns on routine tasks and inreasing returns on non-routine ognitive

tasks [Autor et al., 2003, Goos et al., 2009, Aemoglu and Autor, 2011, Autor and Dorn,

2013℄. Some reent papers apply self-reported skill use measures [Spitz-Oener, 2006,

Autor and Handel, 2013, Stinebrikner et al., 2017℄ and show large within-oupation

heterogeneity in ognitive skill use. We add to these papers by showing that women

systematially use their ognitive skills less than men of the same oupation and ogni-
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tive skills.

The paper also relates to the e�et of non-ognitive skills on labor market outomes.

Weinberger [2014℄, Deming [2017℄, Deming and Kahn [2018℄ show that the demand for

non-ognitive skills inreases over time. Furthermore, Cortes et al. [2018℄ argue that the

inreasing demand for soial skills has positively a�eted the ollege premium of women.

We add to this literature by showing that women report lower soial skill use than men

of the same oupation.

2 Data and desriptive statistis

We use the Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competenies (PIAAC)

survey for our analysis. Most importantly, the survey provides a wide set of ategorial

questions indiating how often respondents do ertain ativities or use ertain tools at

their workplae. For eah question, workers have to hoose one of �ve ategories ranging

from �never� to �every day�. The answers are summarized into 9 indies.

35

In this analysis,

we fous on the summary indies of basi skills (numeray skill at work, literay skill at

work and ICT skill at work) and examine whether there are any gender di�erenes along

these measures. Table 11 summarizes the short de�nition of the 9 indies, while Appendix

Table B-1 gives more detailed information about their onstrution. We will refer to the

indies in the �rst panel of Table 11 as measures of the skill intensity of a given job in

our paper.

The survey is unique as it measures not only the skill intensity of the tasks that

the individual arries out during his or her work but also the ognitive skills of the

respondents and ognitive skill use in their leisure time. The survey assesses a broad

range of abilities, from simple reading to omplex problem-solving (Goodman et al., 2013).

Aording to the OECD [2012℄ de�nition, the tests related to literay are developed in

a way so as to measure �understanding, evaluating, using and engaging with written

35

The indies were onstruted using the generalized partial redit model (GPCM). The GPCM is

developed for situations where respondents have two hoose from ordered ategories. The outome of

the model is a ontinuous one dimensional �sale� whih takes a higher value if the respondent is more

likely to do the ativities in the questionnaire. For tehnial details and for the reliability of indies, see

Setion 20.5 in OECD [2013℄.
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Table 11: De�nition of the main index variables

Name of the index
De�nition

in the main analysis

Numeray

Index of use of numeray skills

at work (basi or advaned)

Writing
Index of use of writing skills at work

Literay at work*

Reading
Index of use of reading skills at work

ICT
Index of use of ICT** skills at work

in the appendix

In�uene

Index of use of in�uening skills at

work

Planning
Index of use of planning skills at work

Ready to learn
Index of readiness to learn

Task disretion
Index of use of task disretion at work

Learning at work
Index of learning at work

*The index of literay at work ombines the two indies, namely reading skills at work and writing skills at work, into one

measurement by using the methodology developed by Anderson [2008℄.

**information and ommuniation tehnologies

text to partiipate in soiety, to ahieve one's goals and to develop one's knowledge and

potential� (OECD, 2012, p. 20). Similarly, the numeray skill tests are aimed to measure

�the ability to aess, use, interpret, and ommuniate mathematial information and

ideas, to engage in and manage mathematial demands of a range of situations in adult

life� (OECD, 2012, p. 33). Hereafter, we use these tests as proxies for ognitive skills.

The survey also provides information on the respondents' labor market status, eduation,

soial bakground, oupation (3-digit ISCO odes), ativities on the job et. It also

ollets information on a wide set of leisure time ativities (how often one reads journals

in leisure time, how often the respondent uses a omputer for ommuniation in leisure

time, et). The answers on these ategorial questions are summarized into four skill use

indies (numeray, reading, writing and ICT skill use). We standardized all indies to

have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.

The study was onduted in 2011-2012 by interviewing about 5000 individuals (aged

16-65) in eah of the partiipating ountries. In our analysis, we are fousing on 12

ountries only, where we an link the PIAAC data to the time use information

36

. Alto-

gether, we observe a sample of 36,798 working individuals (see Table 12), 54% of whih

36

In Setion 3, we also investigate the gender gap by ountry.
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Table 12: Sample size by ountry and gender

Country Men Women Total

Czeh Republi 1,168 1,538 2,706

Denmark 2,016 1,960 3,976

Frane 1,634 1,811 3,445

Great Britain 1,638 2,585 4,223

Germany 1,357 1,612 2,969

Japan 1,569 1,522 3,091

Korea 1,718 1,665 3,383

Norway 1,282 1,461 2,743

Poland 1,603 1,809 3,412

Russian Federation 466 1,173 1,639

Slovakia 1,155 1,420 2,575

Spain 1,254 1,382 2,636

Total 16,860 19,938 36,798

are women. We use the sampling weights provided by the OECD throughout the analysis.

Table 13 provides basi desriptives for males and females. To failitate omparison,

we also provide the estimated di�erenes aross gender and the t-statistis. We use the

sampling weights provided by the data set and we use the full sample.

37

Male workers

are somewhat more experiened and they are more likely to have full time jobs. As a

onsequene, men work 7.6 hours more on average than women. Women tend to have

higher levels of eduation and work at state-owned ompanies and non-pro�t organiza-

tions. Aording to the literay and numeray test results, males are better in mathe-

matial problems while women have better literay skills. These �ndings are similar to

the patterns doumented in the literature (Fryer and Levitt, 2010).

The information on housework and family are omes from the fourth wave of the

International Soial Survey Programme: Family and Changing Gender Roles (ISSP).

The survey was onduted in 2012 and aims to measure attitudes toward marriage, hild

bearing and ativities pursued in leisure time and at the workplae (ISSP, 2016). The

database ontains self-reported information on the hours spent on housework and family

are separately.

38

As a �rst step, we alulate average housework and family are by

37

The results are virtually the same for the sub-sample where all measures of the skill intensity of the

job are available.

38

The ISSP survey asks �On average, how many hours a week do you personally spend on household
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Table 13: Desriptive statistis of the main variables

Variable Male Female Di�erene t-stat

Experiene (year) 19.94 17.73 -2.20 -7.37

(0.21) (0.20)

Years of eduation 12.67 13.12 0.45 7.90

(0.04) (0.04)

Share of full time workers 0.81 0.66 -0.14 -13.43

(0.006) (0.008)

Weekly work hours 42.5 34.9 -7.6 -37.3

(0.150) (0.137)

Share of those who have hildren 0.64 0.69 0.05 4.39

(0.007) (0.007)

Native 0.81 0.82 0.01 0.66

(0.007) (0.007)

Employed in private setor 0.82 0.69 -0.13 -13.06

(0.006) (0.007)

Share of publi & non-pro�t organizations 0.18 0.31 0.13 12.72

(0.006) (0.007)

Average numeray test sore* 0.08 -0.09 -0.17 -7.47

(0.015) (0.020)

Average literay test sore* -0.02 0.03 0.05 2.14

(0.017) (0.021)

Observations 19,313 17,319

*Standardized test sore with a mean of 0 and a variane of 1
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Figure 6: Distribution of weekly housework and family are by gender (hours)

Panel A: distribution of hours spent on housework
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Note: The number of hours spent on housework and family are is winsorized at 40 hours.

ountry of origin, gender, marital status, 1-digit oupational ategory, eduational level

and by the number of hildren. These ategorial variables de�ne 1476 distint segments

whih we observe both in the ISSP and the PIAAC. Next, we merge the segment-level

average hours spent on housework from the ISSP with the individual observations in the

PIAAC data.

39

Figure 6 Panel A shows the distribution of weekly housework in the PIAAC database.

Aording to the �gure, the hours spent on housework vary signi�antly aross individuals

and we also �nd important gender di�erenes in this regard. On average, women devote

7.2 more hours to housework than men and they are signi�antly less likely to report

fewer than 10 hours. Compared to housework hours, we an observe a muh smaller

gender di�erene in the hours spent on family are. Although men are more likely to

report very low hours spent on family are, on average, women spend only 3.2 hours more

on family are than men.

We an also test the reliability of the results by omparing the self-reported and

spouse-reported hours spent on housework. The ISSP survey inludes only one member

of the household and the respondent has to gauge the amount of her own and her spouse's

work, not inluding hildare and leisure time ativities?� and �On average, how many hours a week do

you spend looking after family members (e.g. hildren, elderly, ill or disabled family members)?�

39

The segments represents 9425 individuals in the ISSP, whih means that the segments ontain 6.4

individuals on average. The between-group variation of housework hours overs more than 60 perent of

the total variane in household hours (The total standard deviation of housework is 10.5 hours, while the

between-segment variation is 6.6 hours). The information loss is less in the ase of family are, where the

total standard deviation is 12.6, while the between-group variation is 10 hours.
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housework. If people systematially overestimate their own housework, we would assume

that self-reported housework hours will be hihger than spouse-reported housework hours.

40

In ontrast, Appendix Figure B-1 highlights that the distribution of housework remarkably

overlaps for both men and women. That is why we onlude that the number of self-

reported hours spent on housework is indeed an unbiased measure of the ativities at

home.

Finally, we plot the average hours spent on family are as the funtion of hours spent

on housework. By doing so, we test whether people responsible for an espeially large

amount of housework an devolve family are to other adults in the family/household.

Appendix Figure B-2 groups the people into 20 equally sized bins by the amount of re-

ported housework and plots the average hours spent on family are for men and women.

The �gure highlights that women spend more time on family are at every level of house-

work and people who report larger amounts of housework also spend more time on family

are. Based on these fats, we onlude that there is no trade-o� between doing more

housework and spending more time on family are.

Finally, we show that having a family (partner and hildren) a�ets the time alloation

of workers, while di�erenes in oupations has little e�et on the amount of time spent

on housework and family are. We run a regression where the dependent variable is hours

spent on housework or hours spent on family are and we ontrol for family struture

(having partner and having hildren and also their interation), eduation, oupation,

and ountry. Appendix Table B-2 shows the results for housework and Appendix Table

B-3 shows the results for family are. Controlling for eduation, oupation and a wide

set of interation terms does not inrease the R-square ompared to the ase when we only

ontrol for family struture (�rst olumn in both Tables). The variables that proxy the

family struture (gender, hild, partner, and their interation terms) have a signi�ant

e�et on the time alloation of workers, while the oupation dummies are (mainly)

insigni�ant. Being highly eduated dereases the time spent on housework and inreases

the time spent on family are. Having hildren inreases the hours spent on housework

40

This may be espeially problemati among women, who may over-report their housework beause of

soial expetations.
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by 2 hours for women and the hours spent on family are by 9.4 hours for women (see

Appendix Table B-2, 3rd olumn and Appendix Table B-3, 3rd olumn respetively).

Having a partner inreases the hours spent on housework for both gender, but signi�antly

more for women, while there is no gender gap in the e�et of having a partner on hours

spent on family are.

3 Results

This setion shows that women use their ognitive skills at the workplae less often than

men but the heterogeneity in individual and job harateristis annot, in itself, explain

this gender gap. To prove this laim, we run Minerian-type regressions where the left

hand side variable is one of the indies measuring the skill intensity of the job (see Table

11). We pool all ountries in our sample together. Our main right hand side variable is

gender, while ontrolling for di�erent sets of variables:

yi = α + β ∗ femalei +X
i
γ + ui, (4)

where yi denotes the examined skill intensity measure (standardized to have a mean of

zero and a standard deviation of one) and Xi is the set of ontrol variables. The main

oe�ient of interest is β showing the gender gap in skill use at the workplae. Most

importantly, we an make use of the data on the numeray and literay test sores of

the survey respondents.

41

The test sores enable us to show that women do not use their

ognitive skills less beause of their lak of skills. Besides, ontrolling for individual skills,

we also mimi a Minerian-type wage equation by ontrolling for years of eduation,

experiene, experiene-square, oupation (3-digit ISCO odes), et.

42

As oupations

are de�ned by a detailed list of tasks and duties the employees have to ful�ll at their

workplae, the oupation ategories alone should explain the individual heterogeneity in

skill use at work. By inluding oupational ategories and ognitive test sores in the

41

The survey does not measure ICT skills.

42

The remaining ontrol variables are ountry �xed e�ets, parents' highest level of eduation and

parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment dummy, dummy for those having

a permanent ontrat, dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories, private setor ontrol.
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ontrol variables, we do not only ontrol for the tasks what employees should arry out

at work but also for the individual's ability of using ognitive skills.

The point estimates for equation 4 are shown in Table 14. The three skill use indies

are shown in separate panels while the olumns di�er in ontrol variables. Aording to

Column (1), women use their ognitive skills with an approximately 0.3 standard deviation

less than males. The raw di�erenes are somewhat larger in numeray skill and literay

skill use (oef. 0.29, s.e. 0.02) than in ICT skill use (oef. 0.27, s.e. 0.02).

To better understand the magnitude of these point estimates we add years of eduation

and ognitive test sores to Column (2). Not surprisingly, the years of eduation is

positively orrelated with skill use at work. On the one hand, workers with one more year

of eduation use their ognitive skills with 0.05-0.1 standard deviation (s.e. 0.005) more.

This means that the gender gap in ognitive skill use is large: it is of the same magnitude

as approximately 3-4 extra years of shooling.

In line with our intuition, ognitive test sores are positively orrelated with skill use

at work. Individuals having one standard deviation higher numeray and literay test

sores use also their literay and ICT skills with approximately 0.05 standard deviation

more. However, numeray skill use is related only to the numeray test sores. Workers

with one standard deviation larger numeray test sores use their numeray skills with

0.198 standard deviation more (s.e. 0.03), but better literay skill sores do not a�et

their numeray skill use signi�antly. Finally, Column (2) also reveals that individual

di�erenes in ognitive test sores annot explain the gender di�erenes in skill use at

work.

Column (3) inorporates the full set of individual and job harateristis. The ontrol

variables are atual working hours, experiene, square of experiene, dummies for 1-digit

industry odes, 5 �rm size ategories and a wide set of information on family bakground.

Most importantly, Column (3) inludes 3-digit ISCO odes to ontrol for tasks the workers

should exeute at their workplae. Aording to the results, these variables annot explain

the gender gap in skill use: two-thirds of the raw gender gap in literay skill use and half

of the raw gap in numeray and ICT skill use remain unexplained.
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Table 14: Gender gap in skill use at work

(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: Numeray skill use at work

oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.)

Gender gap -0.293*** (0.017) -0.229*** (0.017) -0.144*** (0.016)

Years of eduation 0.054*** (0.003) 0.027*** (0.004)

Literay test sores -0.040 (0.030) -0.006 (0.023)

Numeray test sores 0.198*** (0.030) 0.143*** (0.022)

Observations 30,263 30,263 30,263

R-squared 0.021 0.087 0.261

Controls for job harateristis No No Yes

Panel A: Literay skill use at work

Gender gap -0.298*** (0.016) -0.254*** (0.017) -0.172*** (0.017)

Years of eduation 0.103*** (0.004) 0.049*** (0.004)

Literay test sores 0.045** (0.022) 0.007 (0.019)

Numeray test sores 0.065*** (0.024) 0.014 (0.019)

Observations 31,278 31,277 31,277

R-squared 0.022 0.140 0.319

Controls for job harateristis No No Yes

Panel C: ICT skill use at work

Gender gap -0.275*** (0.017) -0.245*** (0.018) -0.134*** (0.018)

Years of eduation 0.072*** (0.004) 0.037*** (0.004)

Literay test sores 0.053** (0.022) 0.038* (0.023)

Numeray test sores 0.050** (0.025) 0.004 (0.024)

Observations 25,931 25,931 25,931

R-squared 0.019 0.073 0.290

Controls for job harateristis No No Yes

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control variables di�er by olumn. Column (2)

ontrols for years of eduation and standardized literay and numeray skills. Column (3) also ontrols for partner dummy,

hild dummy, years of eduation, experiene, experiene^2, oupation ategories (ISCO 3-digit), ountry �xed e�ets,

parents' highest level of eduation and parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment dummy,

dummy for having a permanent ontrat, dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories, private setor. Standard

errors are alulated with the jakknife method (suggested by OECD, 2013) using 80 repliation weights. All of the results

are alulated by using sampling weights provided by the survey.
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Heterogeneity of the gender gap by groups. We also investigate whether the gender

gap in skill use di�ers by groups. First, we estimate the skill use by ountry. Appendix

Table B-4 shows that there is signi�ant heterogeneity aross ountries. We observe the

largest gender gap in skill use in Korea and Japan, where gender inequality is traditionally

large. Surprisingly, the gender gap in skill use is also very large in Sandinavian ountries

(Denmark and Norway), whih are onsidered some of the most gender-equal soieties.

In ontrast, we �nd the smallest gender gap in skill use at work in the Post-Communist

ountries (Poland, Russia, Slovakia). These ountries have the lowest gender gap in

numeray and literay skill use but an above-average gender gap in ICT skill use.

Appendix Figure B-3 plots the gender gap in skill use by eduational ategories. We

�nd a signi�ant gender gap in every eduational ategory. Women with seondary ed-

uation �nd the largest penalty in numeray and literay skill use ompared to men of

the same eduational level. This di�erene remains signi�ant even if we ontrol for o-

upation, ognitive test sores, working hours and other ontrol variables. Furthermore,

women with professional degrees su�er the largest penalty in ICT skill use, but the gap

dereases one we ontrol for worker omposition.

We do not �nd large heterogeneity aross broad oupational ategories either. Ap-

pendix Figure B-4 shows that the gender gap is of a similar magnitude in every broad

oupational ategories.

43

The only notable exemptions are servie jobs where the gen-

der gap in literay and ICT skill use is above-average, although we do not �nd suh a

di�erene in numeray skill use.

Finally, we investigate the gender gap in skill use by �rm size. Appendix Figure B-5

shows that the unonditional gender gap in skill use is apparent at every �rm size but

somewhat smaller at the largest �rms. This negative relationship is robust to introduing

ontrols for individual harateristis (e.g. oupation and ognitive skills, working hours)

and it is the most apparent in ICT skills.

Gender di�erenes in ognitive skills and the skill requirement of jobs. The ognitive

test sores of men and women do not di�er muh on average (Table 13) and they only

43

The ategories are based on 1-digit ISCO odes.
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have a small e�et on atual skill use at work (Table 14). Still, we an onstrut a simple

theoretial senario where the gender gap in skill use at work is driven by di�erenes

in ognitive skills. Assume that women have better ognitive test sores than men in

oupations with very low skill requirements (thus with a small gender gap in atual skill

use), while women have relatively lower ognitive test sores in oupations with high

ognitive skill requirements (thus a large gender gap in atual skill use). In this ase, the

ognitive test sores and the gender gap in skill use would be unorrelated in the whole

sample but negatively orrelated aross oupations. To test this senario, Appendix

Figure B-6 plots the average skill use at work by the gender gap in skill use. Every dot

displays a spei� 3-digit ISCO ode. The horizontal axis shows the average gender gap

in ognitive test sores in a given oupation (a positive number means that women in

that oupation have better skills than men on average). The vertial axis represents the

average skill use in the given oupation

44

. The �gure highlights that women have higher

ognitive test sores than men in oupations with high literay skill use, but the gender

gap in ognitive test sores is unorrelated with numeray and ICT skill use. Based on

these fats, we onlude that the gender gap in skill use annot be explained by the lak

of ognitive skills in highly skill-intensive oupations.

Non-ognitve skill use at work . Women on average have better non-ognitive skills

than men [Jaob, 2002℄; that is why women may speialize in tasks whih need higher

non-ognitive skill use and lower ognitive skill use than the tasks ful�lled by men. If

this was the main reason for the gender gap in ognitive skill use, we would expet that

women report higher non-ognitive skill use than men.

To test this hypothesis, we estimate the gender di�erene in non-ognitive skill use.

The PIAAC survey has four indies measuring non-ognitive skill use, most importantly,

the planning and in�uening skill use at the workplae. We re-estimate Equation 4 using

these variables in Appendix Table B-5. Column (1) shows that women use planning and

in�uening skills with 0.15-0.22 standard deviation less than men. Furthermore, Column

(2) and (3) reveal that the gap does not disappear one we ontrol for oupation, ognitive

44

For the sake of simpliity, we pool the skill use of men and women together.
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skills and a wide set of other ontrol variables. Finally, Panel C and Panel D show that

women have also lower task disretion and use their learning skills less often. As women

use non-ognitve skill less often than men, we onlude that speialization in non-ognitive

skill use annot explain the lower gender gap in ognitive skill use.

Similarly, if women are more foused on non-ognitive skill use, we expet a larger

gender gap in ognitive skill use in oupations with the highest non-ognitive skill re-

quirements. That is why we estimate the relationship between the non-ognitive skill

requirements of oupations and the within-oupation gender gap in ognitive skill use.

We use the importane of ooperation in the given oupation as a proxy for the non-

ognitive skill requirements of that oupation

45

. Appendix Figure B-7 orders the 3-digit

oupations by the importane of ooperation and plots the gender gap in ognitive skill

use in every oupations. The �gure highlights that there is no signi�ant relationship

between the ooperation skill requirements of the oupation and the gender gap in og-

nitive skill use. This result also suggests that women do not report lower ognitive skill

use than men beause they overweight the importane of non-ognitive skill use.

3.1 The e�et of hildren and time alloation on the gender gap

in skill use

In the previous setion we showed that the gender gap in skill use annot be explained

by eduation, oupation, �rm harateristis, or by di�erenes in ability. In this setion,

we investigate how having a hild and gender di�erenes in working hours ontribute to

the gender gap in skill use. This exerise is motivated by previous studies showing that

hildren in the family [Kleven et al., forthoming℄ and working hours [Goldin, 2014℄ are

key drivers of the gender pay gap.

Table 15 shows the e�et of hildren on the gender gap in skill use at work. Column

(1) of Panel A highlights that women without hildren use their numeray skills with

0.225 (s.e. 0.027) standard deviation less than men without hildren. This result suggests

45

We use the standardized importane of ooperation measure of O*NET [2018℄ and the rosswalk of

Hardy et al. [2018℄ to link the O*NET oupational ategories to the 3-digit ISCO-08 odes.
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Table 15: The e�et of hildren on the gender gap

(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: Numeray skill use at work

oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.)

Female -0.225*** (0.027) -0.208*** (0.026) -0.155*** (0.025)

Children 0.094*** (0.024) 0.082*** (0.024) 0.006 (0.024)

FemaleXChildren -0.109*** (0.030) -0.038 (0.029) 0.014 (0.026)

Observations 30,263 30,263 30,263

R-squared 0.023 0.088 0.261

Panel A: Literay skill use at work

Female -0.138*** (0.032) -0.173*** (0.030) -0.168*** (0.033)

Children 0.203*** (0.033) 0.178*** (0.031) -0.048 (0.033)

FemaleXChildren -0.339*** (0.047) -0.207*** (0.043) -0.061 (0.039)

Observations 31,278 31,277 31,277

R-squared 0.027 0.142 0.319

Panel C: ICT skill use at work

Female -0.157*** (0.033) -0.160*** (0.032) -0.082*** (0.027)

Children 0.077** (0.032) 0.069** (0.031) -0.023 (0.027)

FemaleXChildren -0.189*** (0.042) -0.138*** (0.041) -0.086*** (0.033)

Observations 25,931 25,931 25,931

R-squared 0.021 0.074 0.291

Controls for skills No Yes Yes

Controls for job harateristis No No Yes

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control variables di�er by olumn. Column (2)

ontrols for years of eduation and standardized literay and numeray skills. Column (3) also ontrols for partner dummy,

hild dummy, years of eduation, experiene, experiene^2, oupation ategories (ISCO 3-digit), ountry �xed e�ets,

parents' highest level of eduation and parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment dummy,

dummy for having a permanent ontrat, dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories, private setor. Standard

errors are alulated with the jakknife method (suggested by OECD, 2013) using 80 repliation weights. All of the results

are alulated by using sampling weights provided by the survey.
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that the gender gap in numeray skill use is signi�antly smaller among people without

hildren than in the whole sample. The parameter of the hildren dummy shows that

men having a hild use their ognitive skills with 0.094 (s.e. 0.024) standard deviation

more than men without hildren. Finally, women having a hild use their numeray skills

with 0.094-0.109=0.015 standard deviation less than women without hildren. Turning

to literay and ICT skill use, we see similar patterns but the negative e�et of hildren

on women's skill use is muh larger.

Column (2) highlights that the hildren penalty in literay and ICT skill use somewhat

dereases one we ontrol for eduation and ognitive test sores, and it disappears in the

ase of numeray skill use. Column (3) highlights that the e�et of hildren on women's

skill use is insigni�ant in the ase of numeray and literay skill use onditional on

oupation and other job harateristis. We only �nd a signi�antly negative oe�ient

in ICT skill use, but the hild penalty halves ompared to the raw di�erenes. It is

important to note that oupation and other job harateristis over-ontrol for the e�et

of hildren on skill use at work if men and women hoose jobs whih are reonilable

whith their hildrearing preferenes. That is why Column (3) provides a lower bound for

women's hild penalty in skill use at work.

The time alloation of parents is a ruial hannel through whih hildren a�et labor

market outomes. After having a hild, parents may spend more time on housework

and family are and alloate less e�ort to work. That is why we re-estimate Table 15

onditional on the atual hours worked at the workplae and segment-level average hours

spent on housework and family are.

Using segment-level averages as a proxy for individual housework has two important

onsequenes. First, this measure of household ativities is not orrelated with unobserved

individual harateristis, whih is orrelated both with individual hours spent on house-

work and skill use at work. Therefore, the estimates an be interpreted as the redued

form estimate of an IV regression where the instrument of individual housework is the

leave-out-mean of the group [Townsend et al., 1994℄.

46

Seond, the group-level average

46

The intrumental variable remain orrelated with segment-level unobserved harateristis [Angrist,

2014℄.
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measures individual housework and family are with a random measurement error. This

implies that we underestimate the e�et of housework on skill use at work (attenuation

bias) and overestimate the onditional gender gap in absolute terms[Bollinger, 2003℄. The

same argument applies to using group-level averages as a proxy for individual hours spent

on family are. That is why Table 16 gives a higher bound in absolute terms for the

gender gap in skill use at work.

Column (1) in Table 16 shows that one additional hour worked at the workplae

inreases numeray skill use with 0.012 standard deviation, while spending one additional

hour on family are has exatly the opposite e�et. The oe�ients are somewhat smaller

one we ontrol for eduation or ognitive test sores (Column (2)) or inlude a wide set

of job harateristis in Column (3). On the ontrary, the hours spent on family are

have only a minor e�et on the skills used at the workplae. What is more, Column (3)

shows that onditional on job harateristis the hours spent on family are have no e�et

on skill use at work. The oe�ient is exatly zero and its standard error is also small

(0.001). This result arises beause the hours spent on family are may not be important

onditional on hours spent on housework and market work or beause of the attenuation

bias

47

. Finally, the hours spent on market work and housework have a muh larger e�et

on literay skill use and ICT skill use, while the hours spent on family are have no e�et

on these variables either.

Housework hours have an important e�et also on the gender gap in ognitive skill

use

48

. Hours spent on market work and housework explain 60 perent of the raw gender

gap in ICT skill use (Table 16 Column (1)) among individuals without hildren. Moreover,

there is no signi�ant gender gap in literay skill use among individuals without hildren

onditional on work hours and housework. The e�et of hildren on the skill use of men

and women dereases if we take into aount the e�et of the hours spent on market work

and housework (ompared to Table 15). Column (2) and (3) highlight that onditional on

job harateristis and hours, women with hildren use their numeray skills more than

47

The segment-level averages measure individual-level hours spent on family are with measurement

error.

48

The results are virtually unhanged if we do not ontrol for hours spent on family are
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men. These results suggest that the labor market e�ets of having a hild are losely

related to the time alloation of families.

4 Disussion

In this setion, we investigate the possible mehanisms whih ould ontribute to lower

skill use by women even after we have ontrolled for oupation and ognitive abilities.

These are: (i) unequal division of housework; (ii) the possibility that women have di�erent

preferenes towards skill use from otherwise similar men; (iii) disriminative assumptions

of employers about the ognitive skills of women; and (iv) disrimination based on birth

rates.

4.1 Unequal division of housework

Individuals may have a apaity onstraint on e�ort and they have to divide their e�ort

between housework and using skills at the workplae. In other words, individuals who

exert high e�ort at the workplae have less time or are too tired to devote high e�ort to

housework as well. Similarly, individuals doing a lot of housework an use their ognitive

skills less at the workplae. Beause of bargaining or speialization within the household,

women are responsible for a larger share of housework. Consequently, they end up using

their skills less at the workplae.

49

Under these assumptions, married men with hildren

want to inrease the e�ort at the workplae (and use more skills) to inrease the market

inome of the household, while women inrease the e�ort level spent on housework. In line

with the empirial �ndings, this mehanism predits that the skill use advantage of men

(and disadvantage of women) with hildren disappears one we ontrol for hours spent on

market work and housework. To support this argument, we show that (i) the gender gap

in skill use is muh smaller among single households, (ii) housework is unevenly divided

49

If bargaining auses the unequal division of housework then women would prefer to do less housework

than they atually do. However, Beker [1985℄ frames the division of housework as a matter of speial-

ization. He argues that speialization in spei� tasks (housework or market work) inreases marginal

produtivity and broadens the Pareto frontier of the household. In this framework, women do more

housework to improve the total utility of the household and not beause of bargaining onstraints. We

annot empirially di�erentiate between speialization and bargaining.
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Table 16: The e�et of hildren and time alloation of the parents on the gender gap

(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: Numeray skill use at work

oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.)

Female -0.139*** (0.027) -0.131*** (0.026) -0.113*** (0.029)

Children 0.060** (0.025) 0.048* (0.025) -0.000 (0.024)

FemaleXChildren -0.004 (0.028) 0.045* (0.027) 0.073*** (0.025)

Hours worked 0.012*** (0.001) 0.011*** (0.001) 0.009*** (0.001)

Hours spent on housework -0.012*** (0.002) -0.009*** (0.002) -0.005** (0.002)

Hours spent on family are 0.004*** (0.001) 0.004*** (0.001) 0.000 (0.001)

Observations 29,938 29,938 29,938

R-squared 0.053 0.114 0.276

Panel A: Literay skill use at work

Female 0.051 (0.032) 0.003 (0.030) -0.111*** (0.034)

Children 0.170*** (0.033) 0.145*** (0.032) -0.063* (0.035)

FemaleXChildren -0.132*** (0.048) -0.023 (0.045) 0.032 (0.042)

Hours worked 0.017*** (0.001) 0.015*** (0.001) 0.013*** (0.001)

Hours spent on housework -0.030*** (0.003) -0.027*** (0.003) -0.008*** (0.002)

Hours spent on family are 0.004*** (0.001) 0.003** (0.001) 0.002* (0.001)

Observations 30,955 30,954 30,954 (0.001)

R-squared 0.079 0.189 0.341

Panel C: ICT skill use at work

Female -0.067** (0.031) -0.068** (0.030) -0.034 (0.027)

Children 0.056* (0.032) 0.048 (0.031) -0.029 (0.027)

FemaleXChildren -0.080* (0.042) -0.032 (0.040) -0.012 (0.031)

Hours worked 0.010*** (0.001) 0.010*** (0.001) 0.009*** (0.001)

Hours spent on housework -0.014*** (0.002) -0.015*** (0.002) -0.009*** (0.002)

Hours spent on family are 0.003* (0.002) 0.003 (0.002) -0.001 (0.001)

Observations 25,701 25,701 25,701

R-squared 0.044 0.097 0.304

Controls for skills No Yes Yes

Controls for job harateristis No No Yes

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control variables di�er by olumn. Column (2)

ontrols for years of eduation and standardized literay and numeray skills. Column (3) also ontrols for partner dummy,

hild dummy, years of eduation, experiene, experiene^2, oupation ategories (ISCO 3-digit), ountry �xed e�ets,

parents' highest level of eduation and parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment dummy,

dummy for having a permanent ontrat, dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories, private setor. Standard

errors are alulated with the jakknife method (suggested by OECD, 2013) using 80 repliation weights. All of the results

are alulated by using sampling weights provided by the survey.
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Table 17: Gender gap in skill use at work - Single households

(1) (2) (3)

Panel A: Numeray skill use at work

oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.)

Gender gap -0.163*** (0.030) -0.117*** (0.026) -0.094*** (0.028)

Hours worked 0.007*** (0.001)

Hours spent on housework -0.003 (0.003)

Hours spent on family are 0.001 (0.004)

Observations 10,374 10,374 10,167

R-squared 0.007 0.236 0.248

Panel A: Literay skill use at work

Gender gap -0.099*** (0.032) -0.114*** (0.028) -0.067** (0.027)

Hours worked 0.010*** (0.001)

Hours spent on housework -0.008** (0.004)

Hours spent on family are 0.003 (0.002)

Observations 10,611 10,611 10,410

R-squared 0.002 0.324 0.346

Panel C: ICT skill use at work

Gender gap -0.135*** (0.034) -0.040 (0.032) -0.021 (0.032)

Hours worked 0.007*** (0.001)

Hours spent on housework -0.007* (0.004)

Hours spent on family are -0.002 (0.003)

R-squared 8,587 8,587 8,427

0.004 0.325 0.339

Controls No Yes Yes

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control variables di�er by olumn. Column (2)

ontrols for years of eduation and standardized literay and numeray skills. Column (3) also ontrols for partner dummy,

hild dummy, years of eduation, experiene, experiene^2, oupation ategories (ISCO 3-digit), ountry �xed e�ets,

parents' highest level of eduation and parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment dummy,

dummy for having a permanent ontrat, dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories, private setor. Standard

errors are alulated with the jakknife method (suggested by OECD, 2013) using 80 repliation weights. All of the results

are alulated by using sampling weights provided by the survey.

within partnerships, but there is no gender di�erene in housework hours among singles

and (iii) having a partner inreases the skill use of men, while dereases the skill use of

women, ontrolling for time alloation shrinks the marriage penalty of women.

Table 17 shows the gender gap in skill use among workers without a spouse. The most

striking result is that the raw gender gap is less than half of the raw gender gap found

in the full sample and it is even smaller than the gender gap among individuals without

hildren (see the �rst olumn in Table 14 and Table 15, respetively). We �nd the lowest

gender skill gap in literay skill use, where the raw gap among workers without a spouse

is one third of the gap found in the total sample (0.099 vs. 0.298 standard deviation).
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Furthermore, Column (2) shows that the onditional gender gap in skill use is also smaller

than the onditional gender gap among workers with a spouse. Finally, if women living

with a partner trade o� market e�ort for housework, we expet no relationship between

housework and skill use at the workplae among single workers. Still, Column (3) shows

mixed results. While hours spent on housework is not orrelated with numeray skill

use at work it is negatively orrelated with literay and ICTskill use at the workplae.

In the ase of the full sample, an individual who spends an average amount of hours on

housework (10.6 hours per week), uses his numeray skill 0.053 standard deviation less

(-0.005*10.6, see Table 16, third olumn), his literay skill 0.085 standard deviation less

(-0.008*10.6) and his ICT skill 0.095 standard deviation less (-0.009*10.6) than someone

who does not do any housework at all. In the ase of workers without a partner, the e�et

is smaller. There is no signi�ant e�et of housework on skill use in the ase of numeray

skill, while a worker who spends an average amount of hours on housework (9.4 hours

per week) uses his literay skills 0.075 standard deviation less and his ICT skill 0.066

standard deviations less (see Table 17 last olumn) than an unmarried worker who does

not spend any time on housework.

Column (3) shows mixed results about the gender gap in skill use as well. While the

gender gap in numeray skill is omparable in size with the gap found in the full sample,

the gender gap in literay skill use halved. In the ase of ICT the gender gap was already

insigni�ant in the full sample.

Table 18 summarizes the hours spent on housework by gender and partnership status.

The most apparent di�erene is that women spend more time on housework than men,

independent of their partnership status. Not surprisingly, single men without hildren

spend the least amount of time on housework (6.8 hours a week), 2 hours less than single

women without hildren. Furthermore, the table shows ample evidene of unequal division

of housework between the partners. Women without hildren living in a partnership spend

3.2 hours more on housework weekly than single women without hildren, while men living

in a partnership spend only 0.6 hours more on housework than their single ounterparts.

As a onsequene, women living with a partner spend more than almost twie as muh
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Table 18: Hours spent on housework by gender

Singles With partner

No Children Children No Children Children

Panel (A) Men

Hours spent on housework 6.774 7.297 7.332 7.549

(4.659) (4.426) (4.761) (5.935)

Hours spent on family are 3.085 4.799 4.105 6.592

(4.496) (8.173) (6.2) (8.524)

Observations 4,653 1,797 1,023 9,349

Panel (B) Women

Hours spent on housework 8.908 15.212 12.16 17.217

(5.621) (6.708) (6.889) (7.108)

Hours spent on family are 3.836 6.417 7.455 10.943

(4.061) (5.6) (9.314) (10.062)

Observations 4,407 2,120 2,922 10,482

hours on housework than men.

On the ontrary, we do not �nd suh a large gender di�erene in hours spent on family

are.

50

Living with a partner inreases the hours spent on family are for men and women

alike. Similarly, people having hildren spend 2.5 hours more on family are than people

without hildren, regardless of gender. This implies that men and women share family

are duties equally.

Furthermore, if housework hours depend only on the division of housework within

households, single men and women with hildren would alloate a similar number of

hours on housework. On the ontrary, we �nd that single women with hildren spend

15.2 hours per week on housework, while single men with hildren spend only 7.3 hours

on housework. This di�erene annot be explained by unequal division of housework and

other mehanisms may also play a role.

Finally, we show, that having a family a�ets women and men di�erently. Appendix

Table B-6 shows the results. In line with our previous arguments having a partner in-

reases the produtivity (skill use at work) for men and dereases the skill use at work for

50

Note: The ISSP survey does not speify whether family are is related to hildren, parents or other

family members.
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women (see olumn (1), (3) and (5) for numeray skill use, literay skill use and ICT skill

use respetively). The marriage penalty for women dereases (in the ase of numeray

skill it even disappears) as we ontrol for time alloation (see olumn (2), (4) and (6) for

numeray skill use, literay skill use and ICT skill use respetively), while the advantage

of married men does not derease. Similarly to the previous results (see Table 16) ondi-

tional on job harateristis, time alloation and having a partner, women with hildren

use their numeray skills more than men. These results suggest that the labor market

e�ets of having a family is losely related to the time alloation of families.

4.2 Gender di�erenes in skill use preferenes

It is possible that for any unobserved reason, women prefer to use their ognitive skills

less often than men. As a onsequene, women use their skills less at the workplae

and are willing to do more housework instead of other leisure time ativities with skill use

requirements (e.g. reading books). Under these assumptions, both the gender dummy and

the housework hours are negatively orrelated with the unobserved preferenes, and their

estimated e�et on skill use at work would be overestimated. On the ontrary, women

would not use their ognitive skills less than men if we ould ontrol for unobserved

preferenes. Similarly, hours spent on housework should not a�et the gender gap in skill

use onditional on skill use preferenes either.

As we annot observe preferenes diretly, we use skill use in leisure time as a proxy

for atual preferenes. We make use of the PIAAC survey questions about ativities

whih are arguably done for leisure and also need the use of ognitive skills (e.g. reading

books and magazines, browsing on the Internet). These questions are organized into

four standardized skill use indies (numeray, reading, writing and ICT) whih we use as

additional ontrol variables serving as proxies for individual preferenes. These indies

are valid proxies only if two underlying assumptions hold. First, skill use in leisure time

shows the revealed preferenes toward skill use. In other words, we assume that individuals

atually use ognitive skills more in their leisure time if they prefer to use skills more.

Seond, individuals who prefer to use ognitive skills more also do more skill-intensive
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leisure time ativities instead of housework.

The drawbak of this exerise is that skill use in leisure time over-ontrols for gender

di�erenes at the workplae and household hours for two reasons [Angrist and Pishke,

2008℄. First, women may have less free time to do skill-intensive leisure time ativities

beause of housework duties. Seond, skill use at the workplae and in leisure time an

be both omplements and substitutes. If skill use at the workplae and at home are

omplements (substitutes) we expet a positive (negative) orrelation between these two

variables. Aordingly, women doing less skill-intensive tasks at the workplae would also

use their ognitive skills less (more) in their leisure time.

Table 19 shows the gender gap in skill use at the workplae onditional on skill use

in leisure time. Individuals using a spei� skill more in their leisure time use their

orresponding skill more at the workplae as well. For example, Column (1) reveals that

individuals using numeray skills more in their leisure time use their numeray skills at the

workplae as well, while ICT skill use at the workplae is positively related to ICT skill use

in leisure time. These suggest that skill use at work and in leisure time are omplements.

On the ontrary, we do not �nd strong ross-orrelations among di�erent types of skill

use. E.g. numeray skill use in leisure time is assoiated only with numeray skill use at

work, while it has a muh weaker e�et on literay and ICT skill use at the workplae.

Furthermore, these relationships remain qualitatively the same even if we ontrol for a

wide set of ontrol variables. As in Column (3) and (4) we also ontrol for numeray and

literay test sores, skill use in leisure time does not only measure the ability to use skills.

Turning to the main variables of interest, Column (1) reveals that individual di�erenes

in leisure time ativities an only explain a small share of the gender gap in skill use at

work. One we inlude skill use in leisure time as an additional ontrol, the raw gender gap

dereases from 0.3 standard deviation (Table 14, Column (1)) down to 0.25 in the ase of

numeray and literay skill use. The drop is larger in the ase of ICT skill use, where skill

use in leisure time an explain one third of the gender gap in skill use at work. Finally,

Column (2) and (4) show that the hours spent on housework are negatively related to

skill use at the workplae even if we ontrol for skill use in leisure time. In the ase of
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numeray skill use at work, the estimated e�et of one additional hour of housework drops

from 0.01 (Table 16 Column (1)) down to 0.007 standard deviation, but the di�erene is

not signi�ant in statistial terms.
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Table 19: Gender gap in skill use at work and leisure time ativities

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: Numeray skill use at work

oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.)

Gender gap at the workplae -0.246*** (0.019) -0.201*** (0.022) -0.105*** (0.017) -0.067*** (0.022)

Housework hours -0.007*** (0.002) -0.006*** (0.002)

Numeray skill use for leisure 0.297*** (0.014) 0.305*** (0.014) 0.274*** (0.013) 0.276*** (0.013)

Reading skill use for leisure 0.052** (0.020) 0.045** (0.021) 0.090*** (0.018) 0.090*** (0.018)

Writing skill use for leisure -0.015 (0.017) -0.016 (0.017) 0.008 (0.014) 0.008 (0.014)

ICT skill use for leisure 0.105*** (0.012) 0.103*** (0.012) 0.061*** (0.012) 0.059*** (0.011)

Observations 24,748 24,709 24,748 24,709

R-squared 0.136 0.138 0.327 0.328

Panel A: Literay skill use at work

Gender gap at the workplae -0.258*** (0.020) -0.169*** (0.022) -0.117*** (0.021) -0.061*** (0.023)

Housework hours -0.014*** (0.002) -0.009*** (0.002)

Numeray skill use for leisure -0.038** (0.015) -0.024 (0.015) 0.003 (0.014) 0.005 (0.014)

Reading skill use for leisure 0.467*** (0.019) 0.451*** (0.019) 0.370*** (0.017) 0.368*** (0.017)

Writing skill use for leisure 0.133*** (0.014) 0.130*** (0.014) 0.129*** (0.011) 0.130*** (0.012)

ICT skill use for leisure 0.094*** (0.014) 0.091*** (0.014) 0.097*** (0.013) 0.096*** (0.013)

Observations 25,713 25,676 25,713 25,676

R-squared 0.196 0.201 0.403 0.405

Panel C: ICT skill use at work

Gender gap at the workplae -0.194*** (0.016) -0.122*** (0.018) -0.041*** (0.015) 0.023 (0.016)

Housework hours -0.012*** (0.001) -0.011*** (0.002)

Numeray skill use for leisure -0.005 (0.016) 0.007 (0.016) -0.019 (0.013) -0.016 (0.013)

Reading skill use for leisure 0.052*** (0.015) 0.040** (0.016) 0.069*** (0.016) 0.069*** (0.017)

Writing skill use for leisure 0.018 (0.012) 0.015 (0.013) 0.040*** (0.011) 0.040*** (0.011)

ICT skill use for leisure 0.416*** (0.014) 0.415*** (0.014) 0.343*** (0.014) 0.341*** (0.014)

R-squared 22,738 22,704 22,738 22,704 (0.226)

0.191 0.196 0.392 0.396

Additional ontrols No No Yes Yes

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control variables di�er by olumn. Column (3)

and (4) also ontrol for years of eduation and standardized literay and numeray skills, partner dummy, hild dummy,

years of eduation, experiene, experiene^2, oupation ategories (ISCO 3-digit), ountry �xed e�ets, parents' highest

level of eduation and parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment dummy, dummy for having

a permanent ontrat, dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories, private setor. Standard errors are alulated

with the jakknife method (suggested by OECD, 2013) using 80 repliation weights. All of the results are alulated by

using sampling weights provided by the survey.
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4.3 Disriminative assumptions about ognitive skills

One reason why employers may assign less skill-intensive tasks to women is beause they

assume that women have inferior ognitive skills ompared to men. Altonji and Pierret

[2001℄ studied this issue and found that employers annot observe individual skills at the

beginning of workers' arrier, but �rms an learn over time and get information about

individual skills. As a onsequene, �rms disriminate less and less over time based

on easily observable harateristis. It follows from their argument that ognitive skills

have an inreasing e�et on skill use at work as time goes on, while easily observable

harateristis (e.g. gender) have a dereasing e�et. We an also formalize the argument

and estimate the following regression:

yi = β0+β1 ∗femalei+β2 ∗femalei ∗expi+β3 ∗skilli+β4 ∗skilli ∗expi+γ ∗X
i
+ui (5)

As in Equation 4, the dependent variable is ognitive skill use at work. Expi denotes

the labor market experiene of workers while skilli denotes the ognitive test sores. If

women are disriminated beause they are assumed to have lower skills then β4 is positive

and β2 inreases one we add β4 to the regression [Altonji and Pierret, 2001℄.

The estimation results are shown in Table 20. Contrary to the preditions of this

alternative mehanism, the e�et of skills does not inrease with experiene and the

gender gap in skill use does not derease faster one we ontrol for the dynami e�ets

of ognitive skills. We onlude that women are not assigned tasks requiring lower skills

beause they are assumed to have inferior skills

51

.

51

Another possibility is that �rms do not learn about the skills of individuals. However, this onlusion

would be in a strong ontrast with previous literature on employer learning [Lange, 2007, Shönberg,

2007, Aridiaono et al., 2010, Roko� et al., 2012℄
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Table 20: Disriminative assumptions about ognitive skills

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Numeray skill use Literay skill use ICT skill use

Years of eduation 0.029*** 0.029*** 0.074*** 0.074*** 0.067*** 0.067***

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Female -0.348*** -0.352*** -0.288*** -0.291*** -0.303*** -0.310***

(0.040) (0.040) (0.042) (0.044) (0.038) (0.039)

Experiene 0.004** 0.004** -0.000 -0.000 0.003 0.003*

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Female*experiene -0.001 -0.001 0.008*** 0.008*** -0.001 -0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Numeray test sore 0.137*** 0.129*** -0.012 -0.025 0.007 -0.011

(0.033) (0.045) (0.025) (0.048) (0.034) (0.046)

Num. test sore*experiene 0.000 0.001 0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Literay test sore -0.053 -0.071 0.037 0.046 0.043 0.024

(0.033) (0.052) (0.023) (0.044) (0.029) (0.048)

Lit. test sore*experiene 0.001 -0.001 0.001

(0.003) (0.002) (0.002)

Observations 21,133 21,133 21,133 21,133 21,133 21,133

R-squared 0.045 0.045 0.069 0.069 0.055 0.056

The table shows the point estimates for Equation 5. The dependent variables are shown at the top of the olumn. The

ontrol variables are the same as in Table 14: partner dummy, hild dummy, years of eduation, experiene, experiene^2,

ognitive test results, oupation ategories (ISCO 3-digit), ountry �xed e�ets, parents' highest level of eduation and

parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment dummy, dummy for having a permanent ontrat,

dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories, private setor and a set of soial skills (ategorial variable for ultural

engagement, politial e�ay, soial trust, soial trust 2 and health status). Standard errors are alulated with the jakknife

method (suggested by OECD, 2013) using 80 repliation weights. All of the results are alulated by using sampling weights

provided by the survey.
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4.4 Disrimination based on expetations of hildbirth

Some employers may o�er less skill-intensive tasks to workers who are expeted to stay

with the �rm for a shorter period of time. As a onsequene, employers may disrim-

inate against women beause they are more likely to exit the �rm for maternity leave

[Yip and Wong, 2014℄. To test this hypothesis, we organize workers in labor market seg-

ments by ountry, eduation and age, and merge the segment-spei� birth rates from the

Human Fertility Database

52

. Using the merged database, we run the following regression:

yi = β0 + β1 ∗ femalei + β2 ∗ fertilltyc + β3 ∗ femalei ∗ fertilltyc + γ ∗X
i
+ ui (6)

Again, the left hand-side variables are the skill use indies at work. Fertilityc denotes

ountry-eduation-age spei� birth rates, while Xi are the same ontrol variables as in

Equation 4. The parameter of fertilityc measures the e�et of women's fertility rate

on men in the same demographi segment

53

. This parameter an even be positive if

�rms alloate the skill-intensive tasks from women to men more in higher fertility rate

segments

54

. Our main variable of interest is β3, whih is negative if women of a larger

fertility rate ohort are assigned less skill-intensive tasks. We onsider this parameter as

the measure of statistial disrimination, as it shows the e�et of the average behavior of

the labor market segment on individual outomes.

The point estimates for Equation 6 show mixed results (Table 21). The estimated

e�et of women's fertility rate on men (β2) varies a lot between the skill use indies and

they are highly sensitive to the inlusion of ontrol variables, but are mostly positive. As

the average fertility rate in our sample is 0.03, the estimated parameters seem to have a

very low e�et on the skill use of men.

52

The data are available at the homepage of the Human Fertility Database:

http://www.humanfertility.org/gi-bin/main.php

53

As the fertility rate is de�ned for women only, we merge women's fertility by ountry-eduation-age

to the data. E.g. in the ase of a 27-year-old Italian men with a university degree, this parameter shows

the e�et of the fertility rate of a similar Italian woman (27-year-old, with a university degree).

54

This may be the ase if workers with di�erent skill levels and young and old workers are not perfet

substitutes [Card and Lemieux, 2001℄, but women and men of the same age and skills are lose substitutes.
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Table 21: The e�et of birth rate on the gender gap in skill use

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

VARIABLES Numeray skill use Literay skill use ICT skill use

Gender gap -0.311*** -0.140*** -0.353*** -0.193*** -0.335*** -0.163***

(0.028) (0.027) (0.025) (0.027) (0.024) (0.027)

Fertility rate 0.521 1.133*** -1.663*** 1.409*** 0.407 1.055***

(0.366) (0.371) (0.367) (0.428) (0.393) (0.380)

Fertility rate*women -0.194 -0.823** 0.980* -0.679 1.785*** 0.852*

(0.522) (0.404) (0.498) (0.485) (0.493) (0.465)

Controls YES YES YES

Observations 21,130 21,130 21,130 21,130 21,130 21,130

R-squared 0.025 0.223 0.028 0.207 0.022 0.273

Notes: The table shows the point estimates for Equation 6. The dependent variables are shown at the top of the olumn. The

ontrol variables are the same as in Table 14: partner dummy, hild dummy, years of eduation, experiene, experiene^2,

ognitive test results, oupation ategories (ISCO 3-digit), ountry �xed e�ets, parents' highest level of eduation and

parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment dummy, dummy for having a permanent ontrat,

dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories, private setor. Standard errors are alulated with the jakknife method

(suggested by OECD, 2013) using 80 repliation weights. All of the results are alulated by using sampling weights provided

by the survey.

Turning to the main variable of interest, Column (2) shows that the fertility rate de-

reases the numeray skill use of women ompared to men of the same age and eduational

level. Again, the point estimates are low, as the gender gap in skill use would derease

only by 0.823*0.03=0.024 if the birth rate dereased to zero. Moreover, Column (4) re-

veals that the birth rate does not derease the literay skill use of women signi�antly.

The point estimate is negative but statistially not di�erent from zero ( oef. -0.68 s.e

0.49). Finally, we do not �nd a signi�ant negative relationship between the fertility rate

and ICT skill use of women (oe� 0.85 s.e. 0.46) even if we ontrol for individual har-

ateristis in Column (6). Based on these results, we onlude that disrimination based

on ohort-spei� fertility rates annot explain the gender gap in skill use.

5 Conlusion

Although a large body of empirial literature douments the gender di�erenes prevailing

on the labor market, we know muh less about what people atually do at their workplae

and what auses the within-oupation gender di�erenes. To the best of our knowledge,

we are the �rst to doument within-oupation di�erenes in skill use and to examine the

underlying mehanisms at the same time.
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By using an international survey (PIAAC - Programme for the International Assess-

ment of Adult Competenies) that provides detailed information on tasks performed dur-

ing work, we found that women report signi�antly lower levels of numeray and omputer

skill usage, and they also read and write signi�antly less at the workplae than men. This

�nding is robust against taking into aount omposition e�ets (demographi and �rm

harateristis, di�erent levels of eduation and experiene) and ontrolling for ognitive

skill di�erenes. We argue that the most important preditor of the gap in the skill in-

tensity of jobs aross genders is that women do more housework than otherwise idential

men. This relationship is the strongest among women with hildren. Sine our �nding is

robust even after ontrolling for ognitive test sores, we argue that this di�erene annot

be attributed to the lak of apability.

We argue that unequal division of housework is an important onfounder of the results.

More preisely, workers have to divide their e�ort between housework and skill use at work.

Beause of household bargaining or speialization within the household, women end up

doing more housework and using their skills less at the workplae. We orroborate this

explanation by showing that (i) ohabitation with a spouse inreases the hours spent

on housework muh more among women than among men; (ii) the gender gap in skill

use at work is muh smaller among single individuals. We also showed that individual

preferenes toward skill use annot explain the empirial �ndings and we do not �nd

evidene of statistial disrimination in task alloation either.

Finally, our results imply that division of housework has an e�et on labor market out-

omes, therefore, poliies whih aim to derease gender segregation between oupations

annot fully eliminate gender di�erenes on the labor market. However, further researh

is needed to explain why women in a partnership and single women with hildren inrease

their housework hours ompared to men and single women without hildren.
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Part III

The Salary premium of adopting a

Hungarian surname in a multi-ethni

Austria-Hungary

with Attila Gáspár

1 Introdution

What people think about themselves has an enormous e�et on their behavior.

55

As a

onsequene, politiians are onstantly trying to shape the identi�ation of the general

populae. In modern demoraies this e�ort is made in a quite nuaned way (like pro-

moting ideas suh as the �Amerian dream� or �European values�), while less demorati

ountries (suh as the People's Republi of China, see Cantoni et al., 2014) engage more

atively in diretly trying to transform the mindset of the people.

There is a growing body of literature whih shows that identity is endogenous; we

add to this work by empirially doumenting a ase in whih the state eonomially

inentivized the hange of identity by paying a salary premium to workers who deided to

hange their family names. We study the early 20th entury Kingdom of Hungary, where

the aim of the elite was to establish a Hungarian majority in a multi-ethni ountry

by assimilating minorities. Changing a foreign sounding family name to a Hungarian

sounding one was a ostly signal a worker of foreign origin ould send in order to show

ompliane to this goal.

Using unique historial data sets we show that the employees who deided to hange

their foreign sounding family names to Hungarian sounding family names earned more by

55

MCright and Dunlap [2011℄ shows that politial identity determines attitudes towards fatual in-

formation (e.g. more Republians believe limate hange to be a hoax. Akerlof and Kranton [2002℄

examined hildren behavior at shool and found that students exert di�erent levels of e�ort in studying

to onform the norm established by theor peer groups. Alesina and Giuliano [2013℄ provide a review on

the vast literature on the interplay between ulture and eonomis.
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�ve to ten perent. We identify this earnings premium by pooled OLS and a surname-

level instrument. The instrument uses the overrepresentation of family names among

name hangers ompared to their share in the population surname distribution, and thus

mitigates identi�ation onerns aused by individual level omitted variables.

This paper extends our previous paper (Gáspár and Pet®, 2019, Chapter 3 in Gáspár,

2019) where we studied family name hanges at the town level and showed that ountry-

wide name hanging patterns are onsistent with eonomi inentives for assimilation. In

the urrent paper we use three unique historial data sets to study the impat of name

hanging on the individual level. The �rst is the database of all name hanging events that

were santioned by the Ministry of the Interior that happened between 1867 and 1932.

56

The seond is the database of muniipal workers of the ity of Budapest between 1904

and 1912 whih we digitalized and proessed. The third is the database of the reserve

o�ers of the Royal Hungarian Army before World War I.

57

We math workers based in

these two data sets on names and birth dates with the name hanging database to identify

name hangers.

We regress earnings of workers on a dummy indiating name hanger status in an

OLS regression and using instrumental variables. The instrumental variable is de�ned

on the level of surnames. We de�ne it as the natural logarithm of the share of people

among all name hangers who had that previous name divided by the population share

of the name, whih we identify from marriage reords. By de�ning the IV this way we

are able to restrit our attention to potential name hangers only (i.e. only those people

who had suh family names that got hanged at one point). The IV provides a natural

ranking of names from the very ommon Hungarian names (whih were only hanged

beause adoption, divore et.) to the most foreign sounding names. The identi�ation

assumption behind the instrument is that onditional on the deision to hange name the

overrepresentation of a foreign name does not a�et the salary of the worker (e.g. a person

named �Roth� will not earn more/less as a person named �Rosenberg� just beause of his

56

The database was ompiled by the Hungarian Assoiation for Family History Researh; the Assoi-

ation generously agreed that we use it for our researh (Farkas and Kovesdi, 2015).

57

Viktor Karády and Péter Tibor Nagy started the digitalization of this data set, and shared it with

us; we went on with the work with the help a researh grant from The History Projet of INET.
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name, but beause of his deision to Hungarianize). We provide auxiliary evidene whih

supports this exlusion restrition.

In the �nal part of the paper we investigate the potential mehanisms that ould

give rise to the salary premium of name hangers. We make use of a historial poliy

experiment: a one-year publi setor ampaign in 1898 that promoted name hanging

whih was ended by publi outry and an unrelated politial risis in the following year.

A one-time shok to the overall number of name hangers dereased the estimated name

hanging premia signi�antly, whih suggests that the employer used name hanging to

sreen loyal workers from the labor fore, and the value of this signal diluted after 1898.

An alternative mehanism would be that employers want to disriminate foreign workers

irrespetive of their family name, but they use the names as a sreening devie. We show

evidene that new names are not hoosen in a way to blend into soiety - adopted names

are still informative of foreign bakground. In ontrast, the most ommon Hungarian

names are underrepresented among name hangers, suggesting that hiding their foreign

bakground by adopting a very ommon surname was not the main onern of name

hangers.

The advantage of using data from the late 19th and early 20th entury Hungary

is twofold. Data on identity is very sare, and looking at ontemporary ontext the

researher usually has to rely on survey-based evidene (e.g Fryer and Torelli, 2010,

Langevin et al., 2013), whih has questionable reliability in suh sensitive issues. In our

ase we rely exlusively on administrative data, both in the ase of earnings and in the

ase of identity (i.e. religion and name hanging status). While the use of historial data

greatly alleviates privay onerns, the ase of Hungary in the early 20th entury provides

a lose enough omparison for present day. Hungary at that point had an operating mar-

ket eonomy, onstitutional governane under the rule of law, and onsiderable respet

for individual liberties.

The paper ontributes to the literature on the eonomis of identity (Akerlof and Kranton

2000, 2002, 2005, 2008); in partiular, to the literature on endogenous identity. Examples

in the literature show that ethniity (Cassan, 2015, Jia and Persson, 2017, Nix and Qian,
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2015) and religion (Atkin et al., 2019, Bottiini and Ekstein, 2007) an be endogenous,

and there is even example to be found on the strategi hoie of �rst names (Algan et al.

2013, Arai and Thoursie 2009, Biavashi et al. 2013, Carneiro et al. 2016). We show evi-

dene on the impat of government-sponsored assimilation on earnings.

The paper also ontributes to the literature on wage determination and disrimina-

tion at the workplae (e.g. Willis, 1986, Guryan and Charles, 2013). The �rst interesting

feature of our ase from the viewpoint of this literature is that name-based disrimination

is di�erent from gender and raial disrimination, as name hangers beome idential to

other workers with Hungarian names. The seond interesting feature is that in the salary

di�erential between hangers and non-hangers seems not to be statistial disrimination,

as di�erenes remain in plae many years after the name hange, while statistial dis-

rimination is expeted to diminish over time as employers learn about their employees

(Altonji and Pierret, 2001). Then, as a onsequene, the result ontradits the Bekerian

argument that taste-based disrimination annot be sustained in equilibrium (Beker,

2010).

2 Bakground and data

2.1 Historial bakground

At the turn of the 19th and the 20th entury, Hungary was a multiethni ountry.

58

Native Hungarian speakers onstituted 45% of the general population in 1881 (soure:

Census of 1881; see Table 22 for detailed buildup of the population by language). This

fat was the result of the tumultous two hundred years between the early 16th entury

and the early 18th. Oupation, military on�its, popular uprisings, famine and disease

left large swath of territory depopulated, only to be repopulated by both spontaneous and

planned immigration.

59

After 1867, Hungary regained sovereignty as a oequal onstituent

58

We give a more thorough desription of how the ultural diversity of 19th entury Hungary ame to

be in a previous paper Gáspár and Pet® [2019℄ (Chapter 3 in Gáspár [2019℄)

59

See Kontler [1999℄ for a historial overview.
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of imperial Austria-Hungary.

60

This arrangement (the �Compromise of 1867�) reated a

onstitutional monarhy whih guaranteed basi personal, eonomi and politial rights

to its itizens.

61

Table 22: Mother tongue of the population of Hungary in 1881

German 13.10%

Slovak 13.04%

Romanian 16.93%

Ruthenian 2.49%

Croat/Serb 4.41%

Hungarian 44.92%

Total population 13.728.622

Soure: Census of 1881.

Although less than half of the ountry spoke Hungarian as their mother tongue, the

elite was almost exlusively Hungarian in their language and their identity, so they per-

eived the ultural omposition of the ountry as a politial threat. They seeked to

maintain the status quo by transforming the ultural landsape, and assimilating minori-

ties (Fenyvesi, 1998; Karady, 2012). They used many tools to ahieve this goal, suh

as making Hungarian eduation ompulsory, and requiring the knowledge of Hungarian

in some state jobs (Karády, 2001, Héjj and Olszewski, 2015). Enouraging family name

hanges of names that have a partiular ethni sounding was another suh a tool. This

meant that the person who hanged their name demonstratively hose Hungarian identity

and subsribed to the assimilatory �soial ontrat� of the elite (Karády, 2001).

2.2 Name hanging

By the end of the 19th entury, family name Hungarianization was broadly thought of

as a pre-requisite for ahieving high soial status (Karady, 2012). Cases of family name

Hungarianization have been doumented sine the early 19th entury.

62

We know this

60

See Taylor [1976℄ for a detailed desription of the empire.

61

By �basi politial rights� we mean that regular eletions were held, though the su�rage was far from

universal.

62

In our previous paper Gáspár and Pet® [2019℄ (Chapter 3 in Gáspár, 2019) we give a detailed summary

of the historial ontext of name hanging. Here we only reiterate the most important fats.
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beause the state asserted a monopoly over family name hanges and regulated against

spontaneous name hanges (Hornyánszky, 1895). During the Austria-Hungary period the

Minister of the Interior of the Hungarian government had the �nal authority over permit-

ting the hange of the family name (Karády and Kozma, 2002b). The administrative ost

was substantial before 1880, when it was redued to a nominal fee as part of the state's

inreasing enouragement of family name Hungarianization.

Ethni bakground was not reorded upon name hanging, we an infer this from

the former name and religion of name hangers. The most overrepresented group among

name hangers were Hungarian Jews (Karády and Kozma, 2002b, Karády, 2001). In fat,

during the whole time period the only year when Jews did not represent the majority

of name hangers was the year of 1898. Catholi name hangers were the seond most

frequent (suggesting German and Slovak bakgrounds) (Gáspár and Pet®, 2019, Chapter

3 in Gáspár, 2019).

It is important to note that name hanging remained largely voluntary for the whole

time period; with one notable exeption of the ampaign of 1898. In that year the

administration of Prime Minister Bán�y Dezs® initiated a ampaign within the publi

setor to speed up name hanging (Karády and Kozma, 2002b), whih involved putting

pressure on publi setor workers with a foreign name to �lead with an example�, and

speeding up the administrative proess for appliants outside of the publi setor (Karady,

2012, Karády and Kozma, 2002b, Nagy, 1992). The fat that name hanging remained,

at the end of the day, an individual hoie, is highlighted by the publi outry aused by

even this overt administrative pressure. German minority representatives raised their

voies the highest in the national assembly (Karády and Kozma, 2002a).

Figure 7 shows the number of people who hanged family names eah year from the

year of the Compromise in 1867 to 1932. The �gure learly shows the surge in name

hanging after the lowering of the administrative osts in 1881, and the spike in 1898,

whih is the onsequene of the Bán�y-era poliies.
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Figure 7: Name hanges over time

Figure reprodued from Gáspár and Pet® [2019℄ (Chapter 3 in Gáspár [2019℄). Soure of data:

Farkas and Kovesdi [2015℄ data set. The �rst shaded area orresponds to the Bán�y abinet; the seond

shaded area orresponds to World War I.

2.3 Data and samples

We want to ompare salaries of name hangers to salaries of workers who did not hange

their names. Unfortunately, systemati labor fore surveys were not onduted in the

period that we study.

63

However, there are speial ommunities of workers for whom

quite substantial amount of relevant data are available. We use two data soures that

represent two di�erent suh ommunities. One is the muniipal employees of Budapest,

the other is the reserve o�ers of the Royal Hungarian Army. We hand-math these data

on the individual level (based on names, birth dates, and in some ases, birth plaes)

with the universe of name hanging ases, population surname distributions and data on

eduation outomes.

Employee data 1: Muniipal employees of Budapest

The loal government of the apital ity of Budapest ompiled and published substantial

amount of information on their workfore in their yearbooks. We digitalized two waves

63

In fat, it was not until 1975 that suh surveys started. See

https://www.ksh.hu/mult_torteneti_kronologia (in Hungarian).
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of the Muniipal Almana (1904, 1907) and two waves of its subsequent publiation,

the Muniipal Yearbook (1909, 1912). These books are the ontemporary equivalent

of the �Yellow Pages�, as they ontain omprehensive list of muniipal employees and

their identi�ation and ontat information (their age, where do they work, what is their

oupation, the length of their tenure at the loal government). However, they also bear

an aountability purpose, as they list the salary of the worker, and the year of entering

servie.

We digitalized these ledgers to get a pooled ross-setion of muniipal workers. These

ontain 4136 individual workers altogether, and 8355 person-salary observations. We are

not able to use these data to build a proper panel, as there is little variation in salaries

between two subsequent years, and few (779) people whom we an identify for all four

years. The overage of the data varies as well, as the earlier version of the ledger (the

Muniipal Yearbook) is a more onise publiation, and it does not over less of the low

skilled workfore. As a onsequene, we only use the most reent observations of all

workers and treat this data set as a pooled ross-setion of workers.

Sine this data omes from published, well-kept administrative ledgers, few data lean-

ing steps were needed. We dropped all females (there were few to begin with, and the

other sample is exlusively male, so this ensured omparison), and people in oupations

that were shared only by a few other individuals (the number of hanger or non-hanger is

less than 3). As the data overs publi setor workers, salaries are not entirely �exible and

variation in them mostly omes mostly from promotion. We still use the salary to apture

this variation, as promotion information is muh more noisy, and salaries are omparable

among workers who work in di�erent hierarhies (promotion means di�erent things for

ity administrators, aountants, workers at publi hospitals et.).

Employee data 2: Reserve o�ers of the Royal Hungarian Army

The other employee data set we use is that of the reserve o�ers of the Army. These are

the people who reeived a military training, but retained their ivilian jobs as well. The
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Army kept trak of a lot of information on their shooling, family bakground, skills.

64

We observe the year of birth, shooling, out-of-shool training they reeived, religion,

plaes of birth and residene. Our sample onsists of the 4060 reserve o�ers for whom

we observe salaries later then entering the labor market. We use these seond, mid-areer

salary observations in our ross-setional regressions.

The data points range from 1869 to 1915, a onsiderably longer time period than the

muniipal employees data. From the raw data we alulate years of shooling, a dummy

for any outside training, a dummy indiating if the o�er was Jewish, and a dummy

for broad oupation ategories. We also reate a wide oupation ategory - a dummy

indiating if the oupation of the o�er was lerial (he worked in an administrative job

in a hierarhial organization of any kind).

Beause the raw data is hand-written, and the degree to whih the forms are �lled

out varies a lot, we restrited the data to those observations whih have relatively few

missing information. Our �nal estimation sample onsists of all reserve o�ers for whom

we observe salaries later then entering the labor market with non-missing year of the

observation ( this rule ensure that they remained reserve o�ers for a protrated period

as well), and whose salary observations are loser than 15 years from one another. We

only use o�ers for whom all salary observations are oming between 1876 and 1910. We

drop o�ers whose birth year is unknown; those who have an oupation where we do

not have enough observation (at least 15 individuals and at least 3 name hanger). We

drop o�ers whose salary less than 500 Ft and higher than 10000 Ft as these, based on

their oupations, were misreorded.

Data on name hanging

We use the data set olleted by the Hungarian Soiety for Family History Researh

(Farkas and Kovesdi, 2015). This data set ontains all name hanging events that were

64

Original �les are available for inspetion in a printed form at the Museum of Military History in

Budapest. Viktor Karády and Péter Tibor Nagy started digitalizing the data set. They shared their

existing data with us, and then we proessed the rest of the reords with the help of an INET - The

History Projet Grant.
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santioned by the Minister of the Interior between 1867 and 1932. The data set inludes

the �rst name, both family names (dropped and adopted) for every individual, the date

of name hange, age at name hange, plaes of birth and residene at the time of name

hange, religion and o�ial doument number for every individual who hanged names.

We desribe the data in more detail in Gáspár and Pet® [2019℄ (Chapter 3 in Gáspár

[2019℄).

To identify name hangers, we mathed this data with the two employee data sets

based on name (inluding former and adopted family name), birth date, and oupation.

We used string mathing algorithms to math names, then hand-piked the best math

onsidering oupation as well. We reated a dummy indiating if the worker was a name

hanger based on the presene of a plausible math in the name hanging data set. We

onsider every worker a name hanger whom we found in the name hanging data base

and hanged name no later than the year of observation in the respetive worker data

set. We oded every worker as �non-hanger� whom we either did not found in the name

hanging data set, or whom we found but hanged name more than 2 years after the

observation in the worker data set.

We have two variables that indiate the year of the name hange: one indiates the

year of applying for permit and the other indiates the year when the permit was issued.

The year of the permit is always observed, the appliation dates are often missing; when

both are observed, they not neessarily the same (in these ases the median di�erene is

1 year). We drop workers for whom the year of the permit is 1 to 3 years after the wage

observation, as we annot be sure whether they already applied for name hange or not,

and whether the wage impat manifests upon appliation or permission.

Auxiliary data sets

We hand-math the muniipal employee data set with the list of high shool graduates

ompiled by Viktor Karády and Péter Tibor Nagy Karády [2012℄. This list ontains all

graduates of all high shools who �nished shool between 1850 and 1919 in Hungary.

65

65

To be more preise, the graduates of �reáliskola� and �gimnázium� types of high shools, whih

quali�ed their graduates for tertiary eduation. We give a more detailed desription of the data and the
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We obtain three variables from this data set. One is a dummy indiating if the worker

was a high shool graduate, the other is the average of their grades subjets whih were

ategorized as �intelletual�. The third variable is the religion of the high shool graduate,

whih we used to identify Jewish high shool graduates, as they are overrepresented among

name hangers and were more likely to reeive high shool eduation (Karády, 1995,

Karady, 2008). We identi�ed 39,5% of people as high shool graduates in our sample,

of whih 66% had observable grade point average. 11% perent of the graduates in our

sample were Jews. We did not math the reserve o�er data set with the high shool

data, beause the reserve o�er data inludes information on eduation and religion.

Another data soure we use is the population share of surnames in order to identify

whih surnames are overrepresented among name hangers. For this purpose we use the

digitalized ivil marriage reords whih we also obtained from the Hungarian Assoiation

for Family History Researh. We desribe the data in more detail in Gáspár and Pet®

[2019℄, Bukowski et al. [2019℄ (Chapter 2 in Gáspár [2019℄); we were unable to identify

systemati biases in the surname omposition within marriage reords, so we treat it as

a random sample of the adult surname distribution.

3 Empirial design and results

3.1 Desriptive statistis

Throughout the analysis, we treat muniipal employees and reserve o�ers separately.

The reason for this is that the two data sets over slightly di�erent time periods, and the

ontrol variables we observe are not the same.

Table 23 shows desriptive statistis for the workers in the muniipal employees dataset

by sample restrition and name hanger status, Table C-1 and Table C-2 shows the t-

test statistis for the full sample and for the restrited sample respetively. We see that

workers are not signi�antly di�erent in terms of their experiene, while name hangers

are slightly younger and are more likely to be high shool graduates, and have a Jewish

bakground. It is worth noting that we only observe religion for those who have a high

high shool eduation in Gáspár and Pet® [2019℄, Bukowski et al. [2019℄ (Chapter 2 in Gáspár [2019℄).
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Table 23: Desriptive statistis of Muniipal Employees

Full sample Restrited sample

Variables Non-Changer Changer Non-Changer Changer

Age 41.93 41.081 41.76 40.7061

(11.76) (11.41) (11.55) (11.532)

Experiene 13.05 12.996 12.47 12.741

(9.94) (9.54) (9.96) (9.54)

High shool (%) 36% 55% 42% 58%

Jewish (%) 3% 10% 5% 123%

GPA (%)

GPA=1 4% 8% 4% 9%

GPA=2 8% 11% 9% 122%

GPA=3 9% 14% 11% 14%

GPA=4 2% 5% 3% 4%

GPA=5 0% 0% 0% 0%

Observations 3048 654 1532 529

note: restrited sample is the sample of those workers for whom the instrument is de�ned

shool diploma, so the atual share of Jews might be higher than we see in the data. The

variable �GPA� is the rounded average grade of �intelletual subjets�. Grading was on a

sale of 1 to 5, whih is familiar to the Hungarian reader from the urrent grading system,

but - in ontrast with present ustoms - a grade of 1 represented the highest ahievable

mark, and a grade of 5 was equivalent to failing. Name hangers are more likely to have

high shool eduation and also perform better at the shool.

Table 24 shows desriptive statistis for the reserve o�er data set (Table C-3 and

Table C-4 shows the results of the t-test by sample restrition). The average reserve o�er

in our data is muh younger than the average muniipal worker was (by about 10 years),

but hangers and non-hangers are not di�erent in this regard. There is no lear pattern

in observed skills - hangers and non-hangers do not di�er in terms of years of shooling,

while name hangers are more likely to have extra training outside of formal shooling.

The fat that here we see no di�erene in eduational attainment (whih we did see with

muniipal workers) an be an artifat of the di�erenes in measurement. While with

muniipal workers we observed whether the individuals graduated from a �gimnázium�

or a �reáliskola� type of elite high shool institution, we did not know whether they had

enrolled in alternative forms of shooling (suh as �kereskedelmi iskola� or �tanítóképz®�).

66

66

�Trade shool� or �teaher training institution�. These forms of seondary eduation did not give their
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Table 24: Desriptive statistis of Reserve O�ers

Full sample Restrited sample

Variables Non-Changer Changer Non-Changer Changer

Age 31.76 31.97 31.73 31.99

(4.18) (2.43) (3.71) (2.42)

Years of shool 14.41 14.38 14.33 14.38

(2.64) (2.67) (2.65) (2.67)

Training (%) 8% 11% 9% 12%

Clerial o. (%) 47% 61% 47% 62%

Jewish 15% 55% 25% 58%

Observations 2233 244 1148 224

note: restrited sample is the sample of those workers for whom the instrument is de�ned

The fat that we observe only the years of shooling with reserve o�ers might mask suh

ompositional di�erenes.

Jews are overrepresented in name hangers in this data set as well. More interesting

is the muh higher share of people with a lerial oupation among name hangers.

This means that name hanging was muh more likely to happen at workplaes with

a strit hierarhy, where loyalty to one's supervisor might be more important than in

other jobs (suh as, for example, with somewhat independent professions suh as dotors,

journalists et.). This is also highlighted by the fat that in the reserve o�er data set

the raw share of name hangers is just 10%, while in the muniipal employee data set

(where, by de�nition, everyone has a lerial oupation) the same share is 18%; the same

shares in the restrited samples (where we look at potential name hangers only) are 16%

(reserve o�ers) against 26% (muniipal employees). It seems that having a lerial job

is one of the most important fators in the deision to hange name, or would-be name
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hangers prefer lerial jobs.

3.2 OLS estimation of the name hanger salary di�erential

3.2.1 Empirial design

In order to identify the ausal impat of name hanging on the salary of a worker, ideally

we would want to estimate the following equation using ordinary least squares:

salaryit = β ∗ changerit + δ ∗ controlsit + αi + λt + ǫit (7)

Where changerit is a dummy indiating if person i has hanged his family name to

a Hungarian sounding one until the year t, controlsit is a vetor of individual ontrol

variables, while α and λ are individual and time �xed e�ets, respetively. In this simple

di�erene-in-di�erenes setting we would identify the impat of name hanging from om-

paring name hangers to people who do not hange names before and after family name

hange.

Unfortunately for us, this empirial strategy is not feasible with the data we have at

hand. The �rst reason for that is data quality; we only observe most people one, at most

twie; and we only observe a handful of people before and after the name hange. The

seond reason is that name hanging is a strategi deision and it usually happened at

the start of a person's areer. The mean age in the sample of all name hanging events

is 27; the age at whih we observe name hangers is 41 years in the Muniipal Employees

data, and 32 in the reserve o�ers data.

This seond point would also pose a threat to identi�ation in the hypothetial ase

if we were observing a full panel with an appropriate number of observation before and

after the name hange. We do not observe ounterfatual salaries of name hangers and

non-name hanging workers with a foreign name, so sample seletion is an issue.

We �rst run the feasible version of the regression Equation 7, where we regress the

graduates the opportunity to enter universities, but provided valuable training and were very popular

among those who did not have the opportunity to go to more elite institutions. A more thorough

desription of the Hungarian seondary eduation system of the time an be found in Bukowski et al.

[2019℄, whih is Chapter 2 in Gáspár [2019℄.
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salary of the worker on a dummy indiating if the person hanged name, ontrol variables,

and a time dummy. Beause of the issues disussed, we annot introdue individual �xed

e�ets.

3.2.2 Results

Columns 1 and 4 of Table 25 show the OLS estimation of the name hanger dummy

from Equation 7 in the muniipal employees and the reserve o�er data sets, respetively.

Table C-5 and Table C-6 shows the estimates for the ontrol variables as well. Figure

8 plots the oe�ients of interest from all regressions along with 10 perent on�dene

intervals. Our results show that name hangers earn more than non-hangers (by about

2.8% among muniipal employees and about 5% among reserve o�ers); the oe�ients

from the two data sets are signi�antly di�erent from zero but not signi�antly di�erent

from one another.

3.2.3 Threats to identi�ation

There are three main threats to identi�ation. First, name hanging is only relevant for

a subset of workers (those with a foreign bakground). If, for example, non-hanging

minority workers are disriminated against, while name hangers are not, OLS estimation

will onfound the estimation of the wage di�erential between hanging and non hanging

foreigners (a positive term) and between hanging foreigners and loals (zero), reating

attenuation bias. Seond, if seletion into name hanging is orrelated with unobserved

fators that a�et salaries, the OLS estimates are also plagued by seletion bias. The

third pitfall is reverse ausality. If people who earn more are more likely to hange name,

what we observe is the e�et of salary inrease on name hanging propensity, instead of

the ausal e�et of name hanging on salaries.
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Figure 8: The e�et of hanging name

90 % on�dene intervals are shown by using robust standard errors. Control variables in the ase of

Muniipal Employees (red): age and its square, experiene at the muniipality and its square, whether

the worker was found in the eduation data, average GPA sore, oupation dummies, workplae

dummies, jewish dummy, year of the observation. All ontrols are inluded in the �rst stage as well.

Control variables in the ase of Reserve O�ers (blue): age and its square, years of shool and its

square, oupation dummies, dummy indiating whether the worker reieved any training outside the

shool, jewish dummy, year of observation. All ontrols are inluded in the �rst stage as well.

Restrited sample is the sample of those workers for whom the instrument is de�ned.
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Table 25: The e�et of hanging name

Muniipal Employees Reserve O�ers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

OLS OLS IV OLS OLS IV

Full sample Restrited Restrited Full sample Restrited Restrited

log(salary) log(salary) log(salary) log(salary) log(salary) logsalary)

Changer 0.0276** 0.0400*** 0.0580** 0.0485* 0.0544* 0.142*

(0.0125) (0.0150) (0.0255) (0.0283) (0.0306) (0.0823)

Experiene 0.0198*** 0.0210*** 0.0207***

(0.00221) (0.00299) (0.00295)

Square of Exp./100 -0.00683 -0.0113 -0.0107

(0.00689) (0.0102) (0.0101)

Years of Shool 0.00932 0.0340 0.0336

(0.0338) (0.0441) (0.0430)

Square of YRS 0.00720 -0.100 -0.0997

(0.123) (0.162) (0.158)

Obs. 3,702 2,061 2,061 2,477 1,372 1,372

Rsquare 0.768 0.770 0.770 0.179 0.180 0.175

First stage

Changer Changer

log(overrep) 0.107*** 0.0666***

(0.00372) (0.00450)

Partial R square 0.26 0.14

F statistis 31.38 6.60

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control variables in the ase of

Muniipal Employees (olumn 1-3): age and its square, experiene at the muniipality and its square,

whethet the worker was found in the eduation data, average GPA sore, oupation dummies,

workplae dummies, jewish dummy, year of the observation. All ontrols are inluded in the �rst stage

as well. Control variables in the ase of Reserve O�ers (olumn 4-6): age and its square, years of

shool and its square, oupation dummies, dummy indiating whether the worker reieved any training

outside the shool, jewish dummy, year of observation. All ontrols are inluded in the �rst stage as

well. Restrited sample is the sample of those workers for whom the instrument is de�ned
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3.3 Instrumental variables estimation of the name hanging pre-

mium

3.3.1 Empirial design

To overome the identi�ation onerns we raised with the OLS, we turn to an instrumen-

tal variables (IV) regression, where the IV is the natural logarithm of the overrepresen-

tation of a given family name among name hangers. The �rst stage of the IV regression

takes the following form:

changeri = β ′ · controlsi + λ′
t + log(overrepn) + θi.

Where overrepn is the surname-spei� overrepresentation �gure:

overrepn = log

[

#surnamen in changers

#changers
/
#surnamen
population

]

. (8)

We alulate overrepn from the previous name for people who hange name, and the

urrent name for everyone else (so if someone hanges name from Shmidt to Kovás, we

use Shmidt to alulate the instrument). This instrument needs the following exlusion

restrition to be satis�ed:

E[log(overrepn) · ǫi | controlsi] = 0 (9)

In plain words this means that, onditional on observed information, the surname

should not in itself have any e�et on the salaries diretly, only through the deision to

hange one's family name. The idea behind this instrument is that some names are more

likely to be hanged than others, and by using only the variation in name hanging that

is driven by the surname itself, we an redue the omitted variable and seletion issues

inherent in the OLS estimation of the impat of name hanging on salaries.

The instrument is only de�ned for a subset of all family names. Notably, the in-

strument is unde�ned if either #surnamen in changers = 0, or if #surnamen
population

= 0. The

expression means that the IV is only de�ned for foreign names, as these are the ones
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whih get Hungarianized.

67

This is not of a partiularly great onern, as this is equiva-

lent to restriting the sample of all workers to potential name hangers only (people with

a foreign name). Thus the IV mitigates the �rst potential onern with the OLS, whih

was the onfusion of potential name hangers and non-hangers in the ontrol group.

The seond restrition (the instrument being de�ned only for names with a positive

population share) in theory, should trivially not be binding if we observed the atual

population shares of names instead of proxies. But it does happen in pratie, we use

the name share in the sample of the marriage reords as a feasible alternative. This will

mean that for some rare names the instrument will not be de�ned due to sampling error.

This hane inreases in the rarity of the given surname. We do not think that this raises

partiularly severe onerns for our analysis, as we look at ordinary workers instead of,

for example, the high aristoray, whose names would be partiularly rare. Beause the

instrument is not de�ned for the whole population, we run all regressions on the whole

sample and the restrited sample as well - the sample of those workers for whom the

instrument is de�ned.

Most importantly, the instrumental variable mitigates the potential seletion bias and

reverse ausality inherent in the OLS estimates, as it only uses information from family

names at birth, whih are exogenous to unobserved harateristis and labor market

outomes later in life.

We an interpret the instrument in more than one way. We an argue that the instru-

ment measures the �foreignness� of a surname. We ould think that having a Hungarian

surname gives the same payo� for everyone, but people with more foreign surnames get

reminded more often that having a Hungarian surname would be bene�ial. This would

have e�etively generated variation in the psyhologial ost of name hanging and people

with more foreign names would have beome more likely to hange their family names

and reeive the monetary payo�.

We an apture this variation by looking at the onditional probability that any person

67

Stritly speaking this would be true only if all name hanges were name Hungarianizations. However,

some name hanges happen when people divore, get adopted, or have any other idiosynrati reason for

name hange. So in pratie for some Hungarian names the IV will be de�ned, just it will have a very

low value.
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Table 26: Name distintiveness

deile Muniipal Employee Reserve O�ers

1st -4.0 Lukás -3.9 Fábian

2nd -3.6 Bernáth -3.2 Ráz

3rd -2.4 Palasti -1.5 Lehozky

4th -1.0 Zimmermann -0.6 Novák

5th -0.4 Mihalovis -0.05 Winkler

6th -0.0 Shmidt 0.4 Czigler

7th 0.5 Hofbauer 0.8 Pfeifer

8th 1 Wippler 1.2 Glük

9th 1.5 Baintner 1.7 Salzberger

10th 4.4 Losteiner 4.4 Rosenthal

in the population who has this family name would hange it. By Bayes' rule the probability

of name hange onditioning on only the family name an be written as:

P (changeri | name = n) =
P (name = n | changeri)

P (name = n)
P (changeri) (10)

The ratio

P (name=n|changeri)
P (name=n)

is the theoretial equivalent of the observed name overrepre-

sentation, whih is

#surnamen in changers

#changers
/#surnamen

population
. Taking logs the onditional probability

beomes additively separable from all other individual level fators that drive the proba-

bility of name hange (P (changeri)). We use this as an instrument in the First Stage of

the IV regression.

Another way to interpret the instrument is to think of a surname as proxy for ommu-

nity ties. This amounts to saying that all people who share a family name are a relative

of one another with some probability. This probability is higher if the shared name is

�Habsburg�, and lower, if the shared name is �Shmidt�.

This interpretation of the instrument posits that there is some basi probability of

name hanging is determined on the family level (aptured by the instrument), whih

is otherwise not orrelated with this partiular worker's labor market outomes. The

eventual probability of name hange for the individual depends on this basi, �family level�

probability, and an idiosynrati deviation from that, whih might be ontaminated by

seletion bias or reverse ausality. This is why we instrument the personal deision with

the �family level� probability.
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If many people hange names within a worker's extended family, then the psyhologial

ost of name hange will be smaller for the worker, as he will not fae ondemnation from

his own relatives for abandoning the family name (as in Fryer Jr and Levitt, 2004). Two

fators determine how strong this e�et is, whih is represented in the de�nition of the IV

in Equation 8. First is the share of name hangers of one partiular foreign family name

within all name hangers. This determines how strong the impat of my relatives on my

deision are. The seond determines how likely it is that the other name hangers with

whom I share a family name are my relatives - this is the inverse of the population share of

the surname. By taking logs we exlude from the sample everyone who has a Hungarian

name (

#surnamen in changers

#changers
= 0). Table 26 shows examples of how the instrument is related

to the types of family names.

3.3.2 Results

First, for the sake of omparison, we re-estimate the OLS oe�ients for the restrited

sample on whih the IV is de�ned. The estimated oe�ients are larger (though not

signi�antly) when we only look at the sample of individuals who are name hangers or

had a foreign name (Columns 2 and 5 in Table 25). This means that people with a foreign

name (�potential name hangers�) earn less than the mean worker in their respetive data

sets.

Columns 3 and 6 in Table 25 show the respetive instrumental variables results on

the restrited samples. Column 3 in Table C-5 and in Table C-6 shows the estimates

on the ontrol variables as well and Column 4 shows the �rst stage estimates. The IV

oe�ients are substantially larger than their OLS ounterparts, though less preisely

estimated: name hangers earn from 5.8% (Muniipal Employees) to 14.2% (Reserve

O�ers) more than their non-hanging ounterparts. Based on the First Stage F statistis

we an on�dently rejet weak identi�ation in the ase of the Muniipal Employees, while

we annot rule it out in the ase of Reserve O�ers (Stok and Yogo, 2002).

This suggests that the OLS regression oe�ients are biased downwards. This ould

be a result of an omitted variable that is positively orrelated with salaries, but negatively
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with name hanging (or the other way around). If people with lower unobserved ability are

more likely to hange name (for example, if loyalty serves as a substitute for ability), that

would produe suh a downward bias. However, unobserved ability is plausibly orrelated

with observed skills, and we see systemati relationship between observed skills and name

hanger status. Another potential mehanism an be a subjetive disutility from name

hanging that is positively orrelated with inome (one ares more about intangible soures

of utility, suh as family heritage, one the basi needs are satis�ed). Then low earners

would self-selet into name hanging in higher numbers, suppressing the OLS results.

Finally, measurement error in the salaries in itself ould ause the OLS results to be

biased downwards.

The estimated oe�ients are large, but not unreasonably so. The largest IV oef-

�ients show that name hangers had a salary premium similar to three extra years of

experiene (muniipal workers), or four extra years of shooling (reserve o�ers), if we

ompare to the linear omponent of these ontrol variables only.

3.3.3 Threats to identi�ation

The IV estimates are unbiased if the exlusion restrition holds (that is, if the instrument

is not orrelated with unobserved fators driving salaries). There are two main onerns

whih we need to address. One is that the instrument might be orrelated with unob-

served harateristis of workers whih are relevant for their salaries (e.g. people with rare

surnames have more human apital). The seond, related onern is related to the om-

munity tie interpretation of the instrument. If two people from the same family shared

higher innate ability or soial apital, and they also shared a higher propensity of name

hange (soial or psyhologial osts assoiated with family name hange an be lower if

one does it together with other family members). More diretly, family members might

even help eah other at the workplae, whih an result in higher salaries orrelated with,

but not ausally related to, a similar propensity to hange names.

Though the assumption behind the exlusion restrition is not diretly testable, we
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show indiret evidene that inreases our on�dene in the validity of the assumption. In

Tables C-7 we show that there is no systemati relationship between observed skills and

the instrument in ase of the muniipal workers. We regress the instrument on di�erent

ombinations of the relevant explanatory variables. Column 1 has a set of dummies for

the (rounded) GPA of those whom we found in the high shool database. To limit the

number of estimated oe�ients, in Column 2 we only estimate a single dummy indiating

if the worker had bad grades as a student (GPA>=3). In Columns 3 and 4 we do the

same with oupation and workplae dummies inluded. In Columns 5 and 6 we inlude

an interation of the high shool dummy with a dummy indiating if the graduate was

Jewish (we observe religion of high shool graduates).

The most important �nding is that the instrument does not depend on the GPA

for those whom we found in the high shool graduate data. The only exeption is the

signi�ant oe�ient on the worst students (3 observations altogether). The negative

oe�ients on the dummies indiating if the worker was found in the high shool graduate

data set is also insigni�ant, exept for the ases when we inlude the Jewish interation

dummy. This latter is potentially an artifat of the data whih would be present even

if there was no observable seletion on skills. Jews are overrepresented among name

hangers, so Jewish names have a higher IV. Those people whom we do not �nd in the

eduation data are both Jews or not Jews, so the omparison group has a higher IV than

those who are found in the eduation data, but are not Jewish.

We see a very similar (lak of) pattern with the reserve o�er data set, where we an

�nd no signi�ant orrelation between years of shooling, training partiipation, having a

lerial oupation and the instrument (Columns 1, 2 and 3 of Table C-8), or all above

ombined (Columns 4 and 5).

In Figures C-1 and C-2 we show that onditional on the name hanging deision there

is no relationship between the instrument and the outome of interest in any of the two

data sets. These �gures are binned satter plots that show the relationship between the

salary and the logarithm of name overrepresentation. We ontrol for the same variables as

in the main regression in alulating the slopes, whih are not signi�antly di�erent from
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Table 27: Relatives at the workplae

log(salary) log(salary)

(1) (2)

Name hanger 0.0288** 0.0272**

(0.0128) (0.0136)

NC × Relative -0.0115 0.00832

(0.0522) (0.0298)

Relative de�ned at Workplae Anywhere

Observation 3256 3256

R-square 0.774 0.774

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control variables: age and its

square, experiene at the muniipality and its square, whethet the worker was found in the eduation

data, average GPA sore, oupation dummies, workplae dummies, jewish dummy, year of the

observation. We drop observations with no information on the exat workplae, but the results are

robust to the inlusion of the inlusion of these observations as well.

zero in any of the ases. We onlude that we were unable to �nd threats that undermine

the validity of the identifying assumption behind the instrumental variables estimates.

Finally, we hek how likely it is that related name hangers help eah other at the

workplae. For this we an use the Muniipality Employee data, whih overs all workers

of the same (broadly de�ned) employee. As we use the universe of name hanging reords

that were available, we are able to determine about every worker whether they are name

hangers or not. Using this information we identify in our data all name hangers who

share both previous and adopted family names . These workers are the most likely to

berelated. In Column 1 and 2 of Table 27 we regress salaries on the name hanger dummy

and a dummy indiating if the name hanger had a relative. The regression inludes the

same ontrol variables as the baseline wage regressions. In Column 1 we onsider only

those name hangers relatives who work at the same broadly de�ned workplae at given

same year. In Column 2 we onsider everyone who had a relative in the Muniipality

working anywhere at the given year. There are 18 people ategorized as relatives in

Column 1, and 87 in Column 2, so these are rare ases. The oe�ient on having a

relative is very small and never signi�antly di�erent from zero, so we are on�dent that

this mehanism is not driving our results.
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3.4 Disussion

Why do hangers earn more than non-hangers? The most obvious explanation would

be disrimination from the muniipal government's part, and the government uses foreign

names to sreen workers of foreign origin. An alternative explanation would be that

workers who are more dediated to their jobs use name hanging as a ostly signal to

ommuniate their types - that they are loyal, politially trustworthy individuals. We

explore the seond explanation �rst, as our results suggests that this is more plausible.

The signaling hypothesis

In Setion 2.2 we disussed the name Hungarianization ampaign of 1898. We argued in

previous work (Gáspár and Pet®, 2019 in Gáspár, 2019) that the ampaign potentially

had an impat on later ohorts of name hangers through reduing the ost of further

name hanging. If this was the ase, the impat of name hanging on their salaries

might also have been di�erent. The historial soures argue that name hanging was a

�pledge of allegiane� to the Hungarian elite and the status quo of the Monarhy (see, for

example, Karady, 2012). In the language of eonomis this ould be interpreted as a ase

of signaling, where workers are sending a ostly signal on their politial views with the

at of name hanging. The ostliness is attested by the fat that name hanging did not

beome soiety-wide during the Austria-Hungary period,

68

and that the poliy of 1898

ould have suh a dramati impat. However, suh a one-time shok to the number of

people who have hanged names might have redued the signaling value of name hanging

by dereasing its psyhologial osts. If that is the ase, we would expet that the salary

premia of name hangers derease after 1898.

To study this question, we estimate the following regression by OLS:

68

Karády [2001℄ estimates that about 1% of the population who ould have potentially been involved

was indeed involved in the name hanging movement in this era.
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yit = α+β1ChangedBefore1898i+β2ChangedIn1898i+β3ChangedAfter1898i+controlsit+εit

(11)

In other words, instead of estimating an average e�et of name hanges, we estimate

di�erent oe�ients for name hanging events that happened before, during and after the

poliy of 1898.

Figure 9 shows the estimated oe�ients of interest for the two data sets (see Table 28

for regression results, and Table C-5 and Table C-6 reports the ontrol variables). The left

panel shows oe�ients estimated from the data set of muniipal employees of Budapest,

while the right shows the results for reserve o�ers. The vertial axis orresponds to the

estimated β oe�ients for (i) those who hanged before 1898; (ii) those who hanged

in 1898; (iii) those who hanged after 1898. We present the point estimates with their

orresponding ten perent on�dene intervals for the full sample. Results blue orrespond

to estimates from the whole sample, while red orresponds to estimates from the restrited

sample.

The results show the same pattern for both data sets. Only those name hangers

earn signi�antly more than their non-hanger ounterparts who hanged name no later

than 1898. In their ase the impat is larger and more preise than in the ase when we

estimate a single oe�ient. The estimated oe�ients for later year name hangers are

zero. This is in line with the signaling value hypothesis. If more people hange name, the

signaling value of name hanging is diluted, and name hangers are rewarded less for the

at.

Even though the OLS estimate is zero after 1898, we have reason to believe that this

is a downward biased estimate of a positive name hanging premium, as in the baseline

results the IV estimates were larger than the OLS estimates, and beause there had to be

some reason for name hanging after all, as it still was a ostly at.

If the goal of the government had been to disriminate based on foreign bakground,

we should see no di�erenes in the name hanging premia before and after this event.
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Figure 9: The e�et of hanging name and the Hungarianization ampaign of 1898

90 % on�dene intervals are shown by using robust standard errors. Control variables in the ase of

Muniipal Employees (left �gure): age and its square, experiene at the muniipality and its square,

whether the worker was found in the eduation data, average GPA sore, oupation dummies,

workplae dummies, jewish dummy, year of the observation. Control variables in the ase of Reserve

O�ers (right �gure): age and its square, years of shool and its square, oupation dummies, dummy

indiating whether the worker reieved any training outside the shool, jewish dummy, year of

observation. Restrited sample is the sample of those workers for whom the instrument is de�ned.

If anything, the premia should be larger: those who did not hange name even under

the 1898 poliy were muh more likely to have foreign bakground, thus disrimination

against them should have inreased.

Although people whose mother tongue was Hungarian onstituted only a plurality

in soiety (47% in 1900, soure: ensus of 1900), people who knew Hungarian were in

a majority (59.5% in 1900, soure: ensus of 1900). The share of minorities who spoke

Hungarian was higher in major urban enters (where our data is mostly oming from). As

we are looking at jobs where knowing Hungarian was essential (muniipality employees,

army o�ers), we assume that (potential) name hangers that we observe speak Hungar-

ian, and are otherwise indistinguishable from the rest of the workfore. This is in line

with historial aounts (see e.g. Karády and Kozma, 2002a).
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Table 28: The e�et of hanging name and the Hungarianization ampaign of 1898

Muniipal Employees Reserve O�ers

OLS OLS OLS OLS

Full sample Restrited Full sample Restrited

log(salary) log(salary) log(salary) log(salary)

Changed

- before 1898 0.0763*** 0.0900*** 0.0666* 0.0729**

(0.0211) (0.0250) (0.0347) (0.0367)

- in 1898 0.0355 0.0769** 0.0676 0.122*

(0.0251) (0.0309) (0.0658) (0.0647)

- after 1898 -0.0199 -0.0159 0.00193 -0.0171

(0.0157) (0.0182) (0.0518) (0.0565)

Obs. 3,702 2,061 2,477 1,372

Rsquare 0.769 0.772 0.179 0.181

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control variables in the ase

of Muniipal Employees (olumn 1 and 2 ): age and its square, experiene at the muniipality and its

square, whether the worker was found in the eduation data, average GPA sore, oupation dummies,

workplae dummies, jewish dummy, year of the observation. Control variables in the ase of Reserve

O�ers (olumn 3 and 4): age and its square, years of shool and its square, oupation dummies,

dummy indiating whether the worker reieved any training outside the shool, jewish dummy, year of

observation. Restrited sample is the sample of those workers for whom the instrument is de�ned

The sreening hypothesis

It also ould be that employers want to disriminate non-Hungarian workers irrespetive of

their names but they use the family name as a sreening devie to deide who has foreign

bakground. In this senario, it would be rational for workers to adopt their new names

in a way that does not arry any information. The most realisti solution for this is to

hoose ommon Hungarian names. In omparison, we see that all very ommon names are

underrepresented among name hangers and name hangers tend to adopt family names

that are in the Hungarian language, but are indiative of a name hanger bakground, as

they are rare among people who are themselves not name hangers.

We alulated for eah Hungarian family name how likely it is that their bearers are

name hangers, that is, the overrepresentation of the name among name hangers relative

to their population shares:

#surnamen in changers

#changers
/
#surnamen
population

. (12)

We use this measure to rank eah family name. Table 29 olumn 2 shows the top 10
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Table 29: Rank of names

Top 10 overrep name Top 10 population

Rank by overrep. Name Rank by popshare Rank by pop share Name Rank by overrep

1. Dér 23239. 1. Nagy 5272.

2. Várnagy 17434. 2. Szabó 5143.

3. Mármaros 19774. 3. Kovás 4427.

4. Tölgyes 17814. 4. Tóth 5876.

5. Abosi 19806. 5. Horváth 5097.

6. Verezkei 20436. 6. Varga 5358.

7. Fert® 22536. 7. Molnár 4263.

8. Altai 21913. 8. Német 5511.

9. Lövész 17234. 9. Kis 4588.

10. Várhelyi 14319. 10. Farkas 4779.

Number of family Number of family names

names in population 36 901 in hanger data set 8 474

adopted names based on this measure. We ranked eah family name based on the name

frequeny in our population data set. Table 29 olumn 5 shows the top 10 family names

based on our population data.

Table 29 olumn 3 shows the rank of the top 10 overrepresented names in the popu-

lation, e.g. �Dér� is the most overrepresented name among name hangers, while it was

ranked 23239 out of the 36901 names in the population. In general, we an see that the

overrepresented names are at the bottom of the surname frequeny distribution. On the

other hand all ommon names (Table 29 olumn 5 shows the top 10 family name based

on our population) are underrepresented among name hangers, e.g. the most popular

family name �Nagy� (�Big�) is only at the 5272th plae out of 8474 family name in our

name hanger data set.

We argue that this name adoption strategy is inonsistent with the sreening hypoth-

esis. If the employer had used the name to sreen people of foreign bakground regardless

of their intentions to assimilate, name hangers would have hosen to blend in, and hose

very frequent family names. In that ase, the employer would not have been able to

extrat any information on their bakgrounds.
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4 Conlusion

In this paper we showed how the Hungarian state engaged in identity manipulation using

eonomi inentives. Extending our previous work in whih we looked at aggregate name

hanging �gures and ensus data, in this paper we doumented a similar phenomenon

using data on the individual level.

Looking at two independent historial data sets we �nd that muniipal workers who

had a foreign name enjoyed higher earnings if their hanged it to a Hungarian names.

The same was true in the ivilian oupation of reserve o�ers whom we observe. We

use a name frequeny based instrument to mitigate identi�ation onerns related to the

endogeneity of the name hanging deision.

We argue that name hanging was used as a ostly signaling mehanism, where publi

setor workers ould show politial loyalty by responding to the state's assimilation in-

entives. We argue that the observed behavior is inompatible with disrimination that

uses family names to sreen for ethni bakground, but does not are about the latter for

its own sake. The reason is that name hangers tended to hoose distintive Hungarian

names, and not the most ommon ones.

We �nd the results intriguing, beause the traditional approah for many years was

to treat identity as exogenous when one studied disrimination. Only reently have re-

searhers starting to endogenize di�erent aspets of identity in their formal and verbal

models of the eonomy (e.g. Nix and Qian, 2015). Our aim with this paper was to

ontribute to this ongoing shift of viewpoints.
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Appendix A : for Chapter 1

Table A-1: Skill requirement measures

Original skill measures Summary indies

Problem solving

IPS

Taking responsibility

Ability to adapt to new environments and tasks

Ability to fous on work

Ability to work independently

Co-working skills

Interpersonal skillCommuniation skills

Empathy

Mathematis skills Mathematis skills

Manual skills

Spatial orientation skills

Creativity

Stress tolerane

Ability to work preisely

Organizing ability
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Table A-2: Top 10 and bottom 10 oupation

FEOR Title

Top 10 based on IPS skills

1321 Department managers in agriulture and forestry

1322 Department managers in manufaturing

1324 Department managers in wholesale and retail trade

1326 Department managers in transportation, forwarding and storage

1327 Department managers in ommuniation and postal servies

1331 Department managers in business servies

1334 Department managers in eduation

1335 Department managers in ultural servies

1345 Supply and distribution managers

1347 Computing servies managers

Bottom 10 based on IPS skills

9117 Garbage olletor

9140 Navvies, onstrution labourers

7511 Animal hair and feather proessing workers

7323 Hatters, milliners, ap makers

7334 Pelt dressers, fur dyers

9210 Agriultural labourers

4123 Library and arhive stok lerks, other �ling lerks

5125 Housekeeper

9115 Chambermaids

9112 Vehile, window and related learners

Top 10 based on Interpersonal skill

2547 Psyhologists

2211 General pratitioners

2222 Optometrists

2614 Cultural organizers

2618 Quali�ed oahes

2225 Institution based nurses

3722 Film, stage and related assistant diretors

3721 Supporting ators

2431 Primary shool teahers

2421 Seondary teahers

Bottom 10 based on Interpersional skills

3125 Forestry and natural reserve tehniians

4192 Stenographers, typists

5316 Dry leaners

5344 Cinema projetionists

5353 Pests ontrol professional

6112 Bio-gardeners

6113 Vegetable growers

6114 Fruit growers

6115 Wine growers

6116 Ornamental plant and �ower gardeners
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Table A-3: Identi�ation

N of ase orresponds to orresponds to

N of workers N of worker-years

all �rm 940 872 5 356 887

never hanged oupation 465 779 2 665 636

hanged oupation within worker-�rm spell 172 642 809 590

hanged oupation at least one in the sample 475 093 2 691 251

+ hanged �rm at least one 387 554 2 143 136

hanged �rm and o. at the same time 502 889 368 496 2 018 825

domesti −→foreign* + o. at least one 114 813 652 248

domesti −→foreig* + o. at the same time 95 922 94 532 526 679

orresponds to orresponds to N of

N of werkers aquired worker-years

aquired �rm** 56 436 187 748

- hanged oupation within worker-�rm spell 6 040 157 634

stayed at with the �rm around the aquistion 19 577 102 000

- and hanged oupation within worker-�rm spell 4 238 22 942

arrived to �rm after the aq. (from (t+1) onward) 13 861 31 542

- and hanged o. at the same time 9 538 21 407

balaned aquired �rm*** 26 087 96 651

unbalaned aquired �rm**** 30 349 91 097

*It ould happen in two way: (1) by hanging �rm (2) the �rm hanged its status: aquired �rms

**Firms that were aquired in 2010 or in 2011 are onsidered to be aquired �rms altough they dont have

post-aquisition years in my sample

*** a �rm is onsidered to be balaned �rm if it was in my sample from two years before to two years

after the aquisition (altogether for 5 years) - by de�nition is should be aquired between 2005 and 2008

**** unbalaned �rms are either aquired in 2004, 2009, 2010, 2011 or do not have 5 onseutive (very

small �rms).
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Table A-4: Return to skills - event study approah

2way FE 2wayFE 2wayFE

Interation with the skill index IPS Interpersonal RTI

Aquired (Balaned) * Skill Index 0.00720 0.000261 -0.00379

(0.00810) (0.00905) (0.00642)

<=(t-3) * Skill Index -0.00977 -0.000256 0.00392

(0.0104) (0.00974) (0.0103)

(t-2) * Skill Index -0.00513 -0.00129 0.0148

(0.0115) (0.00817) (0.00939)

(t-1) * Skill Index 0.00174 0.00404 0.00536

(0.00506) (0.00520) (0.00470)

(t+1) * Skill Index 0.0231** 0.00876 -0.00500

(0.00976) (0.00894) (0.00908)

(t+2) * Skill Index 0.0297*** 0.0178* -0.00615

(0.00739) (0.0103) (0.00893)

(t+3) * Skill Index 0.0223*** 0.0128 -0.00808

(0.00745) (0.0116) (0.0109)

>=(t+4) * Skill Index 0.0253** 0.0255** -0.0200

(0.0103) (0.0118) (0.0124)

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

R 0.866 0.866 0.866

Worker FE yes yes yes

Firm FE yes yes yes

Setor * year yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observations:

5,356,887, No. indiv.: 940 ,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its square, whether the

person reived disablity allowane, wether the person reieved are allowane, tenure and whether the

observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, post aquiaition dummy, skill-year interation

terms, interation of the skill measure with ownership dummies.
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Figure A-1: Return to IPS skill - event study approah - sample of balaned aquired �rm

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level. 90% on�dene intervals are presented.. Number of obser-

vations 96651. Controls: age and its square, whether the worker reeive are allowane, whether the

worker reieve disability payment, tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill

requirement. Firm and worker �xed e�ets are inluded.

Table A-5: Wage premia of IPS skill intensive oupations

Parameters St. errors

IPS skill intensive o. 0.0808** (0.0360)

<=(t-3) * skill intensive o. -0.0268 (0.0282)

(t-2) * skill intensive o. 0.0201 (0.0157)

(t-1) * skill intensive o. 0.0111 (0.0106)

(t+1) * skill intensive o. 0.0411*** (0.0108)

(t+2) * skill intensive o. 0.0650*** (0.0161)

(t+3) * skill intensive o. 0.0938*** (0.0280)

>=(t+4) * skill intensive o. 0.0821** (0.0354)

N 96,651

Rsquare 0.240

Firm FE yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observations

96,651 , number of �rms 492. Controls: Controls: age and its square,gender, eduation, whether the

person reieved disability allowane, whether the person reieved are allowane, tenure and whether

the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement.
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Table A-6: The hange in the return to IPS skills after a foreign takeover by worker and

�rm harateristis

OLS FirmFE 2WayFE

Panel A - gender

IPS * PostAq 0.0411** 0.0316*** 0.0322***

(0.0184) (0.0101) (0.00812)

IPS * PostAq. * male 0.00789 0.00724 0.0132*

(0.0240) (0.0107) (0.00755)

Rsquare 0.383 0.250 0.866

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Panel B - eduation

IPS * PostAq. 0.0360*** 0.0304*** 0.0389***

(0.0134) (0.00863) (0.00600)

IPS * PostAq. * low 0.0264 0.0214 0.0312*

(0.0372) (0.0225) (0.0178)

Rsquare 0.376 0.223 0.866

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Panel C - size

IPS * PostAq * small 0.0614*** 0.0479*** 0.0414***

(0.0154) (0.0107) (0.00993)

IPS * PostAq * large 0.0413** 0.0299*** 0.0366***

(0.0161) (0.00955) (0.00851)

Rsquare 0.411 0.252 0.866

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Panel D - industry

IPS * PostAq * manufature 0.0368** 0.0216* 0.0371***

(0.0187) (0.0111) (0.00514)

IPS * PostAq * servie 0.0580** 0.0510*** 0.0521***

(0.0244) (0.0116) (0.0135)

Rsquare 0.384 0.248 0.866

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Worker FE yes

Firm FE yes yes

Setor * Year yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. No. Observ.: 5,356,887,

Number of individuals: 940 ,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its square,gender, edua-

tion, whether the person reived disablity allowane, wether the person reieved are allowane, tenure

and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, ownership dummies (always

foreigner, aquired and post aquiaition period). In panel I further ontrol for the full set of interation

terms of gender, ownership status and IPS skill index. In panel B I further ontrol for the full set of

interation terms with low eduation status, ownership and IPS skill measure. In panel C small �rms

are �rms with less than 20 employees, large �rms are �rms with more than 20 employees. I also ontrol

for the interation terms with ownership status and size, ownership status, size and skill measures. In

panel D I further ontrol for the interation terms of industry dummies with ownership status and for

the interation with ownership status and IPS skill index.

A Time-invariant �rm level ontrols are exluded as �rm FE is added to the regression. Time-invariant

worker level ontrols (gender and eduation) are exluded from two-way �xed model.
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Table A-7: The hange in the return to IPS skills after a foreign takeover for stayers and

for newomers

OLS �rmFE 2wayFE

Panel A - IPS

Skill*PostAq 0.0383*** 0.0376*** 0.0440***

(0.0123) (0.00829) (0.00870)

Skill*PostAq*Newomer 0.0170 -0.00208 -0.0124

(0.0171) (0.0128) (0.00829)

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Rsquare 0.381 0.248 0.866

Panel B - Interpersonal

Skill*PostAq 0.0226 0.0214** 0.0218***

(0.0165) (0.00883) (0.00750)

Skill*PostAq*Newomer -0.0135 0.00504 -0.00270

(0.0225) (0.0169) (0.00807)

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Rsquare 0.356 0.236 0.866

Panel C - RTI

Skill*PostAq -0.0444*** -0.0221*** -0.0189***

(0.0134) (0.00754) (0.00630)

Skill*PostAq*Newommer 0.00570 0.0108 0.0152**

(0.0170) (0.0123) (0.00639)

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

0.343 0.226 0.866

Worker FE yes

Firm FE yes yes

Setor * Year yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observ.: 5,356,887,

Number of individuals: 940,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its square,gender, edu-

ation, whether the person reieved disability allowane, whether the person reieved are allowane,

tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, ownership dummies (al-

ways foreigner, aquired and post aquiaition period), the interation term of post-aquisition perdiod

and newomer, the interation terms of the skill measures and the ownership dummies. Time-invariant

�rm level ontrols are exluded as �rm FE is added to the regression. Time-invariant worker level ontrols

(gender and eduation) are exluded from two-way �xed model. Newomer is a dummy showing whether

the worker arrived to the �rm in the post-aquiistion perdiod.
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Table A-8: Return to interpersonal skills

OLS �rm FE 2WayFE

Interpersonal 0.0474*** 0.0432*** 0.0134***

(0.00416) (0.00171) (0.00107)

Int.p.* Always For. 0.148*** 0.102*** 0.0375***

(0.00881) (0.00589) (0.00364)

Int.p. * Aquired 0.0230* 0.0302*** 0.00572

(0.0139) (0.0116) (0.00484)

Int.p. * PostAq. 0.0150 0.0236*** 0.0209***

(0.0162) (0.00785) (0.00650)

Rsquare 0.356 0.236 0.866

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Worker FE yes

Firm FE yes yes

Setor * Year yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observa-

tions: 5,356,887, Number of individuals: 940,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its

square,gender, eduation, whether the person reieved disability allowane, whether the person reieved

are allowane, tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, ownership

dummies (always foreigner, aquired and post aquiaition period). Time-invariant �rm level ontrols are

exluded as �rm FE is added to the regression. Time-invariant worker level ontrols (gender and edua-

tion) are exluded from two-way �xed model.

Table A-9: Return to RTI

OLS �rm FE 2WayFE

RTI -0.0106*** -0.0167*** -0.00899***

(0.00283) (0.00151) (0.000969)

RTI*foreign not aq -0.136*** -0.100*** -0.0329***

(0.0102) (0.00563) (0.00383)

RTI* aquired -0.0164 -0.0243*** -0.000157

(0.0141) (0.00617) (0.00372)

RTI*PostAq. -0.0445*** -0.0172*** -0.0140**

(0.0149) (0.00640) (0.00546)

Rsquare 0.343 0.226 0.866

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Worker FE yes

Firm FE yes yes

Setor * Year yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observa-

tions: 5,356,887, Number of individuals: 940,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its

square,gender, eduation, whether the person reieve disability allowane, whether the person reieve

are allowane, tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, owner-

ship dummies (always foreigner, aquired and post aquiaition period). Time-invariant �rm level ontrols

are exluded as �rm FE is added to the regression. Time-invariant worker level ontrols (gender and ed-

uation) are exluded from two-way �xed model.
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Figure A-2: Return to Interpersonal skills - event study approah - sample of balaned

aquired �rm

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level. 90% on�dene intervals are presented. Number of obser-

vations 96651. Controls: age and its square, whether the worker reeive are allowane, whether the

worker reieve disability payment, tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill

requirement. Firm and worker �xed e�ets are inluded.

Figure A-3: Return to RTI skills - event study approah - sample of balaned aquired

�rm

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level. 90% on�dene intervals are presented. Number of obser-

vations 96651. Controls: age and its square, whether the worker reeive are allowane, whether the

worker reieve disability payment, tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill

requirement. Firm and worker �xed e�ets are inluded.
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Table A-10: Return to skills - event study approah

2way FE

Interation with the skill index parametes st. errors

Aquired (Balaned) * IPS 0.00697 (0.0101)

<=(t-3) * IPS -0.0138 (0.0140)

(t-2) * IPS -0.000696 (0.0186)

(t-1) * IPS 0.00239 (0.00981)

(t+1) * IPS 0.0359*** (0.0103)

(t+2) * IPS 0.0389*** (0.0108)

(t+3) * IPS 0.0312*** (0.0118)

>=(t+4) * IPS 0.0191 (0.0142)

Aquired (Balaned) * Interp. -0.00168 (0.0103)

<=(t-3) * Interp. 0.00754 (0.0127)

(t-2) * Interp. 8.79e-05 (0.0130)

(t-1) * Interp. 0.00233 (0.00854)

(t+1) * Interp. -0.0160** (0.00728)

(t+2) * Interp. -0.00928 (0.0129)

(t+3) * Interp. -0.0111 (0.0141)

>=(t+4) * Interp. 0.00698 (0.0144)

Aquired (Balaned) * RTI -0.00381 (0.00555)

<=(t-3) * RTI 0.00328 (0.0107)

(t-2) * RTI 0.0148 (0.0106)

(t-1) * RTI 0.00730 (0.00553)

(t+1) * RTI 0.00544 (0.00663)

(t+2) * RTI 0.00700 (0.00695)

(t+3) * RTI 0.00280 (0.00915)

>=(t+4) * RTI -0.00476 (0.0116)

N 5,356,887

R 0.866

Worker FE yes

Firm FE yes

Setor * year yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observ.:

5,356,887, Number of individuals: 940 ,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its square,

whether the person reived disablity allowane, wether the person reieved are allowane, tenure and

whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, post aquiaition dummy, skill-year

interation terms, interation of the skill measure with ownership dummies.
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Figure A-4: Return to skills - event study approah - sample of balaned aquired �rm

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level. 90% on�dene intervals are presented. Number of obser-

vations 96651. Controls: age and its square, whether the worker reeive are allowane, whether the

worker reieve disability payment, tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill

requirement. Firm and worker �xed e�ets are inluded.

Table A-11: Robustness - using di�erent weighting methods

Anderson, 2008 Unweighted

IPS Interp. All three IPS Interp. All three

IPS*PostAq 0.0392*** 0.0392*** 0.0410*** 0.0467***

(0.00781) (0.00969) (0.00742) (0.00954)

Interp. PostAq 0.0217*** -0.000413 0.0214*** -0.00784

(0.00619) (0.00646) (0.00631) (0.00670)

RTI * PostAq -0.000753 0.000469

(0.00423) (0.00435)

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Rsquare 0.866 0.866 0.866 0.866 0.866 0.866

worker FE yes yes yes yes yes yes

Firm FE yes yes yes yes yes yes

setor*year yes yes yes yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number ofobserva-

tions: 5,356,887, Number of individuals: 940,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its

square,gender, eduation, whether the person reieved disability allowane and whether the person re-

ieved are allowane, tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement,

skill measures and their interation with the ownership dummies.
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Table A-12: Composition e�et- share of high IPS skilled workers

Average Above the Mean Top 50% Top 25%

Panel A - IPS

PostAq. 0.0325** 0.0192** 0.0175** 0.00980

(0.0152) (0.00774) (0.00735) (0.00820)

Rsquare 0.055 0.031 0.034 0.045

N 155,867 155,867 155,867 155,867

Panel A - Interpersonal skill

PostAq. 0.0128 0.00527 0.00529 0.0115

(0.0152) (0.00735) (0.00694) (0.00771)

Rsquare 0.038 0.037 0.038 0.019

N 155,867 155,867 155,867 155,867

Panel B - RTI

PostAq. -0.0112 -0.00646 -0.00281 -0.00350

(0.0188) (0.00786) (0.00769) (0.00623)

Rsquare 0.006 0.023 0.021 0.004

N 155,867 155,867 155,867 155,867

Firm Size yes yes yes yes

Firm FE yes yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observations:

155,867, Number of �rms: 27,345. Controls: �rm size, setor-year interation and �rm �xed e�ets.

Figure A-5: Composition e�et around the aquisition

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level. 95% on�dene intervals are presented. Left �gures: number

of observations: 156,898, number of �rms: 27,447, right �gure: number of observations: 5,110, number

of �rm: 792. Controls: setor-year interation and �rm �xed e�ets..
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Figure A-6: Foreign take-over and the performae of the �rm

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level. 95% on�dene intervals are presented. Number of obser-

vations: 1st �gure: 152,165, 2nd �gure: 4992, 3nd �gure: 156,898 and 4th �gure: 5110. Controls:

setor-year interation and �rm �xed e�ets.

Figure A-7: Worker/Manager ratio around the foreign aquisition

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level. 95% on�dene intervals are presented. Number of observa-

tions: 76,293. Controls: setor-year interation and �rm �xed e�ets.
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Table A-13: General inrease in the return to skills

OLS Firm FE 2wayFE

Panel A - Original regression - Table 5

IPS * PostAq. 0.0469*** 0.0367*** 0.0403***

(0.0139) (0.00873) (0.00736)

Rsquare 0.381 0.248 0.866

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Panel B - Math. skills interation

IPS * PostAq. 0.0352 0.0366*** 0.0363***

(0.0301) (0.00992) (0.00974)

Math. * PostAq. 0.0635 0.00201 -0.0112

(0.110) (0.0230) (0.00807)

Rsquare 0.381 0.248 0.866

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Worker FE yes

Firm FE yes yes

Setor * Year yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observations:

5,356,887, Number of individuals: 940,872,Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its square,gender,

eduation, whether the person reieved disability allowane, wether the person reieved are allowane,

tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, ownership dummies

(always foreigner, aquired and post aquiaition period). Time-invariant �rm level ontrols are exluded

as �rm FE is added to the regression. Time-invariant worker level ontrols (gender and eduation) are

exluded from two-way �xed model.
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Table A-14: General inrease in the return to skills

Interpersonal skill RTI

OLS �rmFE 2wayFE OLS �rmFE 2wayFE

Panel A - Original regression - Table A-8 and A-9

Skill * PostAq. 0.0150 0.0236*** 0.0209*** -0.0445*** -0.0172*** -0.0140**

(0.0162) (0.00785) (0.00650) (0.0149) (0.00640) (0.00546)

Rsquare 0.356 0.236 0.866 0.343 0.226 0.866

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Panel B - Math. skills interation

Skill * PostAq. 0.00445 0.0193*** 0.0141** -0.0361** -0.0117* -0.00712

(0.0187) (0.00739) (0.00637) (0.0154) (0.00659) (0.00535)

Math. * PostAq. 0.106 0.0382* 0.0598*** 0.0827 0.0503** 0.0671***

(0.0755) (0.0200) (0.0131) (0.0675) (0.0234) (0.0136)

Rsquare 0.357 0.237 0.866 0.345 0.227 0.866

N 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887 5,356,887

Worker FE yes yes

Firm FE yes yes yes yes

Setor * Year yes yes yes yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observa-

tions: 5,356,887, Number of individuals: 940,872, Number of �rms: 156,906. Controls: age and its

square,gender, eduation, whether the person reieve disability allowane, whether the person reieve

are allowane, tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, owner-

ship dummies (always foreigner, aquired and post aquiaition period). Time-invariant �rm level ontrols

are exluded as �rm FE is added to the regression. Time-invariant worker level ontrols (gender and ed-

uation) are exluded from two-way �xed model.
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Table A-15: Sumbsample of those who were never manager

OLS �rmFE 2wayFE

Panel A - IPS

IPS 0.140*** 0.0894*** 0.0229***

(0.00445) (0.00247) (0.00155)

IPS * Always For. 0.132*** 0.0898*** 0.0329***

(0.0123) (0.00629) (0.00335)

IPS * Aq. -0.0178 0.00775 -0.00728

(0.0264) (0.0124) (0.00624)

IPS * PostAq 0.0566*** 0.0340*** 0.0384***

(0.0186) (0.0102) (0.0100)

Rsuare 0.364 0.147 0.847

N 4,683,889 4,683,889 4,683,889

Panel B - Interpersonal

IPS 0.0678*** 0.0564*** 0.00930***

(0.00408) (0.00161) (0.00110)

IPS * Always For. 0.115*** 0.0661*** 0.0235***

(0.0111) (0.00655) (0.00302)

IPS * Aq. -0.00677 0.00720 -0.000773

(0.0183) (0.0117) (0.00502)

PostAq 0.0104 0.0133 0.0147**

(0.0192) (0.00888) (0.00707)

Rsquare 0.333 0.132 0.847

N 4,683,889 4,683,889 4,683,889

Panel C - RTI

IPS -0.0209*** -0.0175*** -0.00507***

(0.00280) (0.00147) (0.000993)

IPS * Always For. -0.0827*** -0.0572*** -0.0179***

(0.0118) (0.00537) (0.00290)

IPS * Aq. 0.0177 8.22e-05 0.00335

(0.0172) (0.00818) (0.00362)

PostAq -0.0431*** -0.0119* -0.00571

(0.0160) (0.00641) (0.00575)

Rsquare 0.313 0.117 0.847

N 4,683,889 4,683,889 4,683,889

Worker FE yes

Firm FE yes yes

Setor * Year yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observations:

4,683,889, Number of individuals: 830,083, No. �rms: 134,353. Controls: age and its square,gender,

eduation, whether the person is disable and reepient of are allowane, tenure and whether the observa-

tion is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, ownership dummies (always foreigner, aquired and post

aquiaition period). Time-invariant �rm level ontrols are exluded as �rm FE is added to the regression.

Time-invariant worker level ontrols (gender and eduation) are exluded from two-way �xed model.
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Table A-16: Time-varying �rm level ontrols

OLS �rmFE 2wayFE

Panel A - IPS

IPS * PostAq. 0.0582*** 0.0373*** 0.0408***

(0.0139) (0.00856) (0.00774)

Rsquare 0.460 0.251 0.868

N 5,290,513 5,290,513 5,290,513

Panel B - interpersonal

Interpers. * PostAq. 0.0312** 0.0244*** 0.0216***

(0.0135) (0.00776) (0.00661)

Rsquare 0.442 0.238 0.868

N 5,290,513 5,290,513 5,290,513

Panel C - RTI

RTI * PostAq. -0.0382*** -0.0172*** -0.0139**

(0.0132) (0.00643) (0.00551)

Rsquare 0.433 0.228 0.868

N 5,290,513 5,290,513 5,290,513

Panel D - All indies in one regression

IPS * PostAq. 0.0662*** 0.0384*** 0.0472***

(0.0174) (0.0109) (0.00971)

Interpers. * PostAq. -0.0198 -0.00355 -0.00920

(0.0145) (0.00771) (0.00650)

RTI * PostAq. -0.0165 -0.00235 0.00067

(0.0139) (0.00679) (0.00434)

Rsquare 0.463 0.256 0.868

N 5,290,513 5,290,513 5,290,513

Worker FE yes

Firm FE yes yes

Setor * Year yes yes yes

Time varying �rm level ontrols yes yes yes

Standard errors are lustered at �rm level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Number of observa-

tions: 5,290,513, Number of individuals: 939,441, Number of �rms: 151,692. Controls: age and its

square,gender, eduation, whether the person reieved disability allowane, whether the person reieved

are allowane, tenure and whether the observation is ensored, mathematis skill requirement, ownership

dummies (always foreigner, aquired and post aquiaition period). I further add �rm level time-varying

ontrols to the regression: size, revenue, dummy whether the �rm is an exporter and a dummy whether

the �rm invested in the given year. Time-invariant �rm level ontrols are exluded as �rm FE is added to

the regression. Time-invariant worker level ontrols (gender and eduation) are exluded from two-way

�xed model.
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Appendix B : for Chapter 2

Table B-1: The onstrution of skill use indies

Cognitive skill use indies Non-ognitive skill use indies

Index of use of numeray skills at work Index of use of planning skills at work

How often - Calulating osts or budgets How often - Planning own ativities

How often - Use or alulate frations or perentages How often - Planning others' ativities

How often - Use a alulator How often - Organizing own time

How often - Prepare harts graphs or tables

How often - Use simple algebra or formulas Index of use of in�uening skills at work

How often - Use advaned math or statistis How often - Teahing people

How often � Presentations

Index of use of writing skills at work How often - Advising people

How often - Write letters memos or mails How often - Planning others' ativities

How often - Write artiles How often - In�uening people

How often - Write reports How often - Negotiating with people

How often - Fill in forms

Index of learning at work

Index of use of reading skills at work How often - Learning from o-workers/supervisors

How often - Read diretions or instrutions How often - Learning - Learning-by-doing

How often - Read letters memos or mails How often - Learning - Keeping up to date

How often - Read newspapers or magazines

How often - Read professional journals or publiations Index of use of task disretion at work

How often - Read books Work �exibility - Sequene of tasks

How often - Read manuals or referene materials Work �exibility - How to do the work

How often - Read �nanial statements Work �exibility - Speed of work

How often - Read diagrams maps or shematis Work �exibility - Working hours

Index of use of ICT skills at work

How often - For mail

How often - Work related info

How often - Condut transations

How often - Spreadsheets

How often - Real-time disussions
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Table B-2: Family struture, oupation eduation and time spent on housework

(1) (2) (3) (4)

VARIABLES oe�. s.e. oe�. s.e. oe�. s.e. oe�. s.e.

Female 6.122*** (0.205) 6.224*** (0.216) 2.973*** (0.391) 1.721 (3.194)

Child 2.348* (1.199) 0.070 (2.392) -0.506 (1.787) 2.032 (1.831)

Partner 1.227 (1.702) 3.021** (1.378) 2.112** (1.013) 2.444 (2.137)

Partner*Female 3.938*** (0.528)

Female*Child 2.080** (1.012)

Partner*Child -0.496 (2.336)

Female*Child*Partner -1.253 (1.138)

Armed fore -0.436 (0.928) -0.901 (1.477) -5.184 (3.212)

Manager 0.161 (0.921) 0.420 (0.988) 2.739 (1.882)

Professionals -0.257 (0.906) -0.322 (0.805) -0.759 (1.828)

Tehniians and ass. prof. -0.075 (0.937) -0.961 (0.770) 0.497 (1.637)

Clerks 0.586 (0.927) -1.043 (0.864) 0.905 (2.228)

Servie workrers 3.962*** (1.275) -0.504 (0.822) 1.679 (1.573)

Skilled agriult 0.413 (0.924) 3.606 (2.579) 12.694 (15.102)

Craft workers 0.010 (0.963) 0.038 (0.918) 1.126 (1.488)

Operators 2.080** (0.963) -0.004 (1.020) 1.066 (1.827)

Medium edu. -0.047 (0.313) -0.693 (0.619) 1.587 (2.494)

High edu. -1.700*** (0.330) -2.637*** (0.599) 2.104 (2.710)

Country FE yes yes yes yes

Child interations yes

Partner interations yes

Triple int. (*partner*hild) yes

Oupation interations yes

Observations 10,011 9,940 9,940 9,940

R-squared 0.198 0.214 0.220 0.236

Notes: The dependent variable is hourse spend on housework reported by the worke. Every regression ontrols for ountry

�xed e�ets. In the third olumn we interat all variables with the hild and partner dummy and also inlude all the triple

interation terms (everything is interated with hild*partner). In the fourth olumn we interat every variable with the

oupation dummies. The left out ategories are: elementary oupations and low eduation. Standard errors are in

parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table B-3: Family struture, oupation eduation and time spent on familyare

(1) (2) (6) (7)

VARIABLES oe�. s.e. oe�. s.e. oe�. s.e. oe�. s.e.

Female 5.348*** (0.330) 5.095*** (0.348) 0.707 (0.434) 7.930*** (2.477)

Child 15.115*** (2.748) 5.220** (2.370) 3.375 (2.592) 13.543*** (3.369)

Partner 3.340** (1.389) 4.097*** (1.325) 1.835* (0.985) 11.699*** (3.485)

Partner*Female 0.804 (0.584)

Female*Child 9.408*** (1.946)

Partner*Child 5.089* (3.074)

Female*Child*Partner -0.353 (2.123)

Armed fore -0.714 (1.851) -3.106*** (0.678) -16.611*** (6.115)

Manager 0.104 (1.804) -0.302 (0.916) -0.235 (3.157)

Professionals 0.595 (1.789) -0.251 (0.747) 0.934 (2.927)

Tehniians and ass. prof. 0.265 (1.831) -0.199 (0.669) 3.589 (2.711)

Clerks 1.555 (1.815) 0.065 (0.771) -0.871 (2.966)

Servie workrers 0.060 (2.040) 1.661* (0.893) 1.772 (2.537)

Skilled agriult 0.482 (1.811) 2.054 (1.823) 2.795 (3.180)

Craft workers 0.692 (1.874) -0.322 (0.758) 2.030 (2.168)

Operators 1.395 (1.841) 1.026 (0.884) 3.365 (2.371)

Medium edu. 1.320*** (0.488) 0.079 (0.620) 7.658** (3.803)

High edu. 1.878*** (0.566) -0.558 (0.675) 8.788* (5.194)

Country FE yes yes yes yes

Child interations yes

Partner interations yes

Triple int. (*partner*hild) yes

Oupation interation yes

Observations 9,481 9,416 9,416 9,416

R-squared 0.273 0.274 0.278 0.273

Notes: The dependent variable is hourse spend on family are reported by the worke. Every regression ontrols for

ountry �xed e�ets. In the third olumn we interat all variables with the hild and partner dummy and also inlude all

the triple interation terms (everything is interated with hild*partner). In the fourth olumn we interat every variable

with the oupation dummies. The left out ategories are: elementary oupations and low eduation. Standard errors

are in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Figure B-1: Self-reported and spouse-reported hours spent on housework (weekly hours)
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Notes: The �gure shows that the self-reported and spouse-reported hours spent on housework are similar. Single households

are omitted and hours spent on housework are winsorized at 40 hours.

Figure B-2: Amount of family are by the hours spent on housework
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Notes: The �gure shows the average hours spent on family are as the funtion of hours spent on housework. Both the

hours spent on housework and family are are winsorized at 40 hours.
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Figure B-3: The gender gap in skill use by eduational level

Panel A: Gender gap in numeray skill use at work
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Panel B: Gender gap in literay skill use at work
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Panel C: Gender gap in ICT skill use at work
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Notes: The �gure shows the gender gap in ognitive test sores by eduational level. The �gures on the left show the raw

gap, while the �gures on the right use the same ontrol variables as in Table 4 Column (3): partner dummy, hild dummy,

years of eduation, experiene, experiene^2, ognitive test results, oupation ategories (ISCO 3-digit), ountry �xed

e�ets, parents' highest level of eduation and parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment

dummy, dummy for having a permanent ontrat, dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories. Standard errors

are alulated with the jakknife method (suggested by OECD, 2013) using 80 repliation weights. All of the results are

alulated by using sampling weights provided by the survey.
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Figure B-4: The gender gap in skill use by oupation groups

Panel A: Gender gap in numeray skill use at work
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Panel B: Gender gap in literay skill use at work
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Panel C: Gender gap in ICT skill use at work
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Notes: The �gure shows the gender gap in ognitive test sores by oupational ategories. The �gures on the left show

the raw gap, while the �gures on the right use the same ontrol variables as in Table 4 Column (3): partner dummy, hild

dummy, years of eduation, experiene, experiene^2, ognitive test results, oupation ategories (ISCO 3-digit), ountry

�xed e�ets, parents' highest level of eduation and parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment

dummy, dummy for having a permanent ontrat, dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories. Standard errors are

alulated with the jakknife method (suggested by OECD, 2013) using 80 repliation weights. All of the results are

alulated by using sampling weights provided by the survey.
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Figure B-5: Gender gap in skill use by �rm size

Panel A: Gender gap in numeray skill use at work
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Panel B: Gender gap in literay skill use at work
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Panel C: Gender gap in ICT skill use at work
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Notes: The �gure shows the gender gap in ognitive test sores by �rm size ategories. The �gures on the left show the

raw gap, while the �gures on the right use the same ontrol variables as in Table 4 Column (3): partner dummy, hild

dummy, years of eduation, experiene, experiene^2, ognitive test results, oupation ategories (ISCO 3-digit), ountry

�xed e�ets, parents' highest level of eduation and parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment

dummy, dummy for having a permanent ontrat, dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories, private setor and

a set of soial skills (ategorial variable for ultural engagement, politial e�ay, soial trust, soial trust 2 and health

status). Standard errors are alulated with the jakknife method (suggested by OECD, 2013) using 80 repliation weights.

All of the results are alulated by using sampling weights provided by the survey.
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Figure B-6: Average skill use and gender gap test sores by oupations

Panel A: Numeray skill use at work by gender gap in ognitive skills
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Panel B: Literay skill use at work by gender gap in ognitive skills
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Panel C: ICT skill use at work by gender gap in ognitive skills
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Notes: The �gure shows the average skill use in a given oupation (vertial axis) by the gender gap in ognitive test sores

(horizontal axis) in a given oupation. Every dot represents an oupation de�ned by 3-digit ISCO odes.
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Figure B-7: Non-ognitive skill requirements of the oupation and the gender gap in

ognitive skill use

Panel A: Numeray skill use
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Panel B: Literay skill use
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Panel C: ICT skill use
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Notes: The �gure shows the average gender gap in a given oupation (vertial axis) by importane of ooperation (horizontal

axis) in a given oupation. Every dot represents an oupation de�ned by 3-digit ISCO odes.
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Table B-4: Gender gap in skill use by ountry

(1) (2) (3)

Country Numeray Literay ICT

oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.)

Czeh Republi -0.057 (0.078) -0.239*** (0.064) -0.021 (0.066)

Denmark -0.250*** (0.045) -0.192*** (0.044) -0.183*** (0.041)

Frane -0.176*** (0.036) -0.185*** (0.030) -0.030 (0.037)

Great Britain -0.182*** (0.049) -0.157*** (0.042) -0.089* (0.051)

Germany -0.154*** (0.053) -0.219*** (0.044) -0.066 (0.049)

Japan -0.217*** (0.039) -0.207*** (0.045) -0.205*** (0.048)

Republi of Korea -0.141*** (0.038) -0.128*** (0.044) -0.086* (0.049)

Norway -0.350*** (0.041) -0.282*** (0.040) -0.195*** (0.035)

Poland -0.100** (0.048) -0.093* (0.053) -0.132** (0.061)

Russia 0.052 (0.080) -0.048 (0.068) -0.138*** (0.049)

Slovakia -0.061 (0.055) -0.091* (0.050) 0.022 (0.051)

Spain -0.158*** (0.051) -0.252*** (0.051) -0.247*** (0.054)

Notes: The olumns show the gender gap by skill use indies. Every row ontains regressions for the given ountry. Every

regression ontrols for years of eduation and standardized literay and numeray skills, for partner dummy, hild dummy,

years of eduation, experiene, experiene^2, oupation ategories (ISCO 3-digit), parents' highest level of eduation and

parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment dummy, dummy for having a permanent ontrat,

dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories, private setor. Standard errors are alulated with the jakknife method

(suggested by OECD, 2013) using 80 repliation weights. All of the results are alulated by using sampling weights provided

by the survey. Standard errors are in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Appendix C : for Chapter 3

Figure C-1: Salary, IV and the deision to hange name - Muniipal Employees

Controls are the same as in the main regression: age and its square, experiene and its square, whether

the individual was found in the eduation data and his grade, oupation dummies, workplae

dummies, Jewish dummy and the year of observation
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Table B-5: Non-ognitive skill use at work

(1) (2) (3)

oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.) oe�. (s.e.)

Panel A: use of planning skills at work

Gender gap -0.154*** (0.015) -0.119*** (0.016) -0.033** (0.016)

Years of eduation 0.064*** (0.004) 0.019*** (0.004)

Literay test sores -0.015 (0.018) 0.020 (0.015)

Numeray test sores 0.055*** (0.020) 0.042*** (0.016)

Panel B: use of in�uening skills at work

Gender gap -0.213*** (0.021) -0.177*** (0.021) -0.150*** (0.018)

Years of eduation 0.090*** (0.005) 0.032*** (0.005)

Literay test sores -0.051** (0.020) -0.037** (0.018)

Numeray test sores 0.079*** (0.023) 0.063*** (0.018)

Panel C: use of task disretion at work

Gender gap -0.223*** (0.016) -0.190*** (0.018) -0.060*** (0.015)

Years of eduation 0.024*** (0.003) 0.010** (0.004)

Literay test sores -0.005 (0.020) 0.015 (0.016)

Numeray test sores 0.087*** (0.021) 0.015 (0.017)

Panel C: use of learning skills at work

Gender gap -0.079*** (0.017) -0.059*** (0.019) -0.077*** (0.015)

Years of eduation 0.066*** (0.006) 0.032*** (0.005)

Literay test sores -0.009 (0.023) 0.025 (0.024)

Numeray test sores 0.006 (0.026) -0.004 (0.023)

Additonal ontrols Yes

Notes: Control variables di�er by olumn. Column (2) ontrols for years of eduation and standardized literay and

numeray skills. The additional ontrol variables are the same as in Table 4 Column (3): partner dummy, hild dummy,

years of eduation, experiene, experiene^2, ognitive test results, oupation ategories (ISCO 3-digit), ountry �xed

e�ets, parents' highest level of eduation and parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment

dummy, dummy for having a permanent ontrat, dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories, private setor and

a set of soial skills (ategorial variable for ultural engagement, politial e�ay, soial trust, soial trust 2 and health

status). Standard errors are alulated with the jakknife method (suggested by OECD, 2013) using 80 repliation weights.

All of the results are alulated by using sampling weights provided by the survey. Standard errors are in parentheses ***

p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table B-6: The e�et of having family on gender gap

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

VARIABLES Numeray skill use Literay skill use ICT skill use

Partner 0.087*** 0.073*** 0.142*** 0.132*** 0.174*** 0.177***

(0.028) (0.028) (0.034) (0.032) (0.036) (0.033)

Female -0.118*** -0.097*** -0.097*** -0.068** -0.035 -0.009

(0.028) (0.029) (0.029) (0.029) (0.031) (0.030)

Partner*Female -0.108*** -0.049 -0.128*** -0.076* -0.132*** -0.073*

(0.038) (0.045) (0.038) (0.040) (0.040) (0.038)

Child -0.030 -0.016 -0.083*** -0.077** -0.065** -0.051*

(0.026) (0.028) (0.031) (0.033) (0.029) (0.029)

Child*Female 0.073** 0.097*** 0.018 0.064 -0.015 0.024

(0.033) (0.032) (0.039) (0.040) (0.038) (0.037)

Workhour 0.009*** 0.011*** 0.008***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Housework -0.005** -0.006*** -0.008***

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Familyare 0.000 0.002* -0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Eduation yes yes yes yes yes yes

Cognitive skill yes yes yes yes yes yes

Job harat. yes yes yes yes yes yes

Observations 30,263 29,938 31,277 30,954 25,931 25,701

R-squared 0.261 0.276 0.320 0.341 0.291 0.305

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Control variables are years of eduation,

standardized literay and numeray skill, experiene, experiene^2, oupation ategories (ISCO 3-digit), ountry �xed

e�ets, parents' highest level of eduation and parents' immigration status, dummy for full time work, self-employment

dummy, dummy for having a permanent ontrat, dummies for 1-digit industry, 5 �rm size ategories, private setor.

Standard errors are alulated with the jakknife method (suggested by OECD, 2013) using 80 repliation weights. All of

the results are alulated by using sampling weights provided by the survey.
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Figure C-2: Salary, IV and the deision to hange name - Reserve O�ers

Control variables are the same as in the main regression: age and its square, years of shool and its

square, oupation dummies, whether the worker partiipated in any training outside the shool, Jewish

dummy, year of observation

Table C-1: t-test - Muniipal Employee

(1)

Mean(Non-Changer) st dev Mean(Changer) st dev Di�. Std. Error Obs.

Age 41.93 11.76 41.08 11.41 0.85

∗
0.50 3702

Experiene 13.05 9.94 12.99 9.54 0.06 0.43 3702

High Shool 0.36 0.48 0.55 0.50 -0.19

∗∗∗
0.02 3702

Jewish 0.03 0.17 0.10 0.30 -0.07

∗∗∗
0.01 3702

GPA=1 0.04 0.19 0.08 0.27 -0.04

∗∗∗
0.01 3702

GPA=2 0.08 0.27 0.11 0.32 -0.04

∗∗∗
0.01 3702

GPA=3 0.09 0.29 0.14 0.35 -0.05

∗∗∗
0.01 3702

GPA=4 0.02 0.16 0.05 0.21 -0.02

∗∗∗
0.01 3702

GPA=5 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.04 -0.00 0.00 3702
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Table C-2: t-test - Muniipal Employee - restrited sample

(1)

Mean(Changer) st dev Mean(Non-Changer) st dev Di�. Std. Error Obs.

Age 41.76 11.55 40.70 11.53 1.06

∗
0.58 2061

Experiene 12.47 9.96 12.74 9.54 -0.27 0.50 2061

High Shool 0.42 0.49 0.58 0.49 -0.16

∗∗∗
0.02 2061

Jewish 0.05 0.21 0.12 0.33 -0.07

∗∗∗
0.01 2061

GPA=1 0.04 0.20 0.09 0.28 -0.04

∗∗∗
0.01 2061

GPA=2 0.09 0.29 0.12 0.32 -0.03

∗
0.02 2061

GPA=3 0.11 0.31 0.14 0.35 -0.04

∗∗
0.02 2061

GPA=4 0.03 0.17 0.04 0.20 -0.01 0.01 2061

GPA=5 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2061

Restrited sample is the sample of those workers for whom the instrument is de�ned.

Table C-3: t-test - Reserve O�ers

(1)

Mean(Non-Changer) st dev Mean(Changer) st dev Di�. Std. Error Obs.

Age 31.76 4.18 31.97 2.43 -0.21 0.27 2477

Years of Shool 14.41 2.64 14.38 2.67 0.03 0.18 2477

Training 0.08 0.27 0.11 0.32 -0.04

∗
0.02 2477

Clerial o. 0.47 0.50 0.61 0.49 -0.14

∗∗∗
0.03 2477

Jew 0.15 0.36 0.55 0.50 -0.40

∗∗∗
0.03 2477

Table C-4: t-test - Reserve O�ers - restrited sample

(1)

Mean(Non-Changer) st dev Mean(Changer) st dev Di�. Std. Error Obs.

Age 31.73 3.71 31.99 2.42 -0.25 0.26 1372

Years of Shool 14.33 2.65 14.38 2.67 -0.05 0.19 1372

Training 0.09 0.29 0.12 0.32 -0.03 0.02 1372

Clerial o. 0.47 0.50 0.62 0.49 -0.15

∗∗∗
0.04 1372

Jew 0.25 0.43 0.58 0.50 -0.33

∗∗∗
0.03 1372

Restrited sample is the sample of those workers for whom the instrument is de�ned.
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Table C-5: Regression results - Muniipal Employees

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

log(salary) log(salary) log(salary) Changer log(salary) log(salary)

Changer 0.0276

∗∗
0.0400

∗∗∗
0.0580

∗∗

(0.0125) (0.0150) (0.0255)

Age 0.0165

∗∗∗
0.0147 0.0149 -0.0102

∗∗
0.0160

∗∗∗
0.0139

(0.00539) (0.00945) (0.00928) (0.00507) (0.00529) (0.00920)

Sq. of age -0.0180

∗∗∗
-0.0174 -0.0176 0.00927

∗
-0.0177

∗∗∗
-0.0169

(0.00649) (0.0115) (0.0113) (0.00548) (0.00635) (0.0112)

Experiene 0.0198

∗∗∗
0.0210

∗∗∗
0.0207

∗∗∗
0.00918

∗∗∗
0.0197

∗∗∗
0.0207

∗∗∗

(0.00221) (0.00299) (0.00295) (0.00307) (0.00220) (0.00296)

Sq. of exp/100 -0.00683 -0.0113 -0.0107 -0.0175

∗∗
-0.00649 -0.0106

(0.00689) (0.0102) (0.0101) (0.00792) (0.00684) (0.0100)

Jewish * High Shool -0.0555 -0.0592 -0.0624 0.0242 -0.0495 -0.0509

(0.0358) (0.0419) (0.0420) (0.0419) (0.0357) (0.0418)

iv 0.107

∗∗∗

(0.00372)

hanged before 1898 0.0763

∗∗∗
0.0900

∗∗∗

(0.0211) (0.0250)

hanged in 1898 0.0355 0.0769

∗∗

(0.0251) (0.0309)

hanged after 1899 -0.0199 -0.0159

(0.0157) (0.0182)

Constant 7.022

∗∗∗
7.146

∗∗∗
7.138

∗∗∗
0.415

∗∗∗
7.035

∗∗∗
7.170

∗∗∗

(0.122) (0.201) (0.198) (0.126) (0.120) (0.197)

Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oupation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Workplae Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 3702 2061 2061 2061 3702 2061

Robust standard errors are in the parenthesis. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.Control variables: high

shool dummy, GPA sores. Restrited sample is the sample of those workers for whom the instrument

is de�ned.
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Table C-6: Regression results - Reserve O�ers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

log(salary) log(salary) log(salary) hanger log(salary) log(salary)

hanger 0.0485

∗
0.0544

∗
0.142

∗

(0.0283) (0.0306) (0.0823)

Age 0.00961

∗∗∗
0.00504 0.00350 0.0104

∗
0.00959

∗∗∗
0.00497

(0.00211) (0.0222) (0.0216) (0.00540) (0.00211) (0.0222)

Square of Age 0.00589 0.0158 0.0180 -0.0112 0.00586 0.0158

(0.00465) (0.0342) (0.0334) (0.00804) (0.00465) (0.0343)

Years of Shool 0.00932 0.0340 0.0336 0.00725 0.00886 0.0331

(0.0338) (0.0441) (0.0430) (0.0377) (0.0339) (0.0446)

Sq of yrs of shool 0.00720 -0.100 -0.0997 -0.0187 0.00859 -0.0985

(0.123) (0.162) (0.158) (0.137) (0.124) (0.163)

Training -0.0398 -0.0487 -0.0478 -0.00830 -0.0407 -0.0521

(0.0259) (0.0350) (0.0345) (0.0368) (0.0259) (0.0350)

jew 0.0615

∗∗
0.0583

∗
0.0393 0.110

∗∗∗
0.0612

∗∗
0.0590

∗∗

(0.0254) (0.0298) (0.0338) (0.0264) (0.0254) (0.0298)

IV 0.0666

∗∗∗

(0.00450)

hanged before 1898 0.0666

∗
0.0729

∗∗

(0.0347) (0.0367)

hanged in 1898 0.0676 0.122

∗

(0.0658) (0.0647)

hanged after 1899 0.00193 -0.0171

(0.0518) (0.0565)

Constant 6.748

∗∗∗
6.576

∗∗∗
6.888

∗∗∗
-0.168 6.760

∗∗∗
6.587

∗∗∗

(0.315) (0.498) (0.483) (0.286) (0.314) (0.501)

Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oupation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 2477 1372 1372 1372 2477 1372

Robust standard errors are in the parenthesis. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Control variables: oupation dummies, year �xed e�ets. Restrited sample is the sample of those

workers for whom the instrument is de�ned.
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Table C-7: IV and observable harateristis of the worker - Muniipal Employees

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

IV IV IV IV IV IV

High shool -0.0867 -0.115 -0.137 -0.202 -0.442

∗∗
-0.492

∗∗∗

(0.224) (0.141) (0.223) (0.143) (0.221) (0.143)

No mental sore 0.0974 0.125 0.0761 0.142 0.241 0.291

∗

(0.249) (0.178) (0.246) (0.176) (0.242) (0.172)

GPA=2 -0.0432 -0.0991 -0.0726

(0.266) (0.265) (0.255)

GPA=3 -0.198 -0.249 -0.125

(0.263) (0.261) (0.253)

GPA=4 -0.587

∗
-0.479 -0.392

(0.346) (0.346) (0.340)

GPA=5 -2.668

∗∗∗
-3.103

∗∗∗
-2.651

∗∗∗

(0.544) (0.737) (0.707)

GPA>=3 -0.281 -0.264 -0.161

(0.183) (0.183) (0.175)

High sh. * Jewish 1.692

∗∗∗
1.703

∗∗∗

(0.182) (0.183)

Constant -0.608

∗
-0.618

∗
1.420

∗∗
1.445

∗∗
0.965 0.992

(0.329) (0.327) (0.685) (0.681) (0.700) (0.696)

Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oupation No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Workplae No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 2061 2061 2061 2061 2061 2061

Robust standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001. In olumn 3-6 we ontrol for

age and ist square, experiene and its square.
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Table C-8: IV and observable harateristis of the workers - Reserve O�ers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

IV IV IV IV IV

Years of shool -0.249 -0.260 -0.0881

(0.227) (0.227) (0.203)

Square of yrs of shool 0.00914 0.00980 0.00296

(0.00827) (0.00828) (0.00748)

Training 0.0498 0.0441 0.00683

(0.204) (0.216) (0.195)

Clerial oupation 0.102 0.107 0.134

(0.118) (0.125) (0.118)

Jewish 1.669

∗∗∗

(0.110)

Constant 0.738 -0.887 -0.921 -0.747 -1.504

(1.706) (0.810) (0.805) (2.007) (1.803)

Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 1331 1331 1331 1331 1331

Robust standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001. In olumn 4-5 we ontrol for

age and its square
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